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It is no surprise that the vast majority
of the nation's business owners are white
. . . like the illustration. The circumstances of history have combined to exclude a fair share of our minority group
members from business ownership. In
fact, while minorities make up some
seventeen per cent of our populace, they
own and operate less than four per cent
of the country's businesses.
It is not our role to debate all of the
conditions that led to this imbalance. But
it is our job to do something about it . . .
namely to assist qualified minority group
members to participate in the free enterprise system.
You can help us if you are a successful
business person who would be willing to
share your experience with others who
hope to make it as you have. And perhaps
you would be well advised to explore the
very tangible financial incentives and advantages available today to any company
that is willing to launch a minority owned
or operated subsidiary.
Obviously, the color of any given tycoon is not nearly as important as the
qualities that led him to the top. But it is
important that all of our people have every
chance to share in the rich rewards for
initiative possible in this country.
NAA now has an advisory program,

the purpose of which is to make the minority businessman aware of his financial
management needs and to get him started
in the right direction.
NAA does not do the detail work. Carrying out of advice must be accomplished
by competent employees or qualified professionals. NAA advisors withdraw once
the business is successfully under way.
The problem is, there are still a lot of
areas, where help is needed, not now
being served by an NAA Chapter SocioEconomic Committee.
If you'd like to start one —or otherwise
help out — contact:
■ Your local Chapter President
■ ROBERT F. CLAIRMONT, Manager
Socio- Economic Programs
National Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
(212) 759 -3444 or 371 -9124
Participation is not limited to NAA
members. Anyone who would like to join
the NAA Socio- Economic Program is also
invited to contact us.
This Program is funded by
Office of Minority Business Enterprise,
U.S. Department of Commerce, W ashington, D.C. 20230

If you believe accounting standards should be
set by the business community, which is far
more representative than any government
agency ... here's your chance to support
your belief in a positive way.

"should
Who
setAce-,

A letter was recently sent to you signed by
six past presidents of NAA. We hope you will
read it and re -read it carefully so you will
appreciate how important your understanding
and your support can be to this new
structure for setting accounting standards
within our own profession. How well this is
done affects the very future of our way of
doing business.

Please join in our effort by contributing to
the Financial Accounting Foundation. A
commitment by every NAA member will

guarantee the success of this vital undertaking.
Make your commitment today. For
convenience, use the coupon below.
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Please note:
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1) Checks or money orders should be made
payable to the Financial Accounting
Foundation (tax deductible).
Please do not send cash.

,
,

,
2) Mail contribution and this coupon to NAA,
919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. ,
3) An acknowledgement will be sent to
,
you shortly.
4) Amount of contribution $
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CONCEPTS, STANDARDS, AND RULES
By I. Wayne Keller
The author, a leader in the field of Accounting, discusses representative problems
facing today's accountants in their expanding role. Although he offers no instant
solutions to the problems, he does make some suggestions which will help the
Accounting profession achieve a bright future.
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ARE ACCOUNTANTS THE PUBLIC'S PROTECTORS?
By Carrol R. Miller
Figures don't lie, not CPA - certified ones, but more and more people are wondering
whether some well - publicized corporate turnarounds are quite as dramatic as the
CPA - audited statements say they are. The author examines some of the problems
facing the accountant who is trying to report the facts and the needs of management
and the investor.
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CAPITAL BUDGETING PRACTICES: A SURVEY
By James M. Fremgen
For the past two decades the literature of accounting and finance has advised the
reader how to do his capital budgeting —what techniques and practices he should use.
In this article, the author reports the results of a survey made to determine the capital
budgeting methods American business firms are actually using.
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INTERIM REPORTS: DO THEY MEET MAP STANDARDS?
By William F. Crum
In August 1972, NAA's MAP Committee set forth 12 "Guidelines for Interim Financial
Reporting." To establish how well present interim reports measure up to these
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THE OPPORTUNITY COST TRANSFER PRICE
By Gary L. Holstrum and Eugene H. Sauls
Some of the methods for determining transfer prices satisfy only the objective of
performance measurement; others satisfy only the objective of goal congruence. In
this article the authors present, with a graphical analysis, a method based on
opportunity costs which is designed to satisfy both objectives under all conditions.
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CONTROLLING ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
By Robert J. Giordano
Purchase of goods and services can create problems in making future payments. By
matching the forms associated with a purchase, as described in this article, these
accounts payable can be controlled.
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ACTIONABLE -ASSET REPORTING
James P. McLaney
Profits and returns on investment can be greatly enhanced through an effective,
well- organized actionable -asset program. As part of such a program, the author
describes a method of reporting that will help to analyze asset trends, identify
excessive asset buildup, highlight problem areas, and point out milestone solutions.
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Questions for Fame and Fortune
Elsewhere in this issue (p. 69) we present Part 4 of the Certificate
in Management Accounting Examination given last December, plus
unofficial answers, and next month we'll publish the fifth and final
set. For those who want the entire Exam and answers within one
cover, a combined reprint will be available shortly.
Meanwhile, back at the IMA office, work is progressing nicely on
the 1973 Exam, which is scheduled to be given in some 24 cities
the first week in December.
Realizing that the membership of NAA constitutes a vast pool of
experience, talent and accounting knowledge, Institute officials have
agreed to consider, for inclusion in future CMA Exams, questions
( a n d a n s w e r s ) f r o m MANAGEMENT Ac c oUN T I N G r e a d e r s . If y o u h a v e

questions or problems that you feel are appropriate for a CMA Exam,
please send for complete details on submission procedure. Write:
Q & A, Institute of Management Accounting, 919 Third Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10022.
Incidentally, the Institute is prepared to pay an honorarium for
each question used —but we suspect the self- satisfaction that will
come from acceptance will mean more to an NAA'er than any amount
of financial reward.
El

C o m i n g U p i n MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
Prices of products sold to the Government cannot be determined
by market forces. Learn how they can be set in "Pricing For Government Contractors" by Michael Roberge . . . In "Cost Accounting
Standards Board: A Progress Report," CASB Associate Director David
H. Li reviews the obj ectives and ac com plish m ents o f the Board to

date.... Hospitals must improv e their ability to survive. To help
them William L. Jenkins describes a "Nonprofit Hospital Accounting
System" . . . Recent court decisions may have extended your legal
liabilities. Michael M. Boone explains why in "The Management
Accountant and the Securities Laws."
E]
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Rawn Brinkley (1909 -73)
Rawn Brinkley, retired Executive
Director of the National Association of Accountants, died March 26,
1973, in Santa Rosa, Calif.
Mr. Brinkley spent 16 years on
the national staff, first as Assistant
Secretary (1954 -61), then as Secretary and Executive Director (196170). But his association with NAA
began in 1938 when he affiliated
with the Providence Chapter. He
helped organize two chapters —Elmira Area and East Tennessee—and
served as president of both. He also
was affiliated with the Rochester
Chapter before joining the national
organization.
A native of Chicago, Rawn Brinkley was reared in
Seattle. He was graduated from Harvard University
with a Bachelor of Science degree. Before joining the
staff, he had held accounting - related positions in IBM
Corp., the Longview Fibre Co., Corning Glass Works,
and the Blue Ridge Glass Corp., a Corning affiliate.
During his term in office, Mr. Brinkley directed the
Association during a period of great change and
growth. From 50,000 members and 171 chapters, NAA
had increased to almost 70,000 members and 258
chapters when he turned over the reins of office to
his successor, William M. Young, Jr.
Statistics do not tell the whole story. There was
a marked improvement during the Sixties in the quality of the Association's educational, publication and
other programs. The chapter competition program,
which is given the major credit for the success of NAA,
was refined and adapted to more closely reflect the
objectives of the Association. At the same time, during
this period, NAA began its expansion internationally,
a thrust which is still going on. Mr. Brinkley himself,
accompanied by the then NAA President, James E.
Meredith, Jr., made the first official visit by an NAA
staff head to South America to foster this expansion.
While bending his efforts to improve existing programs and services to members, Mr. Brinkley, under
the direction of the NAA Board of Directors, guided
the Association in implementing a number of new
programs. These included a group life insurance plan
for members, NAA's sponsorship of the Treasurer of
the Year Award in cooperation with Junior Achievement, the Memorial Education Fund, and a staff
service recognition program.
Mr. Brinkley also guided the reorganization of the
staff into five divisions, a move designed to improve
the coordination of staff functions with national committees. in the volunteer organization, three new
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1973

standing committees were established— Planning, New Chapters,
and Publications. Two permanent
committees were also established —
Management Accounting Practices
and International Chapters. He
directed the celebration of the Association's Golden Jubilee, a year
which climaxed at the 1969 Annual
International Conference in New
York City.
Not long after he retired from the
staff because of ill health, Rawn
Brinkley was honored by the Association for his long and devoted
service to the organization. The
Board of Directors voted to establish the Rawn Brinkley Trophy for outstanding
chapters in one of two divisions of the NAA international chapter competition.
One of the Association's major community service
activities —the Socio- Economic Program —was started
during Mr. Brinkley's administration. In recognition
of the effectiveness of this effort, President Nixon in
1969 named Rawn Brinkley to the national Advisory
Council on Minority Enterprise.
Thanks to his many years of service, first in the
volunteer organization; then as a staff member, Rawn
Brinkley knew hundreds of NAA members on a first
name basis. He liked to recall the number of chapters
he had visited in a strenuous travel schedule which
saw him flying thousands of miles every year. As the
number of chapters grew, it became impossible, of
course, for him to visit all of them or even a great
number.
Since leaving the post of Executive Director, he had
been serving as a valued consultant on Association
activities to the current Executive Director.
He was a member of the University Club in New
York, and of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce.
A calm, pragmatic executive, Mr. Brinkley had a
low -key friendly approach that won him the respect
and friendship of hundreds of businessmen and associates at all levels. He was always accessible to
members and to staff employees, despite the pressing
responsibilities of his office. His total commitment
to the Association —and his love of the work —was
evident to those who worked with him. They will
mourn his loss.
But the Association he helped to guide so loyally
and so well is the only monument he would want.
Rawn Brinkley is survived by his wife, Frannie, who
accompanied him on many Association trips; a son,
Rawn, Jr., and a daughter, Joan.

Letters

TO THE EDITOR

Wh a t C os t E d u ca t i o n ?
I read with great interest the article by Robert F. Randall,
"What Cost Education ?" published in the October 1972 issue
Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING. The timely article is one that everyone at a small college should look at. Since there are very few
small colleges that have the finances to provide every program
for every individual, the college has to establish priorities as to
what areas it can best provide.
I wonder why the use of the "planned program budgeting"
concept does not include the total involvement of the faculty.
I feel that if the faculty is involved from the beginning you may
not run a risk of faculty criticisms or backlash.
The article is well written and timely, and I hope to see many
more articles related to educational institutions. I am sure that
small colleges can gain a great deal of insight from having representation in NAA.
Cecil E. Larson
Sioux City Chapter
Sioux City, Iowa
M a n a g e me n t Vs. t h e Ge n e r a t i o n G a p
Secretary of Commerce Peter G. Peterson's article, "Productivity Is Not A Dirty Word," in the September 1972 issue, lightly
touched on the young worker problem. I feel this is an important
one that needs more attention.
1 agree, there is a new breed of young people appearing on
the business scene. These people should be highly regarded for
they have some "now" ideas that must be considered.
In order to attract and retain these people, we have two courses
of action we must pursue. One effort must look toward improving
leadership, and the other must be aimed at increasing material
compensation.
Effectual leadership improvement calls for a continual change
in the emphasis of leadership programs to meet the constantly
evolving challenge presented by these young men and women.
We must keep the system in step with the times and make sure
it measures up to the high standards set by the new breed of
young people.
We should have a motto such as: "We, progress unhampered
by tradition." And live up to it. We must get rid of any "old fashioned" conceptions and programs that are left over from the
days when we were less sophisticated and were less well educated
than today. Where we find archaic attitudes on the part of our
top management teams, either the attitudes or the leaders must
go. We must disabuse ourselves of fascination with the superficial
aspects of tradition that may no longer be important, while retaining and enhancing those that are relevant.
We have to achieve greater productivity. This means getting
more out of our people through better education, better motivation, and better leadership. It also means getting more out of
our technology. It means doing the things we have been doing,
but doing them better. It also means trying the new and untried —
the imaginative and the innovative. It means new and demanding
approaches to management —both materiel and personnel.
Therefore, it is mandatory that we initiate a program of better
incentives, management, working conditions, and communications
if we are to attract and retain the calibre of personnel needed
6

in today's complex business world. If we actively pursue these
established policies, we will soon find ourselves with a smaller,
highly productive, harmonious work force that cannot be beaten.
M. S. Fenton
Assistant Vice President
First National Bank of
Arizona
Phoenix, Ariz.

Sma ll- Busi ne ss Accou nta nt
Wa n t s Ga p C l os e d
As the accountant for a small business firm, I was very interested
in Mr. E. A. Buerke's article, "The Small- Business Accountant,"
In the November 1972 issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.
I have realized for several years some of the facts and problems
that Mr. Buerke points out and would like to see greater recognition of the small- business accountant and his problems.
A large number of articles in publications, special training classes,
technical sessions, etc. are keyed to problems of big business,
leaving a gap in the area of the small- business accountant. I would
like to see this gap begin to close.
Calvin Drake
Dallas Chapter
Dallas, Tex.

Sma ll- Busi ne ss Accou nta nt
Must Delve Into Management Role
The article in the November 1972 Issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING by Mr. E. A. Buerke regarding "The Small- Business
Accountant" makes some interesting points.
It appears to me that the small- business accountant must earn
his recognition first. He can do this by using his imagination and
some initiative in developing system changes, new management
approaches, and profit objectives. The accountant will earn the
recognition only when he ventures out of the routine of debits
and credits and delves into the management role.
Douglas M. Web er
Michiana Chapter
Niles, Mich.

His Role Is a Mighty One
It was refreshing to read in the November 1972 issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, Mr. E. A. Buerke's call for greater recognition
of the talent and usefulness of the small- business accountant. On
the basis of numbers alone, his role in the American economy
is a mighty one.
On the other hand, it was unclear as to whom is being asked
to consider the needs of these accountants, or why ... or the
purpose to which the greater awareness of problems and potential
of these people should be directed.
Where trust has developed in the accountant's performance,
there will be a willingness to accept an expansion of his role. If
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1973

Something new

there is a restriction on the accountant's
activities it may be self - imposed, or it may
be a reflection of the chief executive officer's (owner's) discomfort with his own
role in the financial projections. If the
latter is true, then the eager accountant
may be the round peg in the square hole.

is happening

in corporate value management.

V A L U A T I O N

Russell P. Kneen
Partner
Alexander Grant & Company
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Inflation Accounting
Inflation accounting or price -level ac
counting, as some choose to call it, is
relatively nonexistent in the United States
today. Inflation accounting is, of course,
exactly what the term implies: adjusting
the financial records of a corporation to
reflect the current level of inflation.
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T h e G ov e rn m en t a c co u n t s for in fla t io n
to so m e e x t e n t in the ma ny figures re-

y

leased b y th e La bor Dep artment and the
Ce n su s Bu rea u . T h e c o st o f l i v i n g index
st a t es c u rr e n t p e r io d pr i c e s a n d wa g es i n

y

terms of base year prices and wages as a
measure of determining real net change
in prices and wages.
Great Britain, on the other hand, has
been a user of inflation accounting for
some time now and the thirteen -plus
firms using it find it very successful. Most
of them have set up special reserves to
allow for inflation. The greater the nation's rate of inflation, the more useful
this price -level method of accounting becomes. Each company applies the principle to fit its own situation. Besides setting
up special reserves for inflation, most
companies are issuing revised financial
statements (balance sheet and profit and
loss statement) adjusting the traditional
values to reflect the current price level,
using the Consumer Index as the multiplier.
In the United States, Indiana Bell has
used a system of inflation accounting since
1954 and has found it most successful.
Investors receive annual reports stated in
current dollars along with traditional reports mandated by the SEC and other
governmental agencies. In 1969, the Accounting Principles Board reviewed the
subject and set guidelines for firms which
wished to adop t such a system, b u t
issued no opinion. Perhaps the time has
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appraisals by

Marshall and Stevens

Boston/ Chicago /Dallas / Detr oi t / Houston/ Los Angeles/ Minneapolis

Ric h a rd C. S m i t h

New York /Philadelphia /Pittsburgh /St. Louis /Son Francisco

Day ton Chap ter
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Your company is probably worth more than you think.
And you should know about it for good value management.
Your Marshall and Stevens valuation consultant can
help.�He's�the�Revolutionary—�backed�by�our�40�years
appraisal experience.
He's ready to show you today's new tools and techniques
in valuation. For tax purposes. For merger or sale.
For financing.To insure your insurance. For any reason.
Example: He can show you how to cost out a new facility
in advance of bidding, using computerized methods that
cut a week's work down to a day. Enable you to reduce
and control construction costs. And give you maximum
Investment Tax Credit and depreciation to boot.
He can describe the new M &S "Simpraisal" which
cuts�out�a�lot�of�the�labor�—and�expense�—for�special
purpose appraisals.
Call in our Revolutionary valuation consultant. It will
cost you nothing to see what's really new in valuation.
And this could be a good day to start the Valuation
Revolution in your company.

come to give this area further attention.

Troy, Ohio
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MBO Could Measure Perform ance

I read with great interest Frank DeWitt's article, "Measuring
Management Performance," in the November 1972 issue of MAN-

AGEMENT ACCOUNTING. His points were well taken; however, the
measurement of management performance by comparison of
operating ratios with other corporate entities has severe limitations
for many companies. Among these are: (1) lack of reliable data,
(2) available data are not current, and (3) organization and accounting differences exist between the corporate entities being
compared.
In these situations, a corporate level "management by objectives" program could provide the basis on which to measure performance. Management is best familiar with its own company and
industry, and can establish realistic and effective standards on
which to evaluate its performance. Data to formulate the evaluation would be readily available within the corporation and could
be obtained on a timely basis.
Edgar P. Melton
Internal Auditor
Advance Mortgage Corp.
Detroit, Mich.

They Are Only Tools

Frank DeWitt's article entitled "Measuring Management Performance," November 1972, presents an interesting and useful
application of ratio analysis for measuring financial performance.
However, in using these and similar techniques it should be kept
in mind that they are only tools. They can bring out significant

relationships in recorded data, but they cannot take the place of
first -hand observation and judgment on the part of management.
The statement above applies with particular force in managing
a decentralized organization. Here profit centers are employed to
keep decision- making authority as close as possible to operations.
This improves the quality of local operating decisions, but there
remains a need to coordinate divisional profit responsibilities in
the interests of the entity as a whole. Too often central management attempts to perform this function by reviewing computer produced reports in the headquarters office and by putting pressure
on divisional managers to meet goals such as ratios listed by Mr.
DeWitt.
However, emphasis on monthly, quarterly, and annual profit
performance may lead divisional managers to neglect or to avoid
actions beneficial in the longer run. For example, a division manager postponed replacing machines when improved equipment
offering future cash savings became available. He was waiting for
the old machines to be fully depreciated so there would be no
retirement loss to reduce his yearly profits. Another division manager deliberately avoided spending money to develop new products
and markets because he hoped to be promoted soon and was doing
everything possible to maximize his immediate profits.
Overemphasis on segment profit performance can also lead
central management to neglect its responsibility for coordinating
the several units. Often there are opportunities to utilize idle
capacity in one division to produce components for other divisions
at low incremental cost. Neither the opportunities nor the advantages may be evident at the divisional level, but central management does have the breadth of view and the authority to coordinate
all segments in the interest of the enterprise as a whole.
For these reasons, conglomerate company stocks have lost much
of the glamor they possessed a few years ago in the eyes of investors.

In too many of these companies central management has tried
to run diversified and decentralized organizations by computer produced numbers without sufficient appreciation of the fact that
the models underlying the numbers were not reliable for optimizing
performance of the enterprise as a whole. In the final analysis,
responsibility for consolidated profits rests with central management and some aspects of this responsibility cannot be decentralized.
Walter B. McFarland
Alameda County South Chapter
Alamo, Calif

Record Retention Program
I read with great enthusiasm the article, " Record Retention
Program," by John Skertich and William C. Hickerson, in the
F e b r u a r y 1 9 7 2 is s u e O f MA N A G E ME N T A C C O UN TIN G . I f e e l t h a t t h i s

article is a fine example for those organizations anticipating an
orderly disposition of their records.
The cost associated with maintaining adequate records may seem
abnormally high, but the cost of not providing past records may
be disastrous. Thus, the use of microfilm to cut down on storage
space is of great value. The people who have to refer to past
records are always pleased with the ease of finding " that certain
record."
I am sure the article will be of benefit to many readers of
M A N A G E M E N T A C C O UN TI N G .

Fore ign E xcha nge
The article by Mr. Larry F. Konrath entitled "Foreign Exchange
versus Purchasing Power Gains and Losses," in the May 1972 issue,
caught my eye because our small company is caught in an interesting crossfire due to the recent devaluation of the dollar.
Mr. Konrath has ignored the need to record U.S. ownership
in foreign profits. A curious result occurs when the foreign subsidiary is wholly owned and the parent is the only customer. Profits
in the foreign subsidiary are increased or decreased due to the
change, and that effect is offset by the conversion of the profits
to U.S. dollars. An even more curious problem results when the
company is, say, 80 percent owned by the U.S. company and the
U.S. company is the only customer.

A. H. Patton
Knoxville Utilities Board
Kn o x v ille , T e n n .

Budgets Are Adequate for Internal Use
I read with great interest Dr. Guy's article, "Auditing Projected
Financial Statements," in the November 1972 issue Of MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING. While recognizing that there are persuasive
arguments on this subject within the profession, I feel the first
reporting proposal mentioned, that of delayed reporting, is both
fea si ble a nd me a n in gfu l .

Phillip C. Buist
Kalamazoo Chapter
Portage, Mich.

In small and medium size companies the budgets prepared are
adequate for internal use. However, they are not effective for
Continued on page 50

Victor's 1900 /Titans are tough on the job.
And easy on your budget.
------------------ - - - - -- -

Systems experts will tell you, "Building
low -cost, high- capacity calculators isn't
too tough. But making them reliable is."
And the roughest workloads haven't
even fazed our 12 -digit Titan's hardworking features. Sequential arithmetic.
Quick net amounts. Four functions.
An optional accumulating memory.
And four automatics — constants,
punctuation, decimal with round -off,
and percentages.
These capabilities are just the
beginning of our new 16 -digit models.
Here you get two accumulating memory
registers, a Flexi -Mode switch for
high -speed addition and subtraction
of dollars and cents, an item- counter

and optional square root and sign changing capabilities.
What's more, each 1900 /Titan gives you
the benefits of the Victor Difference.
Like the largest, most - thorough sales
and service force in the industry, a
training program for your personnel,
and a truly complete line of electronic
calculators — display models, printers,
scientific and personal -sized models.
All made in America by America's
foremost producer of desk -top
figuring machines since 1918.
For information about any of our
reliable units — simply call your nearby
Victor representative, or mail in this
coupon today.

Vi c t or C om pt om e t er C or p or at i on
Bus i nes s Mac h i nes D i vi s i on
3900 N or t h R oc kw el l St r eet
Chi c ago, Il li noi s 60618
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Canada and Zurich, Sw itzerland.
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10.
Heart of the TAX MANAGEMENT program.
When you are suddenly confronted with a tax problem in
an are a wit h which you ar e unfami lia r, or in which you
have not worked recently, you mu s t ei t h e r con s ul t a n
outside specialist or undertake the time - consuming research and paperwork yourself. By far the most efficient
approach to tax planning is to turn to the pertinent
portfolio in the comprehensive Tax Management program.
More than 200 distinguished tax practitioners have contributed to the development of these unique research tools
—each containing a professionally oriented analysis of a
deliberately narrowed tax problem area. The convenient,
all -in- one -place format is especially helpful to the practitioner working in an unfamiliar area, particularly when
the subject is spread through several sections of the
Internal Revenue Code.
For example: if your problem is a "B" Reorganization,
the pertinent portfolio contains a 52 -page "Deta iled
Ana lysis " of th e t ax p rob le ms th at ar is e i n the u se of a
stock - for -stock exchange to consummate a tax -free corporate acquisition. Th e "Wor ki n g Pa pe rs " section, 80
pages, contains prototype documents and forms required
to implement recommended procedures. Th e "Bibliograp hy and References" section offers research citations
10
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All you have to do is choose any seven (7) '

portfolios from the list of those currently availab le i n t he U. S . In come S er ie s whi ch a p pe ar s
on the adjoining page, indicate on the coupon
the serial numbers of t h e portfolios you want
(th e s eri al nu mbe r i s i n par ent hes es at th e e nd
of each port folio title) , add you r si gna tu re a nd
address, and mail the coupon back to us.

1
'

1% I f t = = = = = = = = = = = = = 1 1
to official and unofficial material. All portfolios are constantly supplemented to reflect current tax developments,
including 1969 Tax Reform Act changes.
W e c a n ' t p r o v e t h a t y o u n e e d TAX MANAGEMENT —

but you can. Just pick the seven portfolios you feel would
be most valuable to you. Keep them for 45 days. Critically
evaluate them —think up the toughest use -tests you can.
Assure yourself that each is accurate, up -to -date, comprehensive, well- organized, and professionally oriented. We'll
even send you the bi- weekly TM Memorandum as part of
our 45 -day, no cost, no obligation offer.
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Complete list of Portfolios currently available in the TAX MANAGEMENT U.S. Income Series
ACCOUNTINGANDRETURNS
Accounting Periods (56)
Allocations (Sec. 482)— Specific Transactions (230)
Changes in Accounting Methods (46 -2nd)
Consolidated Returns — Computation of Consolidated
Items (204)
Consolidated Returns — Computation of Separate
Taxable Income (200)
Consolidated Returns — Elections and Filing (21 -2nd)
Consolidated Returns — Special Concepts in
Computation of Separate Taxable Income (203)
Estimated Tax — Corporate (1 -3rd)
Income Averaging (100 -2nd)
Installment Sales (48 -3rd)
Interest on Deferred Payments— Section 483 (155)
Inventories Other than LIFO — General Principles
(146)
LIFO: Technical Requirements, Method Changes
and Transfers (74-2nd)
LIFO: Fundamentals, Pooling & Computations
(69 -2nd)
Preparation and Use of Schedule M (31 -3rd)
Statutes of Limitations; Interest on Underpayments
and Overpayments of Tax (28 -2nd)
Tax Accounting Problems of Contractors (75 -2nd)

CORPORATEDISTRIBUTIONS & ADJUSTMENTS
Boot Distributions (81 -2nd)
Collapsible Corporations — General Coverage
(29 -2nd)
Collapsible Corporations— Section 341 (e) (226)
Collapsible Corporations— Section 341 (f) (49 -2nd)
Corporate Acquisitions — Basis (196)
Corporate Acquisitions— Employee Benefit Plans
(92-2nd)
Corporate Acquisitions — Planning (8 -2nd)
Corporate Acquisitions —(A) Reorganizations
(77-2nd)
Corporate Acquisitions —(B) Reorganizations

(78 -2nd)
Corporate Acquisitions —(C) Reorganizations
(79-2nd)
Corporate Acquisitions —(D) & (F) Reorganizations
(128)

Corporate Acquisitions — Special Problems (14 -2nd)
Corporate Liquidations Under Section 333 (58 -5th)
Corporate Liquidations Under Section 337 (18 -4th)
Corporate Reorganizations — Deferred Stock
Distribution (166 -2nd)
Corporate Separations— Active Business
Requirement (224)
Corporate Separations — General Requirements (223)
Corporate Stock Redemptions —Basic Rules (17 -4th)
Corporate Stock Redemptions — Special
Problems (266)
Corporations— Assumption of Liabilities (233)
Corporations —Pre- organization Planning (101 -2nd)
Dividends —Cash and Property (40 -3rd)
Earnings and Profits — Effect of Distribution and
Exchanges (189)
Earnings and Profits — General Principles and
Treatment of Specific Items (175)
Insolvency Reorganizations (99)
Life Insurance — Corporate Business Use (34 -2nd)
Liquidation of Corporate Subsidiaries (16 -3rd)

Liquidation of Corporate Subsidranes— General (238)

Net Operating Losses — §381,382,269 (27 -2nd)
Partial Liquidation (37 -3rd)
Section 306 Stock (85)
Stock Dividends and Stock Rights (94 -3rd)
Stock Sales Subject to Section 304 (83 -2nd)
Transfers to Controlled Corporations (54 -3rd)

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Corporate Acquisitions — Employee Benefit Plans
(92 -2nd)
Deferred Compensation Arrangements (20 -3rd)
H.R. 10 Plans— Qualification (149)
H.R. 10 Plans— Taxation of Distributions (207)
Life Insurance— Corporate Business Use (34 -2nd)
Pension Plans — Qualification (165)
Pension, Profit - Sharing Plans, etc. —
Selection (205 -2nd)
Profit- Sharing Plans— Qualification (119.2nd)
Qualified Plans— Deductions — General Rules (211)
Qualified Plans— Taxation of Distributions (140)
Reasonable Compensation (202 -2nd)
Restricted Property— Section 83 (261)
Stock Options (Statutory) — Qualifications (7 -4th)
Stock Options (Statutory) — Taxation (183.2nd)

INCOME,DEDUCTIONS & CREDITS

Amortization of Intangibles — General Rules (209)
Amortization of Intangibles— Specific Industries
and Types of Property (218)
Amortization of Pollution Control Facilities —
Section 169 (254)
Antitrust Payments and Recoveries (121 -2nd)
Bad Debts (19-5th)
Cancellation of Indebtedness (88 -2nd)
Claim of Right Doctrine and Statutory Exceptions
(142)
Depreciation: ADR System (255)
Depreciation— Basis, Useful Life, Salvage (62 -3rd)
Depreciation —Group Accounts (76 -3rd)
Depreciation — Guideline Lives and Reserve
Ratios (6 -4th)
Depreciation —Item Accounts (63 -2nd)
Depreciation of Real Estate (71 -3rd)
Depreciation Recapture — §1245 — General (129 -2nd)
Depreciation Recapture — §1245 (Part ll)—
Specific Transaction (135)
Depreciation Recapture— Section 1250 —
General (148-2nd)
Depreciation Recapture —§ §1245 & 1250 Multiple
Properties; Items; Elements (151 -2nd)
Depreciation Recapture — §1250 (Part III) —
Specific Transactions (169)
Dividends —Cash and Property (40 -3rd)
Divorce and Separation (95 -2nd)
Educational and Professional Expenses §162 (267)
Income Averaging (100 -2nd)
Investment Credit — Application, Suspension,
Terminations (192 -2nd)
Investment Credit — Qualification; Computation
(191 -2nd)
Losses — General Requirements (96-2nd)
Losses — Specific Transactions (122)
Moving Expenses (3 -4th)
Net Operating Losses —§ §381, 382, 269 (27 -2nd)
Political Expenditures (231)
Related Taxpayers— Losses, Expenses,
Interest (102)
Research and Development Expenses (42)
Scholarships and Fellowship Grants (177)
Securities — Special Techniques (184)
Securities — Trading by Investors (143)
Sickness and Disability Benefits (4 -3rd)
State, Local and Federal Taxes (24 -3rd)
Travel and Entertainment Expenses (26 -5th)
Travel and Entertainment Expenses— Recording
& Reporting (180)
Unrelated Debt - financed Income (257)

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES

Life Insurance Companies— Definition and
Accounting (145)
Life Insurance Companies — Taxable Income (246)
Life Insurance Companies — Special Problems;
Separate Accounts (247)
.

'

'
'
'
'
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TAX MANAGEMENT INC
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NATURALRESOURCES

Mineral Interests — Nonoperating (151)
Mineral Properties — Exploration, Acquisition,
Development and Disposition (15 -3rd)
Mineral Properties Other Than Gas and Oil —
Operation (90 -4th)
Oil and Gas Transactions and Subchapter C
(108 -2nd)

PARTNERSHIPS

Disposition of Partnership Interests —Sales and
Exchanges (237)
Partnerships— Statutory Outline and Definition
(161)
Partnership Transactions — Section 751
Property (258)

PROCEDURES AND ADMINISTRATION

Criminal Tax Procedures —Part 1 (162)
Criminal Tax Procedures —Part II (163)
Equitable Remedies Against Commissioner:
Estoppel, Abuse of Discretion, Discrimination
(171)
I.R.S. National Office Procedures — Rulings, Closing
Agreements (164 -4th)
I.R.S. Procedures— Production of Documents (123)
Practice Before the I.R.S. (147-3rd)
Statute of Limitations— Mitigation (110)
Tax Court — Forum; Pleadings (152.2nd)
Tax Court —Trial of Case (153 -2nd)
Transferee Liability (158)

REALESTATE
Depreciation of Real Estate (71 -3rd)
Real Estate Investment Trusts (107)
Real Estate Leases and Improvements (47-2nd)
Sale or Exchange of Residence (179)
Sale or Exchange of Residence by Persons 65 or
Over(22O)
SPECIAL CORPORATE PROBLEMS
Accumulated Earnings Tax (35 -3rd)
Accumulated Earnings Tax— Working Capital
(187 -2nd)
Constructive Ownership Rules Unger Section
318 (72 -2nd)
Multiple Corporations (55 -3rd)
Multiple Corporations — Section 1551 (70-3rd)
Net Operating Losses -1§ 381, 382, 269 (27-2nd)
Personal Holding Companies (Domestic) —
Definition (53 -2nd)
Personal Holding Companies (Domestic) — Taxation
and Relief (114)
Small Business Stock (98)
Subchapter S— Elections (178 -2nd)
Subchapter S— Operations (60 -4th)

MISCELLANEOUS
Farm and Ranch Expenses and Credits (208)
Farm and Ranch Losses (241)
Farm and Ranch Losses— Recapture (236)
Industrial Development Bonds (216)
Involuntary Conversions (33 -4th)
Patent Transfers — Section 1235 (228)
Private Foundations — Excess Business Holdings
(249)
Professional Organizations — General Coverage
(227)
Prohibited Transactions — §§ 503 and 681(b) (145)
Tax Crimes : False Statements Under §§ 7206 and

7207 (193)

Tax Crimes —False Statements Under U.S.
Criminal Code (Part 1) (243)
Tax Crimes —False Statements Under U.S.
Criminal Code (Part 11) (244)
Taxfree Exchanges Under Section 1031 (61 -2nd)
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How Accurate Are Forecasts of Corporate Earnings?
Even though the Securities & Exchange Commission has approved the voluntary publication
of forecasts of corporate sales and earnings, potential users of such data are being cautioned
about accuracy of forward estimates. According to a recent study conducted by the Financial
Executives Institute and published in the March issue of Financial Executive, 94% of companies
have a variance of less than 10% when predicting expenses and sales. There was, however,
a variance of more than 20% in earnings forecasts, which, the study says, shows that, in many
cases, internal forecasts are not even "reasonable estimates of earnings." The researchers concluded that "Forecasting is an art, not a science, and forecasts are subject to a variety of internal
and external factors that alter a company's expectations." A research study conducted by the
Financial Analysts Federation reached a similar conclusion: "The accuracy of . . . forecasts is
not impressive, particularly at turning points."

Top Management and Vice Presidents Disagree on Who's the Weakest Link
Predictably, top management and functional vice presidents pointed the finger at each other
when an executive recruiting firm asked more than 270 executives "what functional position
in your experience is in greatest need for a stronger executive ?" The entire group voted equally
for the marketing /sales executive (23 %) and the finance control executive (23 %). But when
the responses of the functional officers were separated from their superiors, a different picture
emerged. Some 23% of the vice presidents said general management was the weakest area.
On e of the biggest gripes of the presidents about the financial officer was capsuled by
R. M. Schmitz & Co., in the remark, "Why is he always pinpointing costly management decisions ?"

N.Y. Society of CPAs Reprints NAA Statement on Capitalization of Costs
The New York Society of CPAs thought the statement of the Committee on Management
Accounting Practices on "Fixed Asset Accounting: The Capitalization of Costs," was so good,
the professional organization reprinted it in its entirety in the March 1973 issue of The CPA
lournal.

No Definitive Guidelines on Accounting for Dollar Devaluations, CPAs Told
Chairman Philip Defliese of the Accounting Principles Board told his fellow professionals that
because of the short time r emaining in the APB's exis tence and of other commitme nts, "we
are unable to provide definitive guidelines for the profession on the subject of foreign exchange
gains and losses, especially as affected by the dollar devaluation." Mr. Defliese referred CPAs
to an exposure draft on Translating Foreign Operations, issued in December 1971, and Accounting
Research Study No. 12, Reporting Foreign Operations of U.S. Companies in U.S. Dollars, published
in the fall of 1972, and APB Opinion No. 9. "Until new standards for narrowing existing alternatives are established," Mr. Defliese said, "the Board encourages companies to disclose their
accounting policies as to the determination of and accounting for translation adjustments and
to indicate whether they are consistently applied."

Accounting Graduates Get Most Offers in Latest Salary Survey
The accounting discipline, with 1,364 offers, recorded the largest volume of job offers to college
graduates, according to the latest men's salary survey published by The College Placement
Council. Figures for the second report of the 1972 -73 year showed that monthly dollar averages
of the offers to accounting students had risen 3.7% from last July to $886.

Midland Company's Annual Report Looks Like 10K Report —On Purpose
The Midland Company (finance, insurance and mobile home production) pulled an about -face
in its 1972 annual report. Dramatically departing from glossy annual reports replete with four color photographs, the company published a 24 -page booklet without any illustrations or designs
whatsoever. A letter printed on the company's letterhead and signed by the president explains
why: "Many of you will recognize this presentation as being similar in content to the 'Annual
Report on Form 10 -K' which publicly owned companies, in general, are required to provide
to the Securities & Exchange Commission at the end of each fiscal year. There is growing interest
among the investment community to have this information made more readily available. This
type of presentation is more detailed and comprehensive than has been the general trend...."

Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery Changes Name to Coopers & Lybrand
One of the "Big 8" accounting firms, Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery, has changed its name
to Coopers & Lybrand. This had been the firm's name outside the United States,
12
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CONCEPTS, STANDARDS,
AND RULES
It Is Essential That The New Financial Accounting Standards Board
Recognize The Need For Concepts, Standards (Principles),
And Rules

A rather recent dictionary defines an accountant as
"one who keeps, audits, and inspects the financial
records of individuals or business concerns and prepares financial and tax reports. "' This is the accountant's public image. It has been shaped in part by a
barrage of criticism of the accounting profession. The
onslaught has come from the press, the investing public
and analysts, some regulatory agencies, and even the
profession itself, despite the fact that accountants have
constantly changed and adapted rules and techniques
to meet changing business conditions and the evolving
economic environment. Does this mean that criticism
is not warranted? No. Changes have come as the result
of external pressures.
History tells us that the role of the accountant has
expanded and the rate of expansion has accelerated.
This will continue and steps are being taken to cope
intelligently with this accelerating expansion. The
Financial Accounting Foundation has been established, the Financial Accounting Standards Board is
in process of formation, and the Accounting Objectives
Study Group is in the midst of its work. Seldom, if
ever, has any profession examined itself so critically
and taken such significant steps to increase and
sharpen its responses to the demands facing it.

Need for a Basic Foundation
However, all of this activity is not enough if the
"rule- making" body continues to be preoccupied with
immediate, critical, and somewhat unrelated subjects.
Much of the criticism of the present Accounting Principles Board can be traced to the Board's concentration
on current problems. It cannot be faulted for this,
however, since it had no alternative. It was deluged
constantly by new problems arising from rapidly
changing business, economic, and social considerations.
It was kept so busy fighting fires it had little or no
time for fire prevention work. Until 1970, there was
no organized effort to examine the current state of
the art and then restructure and add to it to provide
a planned and coordinated approach to future needs.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1973

In an effort to provide a foundation for financial
accounting the Board was directed to devote its attention to the broad fundamentals of financial accounting
as well as to solving specific accounting problems. The
result of this directive was Statement 4, Basic Concepts and Accounting Principles Underlying Financial
S t a t e me n t s of Business Enterp rises. The Statement
is a noble effort, but it is a hodgepodge. Principles
and concepts are intermingled. Historical evolvement
of accounting practices receives more attention than
does a creative, orderly plan for future development.
Accountants cannot meet their expanding responsibilities by looking at the past. A new approach is
needed.

I. W . KELLER
Lancaster Chapter
1931, (Retired)
Director, Vice
President and General
Manager of
International

By I. Wayne Keller

Concepts— Standards —Rules
The NAA Ad Hoc Committee, appointed to make
recommendations to the AICPA Study Group on
Establishment of Accounting Principles (Wheat
Committee), gave consideration to recommending two
bodies: one to deal with current problems and publish
opinions on how they should be treated, the other
to develop a foundation of basic concepts and broad
principles. The NAA Committee concluded that both
facets could be dealt with more effectively by the same
body. However, in its report 1 it stated:
Accounting "concepts" are relatively fixed with
respect to the function of time,
Accounting "principles" change relatively slowly
over a somewhat shorter term, and
Accounting "rules" must be relatively flexible with
respect to changing economic, social, and political
conditions.
It is essential that the new Financial Accounting
Standards Board recognize the need for concepts,
standards (principles), and rules. It should first develop
and promulgate a statement of basic concepts on which
standards will be based. Only if this is done will the

Operations, Armstrong
Cork Co., Lancaster,
Pa. A past National
President of NAA, Mr.
Keller received his B.S.
degree in Economics
from Elizabethtown
College. He has
served as Chairman of
both the Committee
on Long -Range
Objectives and the
Management
Accounting Practices
Committee. Mr. Keller
won a Lybrand Gold
Medal and two Silver
Medals for articles
published in
MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING.
This article was
submitted through the
Lancaster Chapter.

The American Heritage Dictionary, American Heritage Publishing Company,
New York, 1969.
Z
Report of NAA Special Committee to the Study on Establishment of Accounting
Principles, October 28, 1971.
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standards be sound and mutually consistent. Standards
are the second step in the task. They will be more
numerous, specific, and detailed than the concepts.
Flexibility to meet the frequent changes in the business and social environment must then be achieved
by rules (based on the standards) which will need to
be revised frequently. Concepts may be compared with
the Constitution of the United States, standards with
the laws, and rules with the legal and judicial interpretations and applicability of the laws.
While the Financial Accounting Standards Board
will concern itself primarily with financial accounting,
a statement of concepts would likely apply to management accounting, as would many of the standards and
some of the rules. Thus, to further illustrate the three
levels of control of practice, we might have:
C O N C E P T.

Accounting must be consistent between

periods.
Overtime premium resulting from the demands of two or more cost objectives is classified as
overhead.

STA N DA R D .

Cost pools of overhead containing overtime
premium shall be allocated to other cost objectives
on relative direct labor cost.
RULE .

Consistent Terminology Needed
Consistent terminology is essential for the development and application of concepts, standards, and rules
and for the avoidance of misunderstanding by the users
of accounting information. Even something as universal as the "bottom line" of the statements of operations has no consistent and uniform designation. "Net
earnings," "net income," "profit for the year," and
other terms are used by different companies. In the
bodies of the statements there is even greater usage
of different terms to designate the same thing. So,
in its pronouncements the Financial Accounting Standards Board must have the courage to adopt and use
consistent terminology and to promulgate rules as to
terms to be used consistently in published statements.
Accou ntant s Mus t Ant icipa te Ch anges
A major area of concern of the Financial Accounting
Standards Board must be the development of answers
to the questions: "What will happen if ... ?" Regulatory and administrative government agencies, the
press, analysts, economists, academicians, and many
others are constantly advancing ideas for improving
and expanding accounting and reporting. It behooves
the practitioners and rules makers to examine every
one of these ideas and to prepare tentative rules and
procedures to cope with them when they materialize.
Currently there is extensive discussion on the publication of forward estimates of operating data and
financial positions. It is patently evident that a fire
is already smoldering in this area. If past experience
holds, this fire will be allowed to flare before action
is taken to cope with it. Why? Because many companies are opposed to publishing forward estimates.
Many accountants also seem to be thinking: "Let's
not antagonize our clients. We'll wait until we know
more about the direction and magnitude of develop14

ments." However, if the Financial Accounting Standards Board exhibits this sort of attitude, it would
be inexcusable. The new Board must be truly independent and objective.

Accounting for Human Resources
Companies are constantly commenting on the value
of their personnel. But the efforts to quantify these
qualitative statements have been feeble at best. There
are no generally accepted accounting principles for
doing so. Shouldn't there be?
Certainly there are some transactions related to
human resources which are quantified by traditional
procedures, i.e., training costs. Should these be capitalized? Should hiring costs be capitalized? Should appreciation in an employee's value arising from experience be capitalized? When in the period of service
should depreciation be reflected? The person or group
which provides answers to these and other questions
relative to human resources will make an invaluable
contribution to the expansion of the role of the accountant.

Accounting for Social Performance
Thus far, accounting has implied measurements in
currency units. There are areas of measurement where
currency units are not applicable, at least not conveniently nor by traditional procedures. One of these
is in accounting for the social performance of business.
There is a growing general acceptance of the concept
that costs are incurred for social reasons as well as
economic reasons and that corporations have a moral
obligation to solve social and environmental problems.
Costs and resources dedicated to this end are determined and recorded in currency units, but they are
buried in the financial statements. These costs should
be separated from the costs and resources dedicated
to economic activity. A system of accounting for the
social performance of enterprises is needed.
From Paciolo forward, the double entry system has
been traditional. Accounting has involved two entries
for every transaction, every management action. However, for expenditures for social activity, there is only
one established contra account —the expenditures flow
into profit or
as costs, along with economic costs,
but there is no measurement of the revenues. There
is no quantitative measurement of the benefits accruing to society as a whole.
NAA President Robert Beyer has appointed a committee (The Committee on Accounting for Corporate
Social Performance) to study the problem and make
recommendations. The American Institute of CPAs
and the American Accounting Association have similar
committees. Although the measurement of social performance extends beyond private enterprises to eleemosynary organizations, the NAA Committee has
decided to limit its scope to private enterprise. Its
objective is to develop procedures and standards for
measuring social benefits that are created in comparison with the costs incurred. For this, currency units
cannot be used, not presently. But then, why must
accounting be limited to expressions in currency units?
Measurement is defined as "the assignment of numerals to objects or events according to rules." NAA
has devised a system for measuring chapter performloss

"Consistent
terminology
is essential
for the
development
and application
of concepts,
standards, and
rules . . . "'
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ance. Why can it not develop a numerical system for
measuring corporate social performance? With the
conversion of costs expressed in currency units to other
numerical units and the application of comparable
evaluation units to social activities and benefits, a
"social operating statement" can be prepared. But it
should not be inferred that the task is simple. It is
very difficult. It is a new dimension of accounting.
It is one which calls for new approaches and new
methods. It is also one which falls into the primary
area of interest of NAA— "management accounting."

Qualitative Measurement
In achieving the fulfillment of his role, the accountant must be equally proficient in qualitative appraisal
as in quantitative measurement. The statement of the
Management Accounting Practices Committee to the
Accounting Objectives Study Gr ou p ' included the
following:
"The objectives of financial statements should
be to communicate to users adequate information on a business entity to permit each user
to make informed decisions in his area of interest
and concern in the entity
a financial state... qualitative and
ment which does not contain
quantitative information from sources other
than the accounts will not meet the objectives..."
Already persons in positions of prominence are stating that the auditor's certification of managements'
financial statements is not adequate. The auditor must
assume more responsibility for the statements themselves. Is there an indication that the time is coming
when the financial section of the annual report will
contain the auditor's statements? Will this, then, include only quantitative data or will it be expanded
to include qualitative measurement? This would not
be unique in the world. "One of the duties of the
auditor in Sweden is to examine and report upon the
administration of the company's affairs." '
An emphasis on the qualitative element will also
affect the educational training of accountants. Such
a change is already evolving as reflected by current
curricula, although the reasons for the changes are less
clear than the changes themselves. Too many accountants and teachers of accounting have given little
serious, penetrating thought to the expanding role of
the accountant —long range. Possibly, the examination
for the NAA Certificate in Management Accounting
is an omen of the future for the entire profession.
It points to the accountant as a management expert —
more than a technical expert —more than a dollars and -cents man.

The Influence of EDP
The greatest boon to the accountant is the increasing availability of electronic data processing. The accountant must know its capabilities and its potential
for generating change. In filling his expanding role,
he must be prepared to use every available mechanical
device or system so that he will be free to devote
'National Association of Accountants, April 28, 1972.
sProkstional Accounting in 25 Cou stnM American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, New York, 1961.
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his time to judgmental, interpretative, and creative
pursuits. Regardless of the adequacy and completeness
of the technical controls and procedures of accounting
for and measuring economic, social, or other activities,
the human factor will be ever present and of increasing
importance.
Because the computer makes his task so much easier,
it does not mean that the accountant should become
a computer expert. However, he must remember that
it can do nothing that man cannot do mentally and
physically. Its only advantage is its terrific, almost
incomprehensible, speed. The computer is steadily
eliminating the pencil and paper work of the accountant. Traditional journals and ledgers are already obsolete. Why record an item twice, as a debit and a
credit, when it can be put into a computer and retrieved for whichever side of the transaction it is
needed? Why post from a journal to a ledger when
the computer can post, summarize, and balance in an
eye's blink?
Probably the most significant effort of the computer
on business transactions will be in the area of cash.
Money and checks will become obsolete. Already
major New York banks have automated the interbank
transfer of funds through the computer. This can be
the genesis of a computer network linking the Federal
Reserve Districts through the clearinghouses and individual banks to businesses. For example, a Lancaster,
Pa., resident can have his gas tank filled at a station
in Chicago. He gives the attendant his electronic credit
card which is inserted into the device connecting the
station with its bank. Immediately the amount is
transferred to the station's bank account. The Chicago
bank's wire connection carries the transaction through
the Chicago clearinghouse, which carries it to the
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago. From there it
reaches the Fed at Philadelphia, which transmits it
to the Lancaster clearinghouse, which passes it on as
a debit to the bank account of the gasoline purchaser.
All of this can be accomplished in a fraction of a
second —and there goes the float!
Businesses will be interconnected by this national
(eventually international ?) network. Why type and
mail invoices when the data of the shippers can be
put into his computer and thus record his sales, relieve
his inventory, and have the customer's computer print
out the invoice all in one operation. When a company
wishes to pay bills, the vendor codes are activated in
its computer and funds reach the vendor's account
in the same manner as sketched above for the gasoline
purchase.

"'Attainable
standards' will
be replaced by
'perfection
standards'. . .

Perfection Standards and Rolling Budgets
With computers available, why go through the
exercise of an annual revision of standard costs? "Attainable standards" will be replaced by "perfection
standards" which are changed only when process specifications are changed. Instant actual costs will provide
indices of performance against the perfection standards for cost control and provide all the data for
the financial records and reports. Budgetary control
will be implemented by the comparison of "actuals"
with "rolling" budgets. Instead of comparing revenues
and costs with a budget showing what they were judged
Continued on page 25
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For decades the accounting profession has been held
in the highest kind of public confidence. The Securities
Act of 1933 had set up public accountants as the
public's protectors against wrong and misleading financial statements. People bought and sold stocks on
the basis of what the CPAs certified. If an accountant
certified an earnings statement, it meant what it said:
that the company did so much better —or so much
worse —than the year before and so much better or
worse than its competitors. The same was true of
balance sheets. People tended to believe what they
read in annual reports. It was there in hard figures.
And figures don't lie. Not CPA - certified ones.
Now, all at once, there are major lawsuits pending
against some of the largest public accounting firms.
These suits charge irregularities and negligence in
preparing earnings reports and other financial statements. With equal suddenness a barrage of public
criticism has landed on the entire profession for its
highly flexible "generally accepted accounting principles," as well as on management for its undeserved
demands. These "principles" are the rules under which
earnings figures are determined. Now, more and more
people are wondering whether some well - publicized
corporate turnarounds are quite as dramatic as the
CPA - audited statements say they are.

What Are Earnings?
One area of controversy concerns corporate earnings.
just what are earnings anyway? It has become clear
that there is a considerable gap between what the
accountants think earnings ought to be and what the
public, the user of earnings reports, thinks they are.
You might say, the annual net earnings figure tends
to indicate a measure of progress or lack of progress.
It tends to have a magical significance —not only to
the ordinary investor but for security analysts and even
for acquisition- minded managements.
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The single, conveniently packaged net earnings figure has always seemed to fill the bill, especially since
companies frequently report them and they carry the
blessing of certified public accountants. So it has
developed that earnings have become the common
denominator of the stock market. On their reliability,
billions of dollars are invested, some with speculation.
People are now beginning to understand that these
earnings figures may be far from precise, even though
they are determined under the so- called "generally
accepted accounting principles." The accountants,
together with management, have taken the position
all along that accounting principles must of necessity
be flexible, even when the accountants pleaded for
their congressional mandate back in 1933. In short,
today's highly flexible accounting practices have grown
up over the years to accommodate the needs of company management, sometimes without due consideration of the investor.
The trouble is that the accountants' position ignores
the plight of investors who must somehow attempt
to evaluate companies on the basis of highly variable
information. It also tends to ignore the congressional
mandate to serve the public under which the accounting profession has prospered. Corporate earnings estimates have become somewhat a composite of a great
many accounting estimates and judgments. This opens
the way for manipulation and can make seemingly
comparable companies report quite incomparable
statements.

Accounting Variations
Accounting variations exist throughout industry. For
example, one oil company elected to charge off its
drilling costs for new wells right away, while a competitor capitalized the cost of successful wells and wrote
them off gradually. A major steel company has taken
the seven percent investment tax credit on its capital
expenditure into income over a period of years, while
another has taken its tax credits immediately. One
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airline has depreciated its planes over 10 years, while
another, at the other end of the spectrum, has written
off its 727 jets over as long as 16 years.
Industry is shot through with such accounting variations. They allow management the kind of freedom
the accountants believe that management ought to
have. These variations make it dangerous, if not almost
impossible, to compare the performance of companies
with their competitors, although the effect on earnings
can run into the millions of dollars.
Investor's Point

of View

All of this fails to help investors make sense of
financial statements. However, there are a few CPAs
who are coming to realize that some steps must be
taken for the needs of investors. An outspoken critic
of his own profession has been Chairman Leonard
Spacek of Arthur Andersen & Co. He has argued for
more standardization to aid investors and he charges
that the opinions of the APB rarely ever see the
investor's point of view established. Says another CPA,
a senior partner in a large accounting firm, "Watchdogs can't afford to be accommodating." But the fact
is, that on the average, accountants are accommodating and flexible about certified earnings and assets.
The head of a leading Wall Street investment firm
says, "You don't have to be in our end of the securities
business very long before you realize that what companies call their earnings can be almost anything they
want them to be." A partner of one of the Big Eight
public accounting firms says frankly, "Give me the
books of almost any company and within a year's time
I can double the earnings."
And where does all this leave the average investor?
For example, what could he have made of the 1966
earnings statement of the immense and venerable
Pennsylvania Railroad? The company reported net
consolidated earnings of $90.3 million or $6.49 a share.
Only in the footnotes, however, did it specify that
nearly $10 million, more than 70 cents a share of this,
was a capital gain on the exchange of some stock that
it had owned for many years. In short, more than 10
percent of the year's earnings were from an item that
more conservative accounting would have set off and
identified as extraordinary income. But under the
prevailing rules, at the time, it was allowed to lump
the capital gain unnoticed into "dividends, interest
and other income." One could hardly accuse the
Pennsy of "rigging" its earnings, but the results were
clearly misleading.
Au d i t or a n d Cl i e n t
In all too many cases the question is not whether
the given accounting treatment fits, but whether the
company's accountants can be convinced by management to accept it. The accountants maintain that they
are not the pawns of management and, in their words,
there are plenty of cases where they have stood up
to management. There is bound to be some give and
take in the daily association of auditor and client,
especially when the accounting rules permit it. After
all, it is the company's management that hires the
auditors. Many CPAs each year take jobs with clients
and are also being given consulting jobs that extend
throughout the various branches of a business. Could
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an accounting firm afford to lose a large client like
General Motors or General Electric if there were a
controversy within the board boundaries of "generally
accepted" accounting practices?
However, accountants do concede that accounting
has many deficiencies, some of which do not submit
to easy remedy. They readily grant that adequate
procedures to account for inflation have not yet been
developed by the profession. One company carries two
million acres of timberland on its books at the 1913
value. Certainly that timber is worth much more today,
after 60 years of inflation and appreciation, but there
are no adequate methods used to account for this.
Its certified book value figure is almost meaningless
as a result.
The APB has come up with several new rulings and
companies must adhere to these rulings or run a good
chance of having their accountants write an "exception" into their certification of the financial statements. Under the new APB rulings, companies no
longer have the option of sharply varying their contributions to employee pension funds from year to
year and thus giving earnings a tremendous boost.
Companies must also disclose more data when they
elect to treat an acquisition as a pooling of interests
rather than as a purchase. Now, too, nonrecurring
income must be reported in the earnings statement.
The SEC has been talking about requiring companies known as conglomerates to break down their
earnings by major product lines. This is essentially an
accounting problem, yet the CPAs contend that it is
none of their business. Some companies are showing
this breakdown in their annual reports which are certified by the CPAs, but a large portion of them do
not, thereby leaving the investor in the dark.
A lack of action by the CPAs has also been spotlighted recently in the congressional action in restoring the seven percent investment tax credit on new
equipment purchases. When the credit was first made
law in 1962, the accountants were divided over laying
down a hard and fast rule for handling it. As a result,
in 1962, companies had the choice of taking all the
tax credits initially or of spacing them out over the
lives of the equipment purchased. This provided yet
another opportunity to produce widely varying earnings by bookkeeping means. Under the recent restoration of the Investment Credit Act, companies must
use the same method consistently when making reports
to a Federal agency.

"The
accountants
maintain that
they are not
the pawns of
management. .

Investors, Be Wary
What, then, can the ordinary investor do, if he lacks
the accounting background to see through distorted
earnings reports? First, investors should not place too
much naive credence in earnings reports. Second, they
should at least be aware of the important danger areas.
Merger -happy companies, both buyers and sellers,
should be watched with particular care. Their policy
of seeking acquisitions makes it inevitable that they
will attempt to keep their earnings and the price of
their stock as high as possible. One of the most often
used techniques is stretched out depreciation. Another
is the capitalizing of product and development costs
and start -up costs on new plants that might normally
be classified as charges against current income.
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companies
. . . provide
useful
supplementary
information
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Corporate conglomerates, with their constant acquisitions, present an interesting and complex case. Most
of them know their way around when it comes to
accounting. The results of various accounting treatments used can add millions to the conglomerates'
reported net income.
Some of these acquisition- minded companies use
the so- called purchase method, under which a buyer
can put the acquired company's assets on its books
at the purchase price, while others use the pooling -ofinterests method, under which they can elect to put
the company on its books at its own book value.
The pooling method can benefit reported earnings
when the book value is lower than the acquisition
price, thereby producing a lower depreciation base and
enabling the acquiring company to report lower depreciation expenses and higher profits.
Companies that are in trouble must be watched very
closely. When a company hits rough going it may
change some of its accounting methods, e.g., by deferring some of its research and development expenses
rather than writing them off in the current fiscal year.
They might also lower their depreciation charges by
switching from an accelerated method to the straight line method. As a result, reported earnings can be
several millions dollars higher than they would have
been under prior accounting policies.
The asset values of troubled companies can sometimes materially decrease without warning by writing
off a money- losing operation. This can also pose a
threat to the unwary, innocent investor who may
decide the company is slipping badly and sell his stock
just at a time when the stock, having discounted bad
developments, is ready to bottom out. The company's
future earnings should benefit as a result since it has
already swallowed the losses rather than capitalizing
them. Now, who has warned the investor about these
bad earnings reports? It may, in fact, be a lucrative
"turnaround" situation.
Care must also be taken in analyzing the earnings
reports of companies where a new management has
recently taken over. The new management may writedown inventories and trim out all the excess expenses
it can find during its first year in office, blaming the
low resulting earnings on "the old bunch." Meanwhile, the stage has been set for a stirring recovery
of earnings the following year. There is nothing illegal
here, but it is highly misleading to unwarned investors
who read these financial statements.
The investor's lot has not been made any less complicated by the government in permitting accelerated
depreciation for tax purposes, variable depreciation
lives on plant and equipment, and the investment tax
credit. Companies end up keeping two sets of books,
one for the stockholders and one for the tax collector.

Footnotes —Good or Bad?
Even where footnotes are used in an attempt to
explain the tax intricacies in their statements, the
average investor is rarely equipped to understand
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them. Is it a surprise, then, when we say that one
of the danger areas is footnotes, where it seems that
accountants are accommodating management interests
ahead of the stockholders? Footnotes could be a big
help in providing stockholders with the real picture
behind the various accounting treatments. However,
accountants seldom require that they be inserted unless a given accounting procedure makes a "material"
difference. The question then is: "What is material ?"
This is one of the open, unresolved debates within
the profession. As a result, the amount of footnote
disclosure depends on which accounting firm is auditing a company's books and quite often on which
partner within a firm is heading up the job.
The accountants may also not require a footnote
if the information, in the words of one CPA, "might
injure the interests of the client." But investors may
very well ask: Is this not precisely the kind of information that stockholders (the owners of the company)
have a right to know?
Sometimes when included, footnotes provide only
a minimum of detailed useful information. They may
tell the investor that a company values its inventories
on the last -in, first -out method. But what is never
disclosed is the dollar effect on earnings and how these
treatments compare with what the competitors are
doing. As a result, footnotes, as now handled, are
almost useless to the average reader of financial statements.

Conclusion
Professional investors, who manage large portfolios
of stock, regard published earnings with utmost skepticism. They have been quoted as saying that officially
reported earnings and assets, no matter how illustriously certified, do not play a major role in their
decision making. But at the same time, the average
investor must depend on information these sophisticated investors regard as almost useless. He can,
actually, take a cue from the professional. For instance,
he should be aware of the following facts:
That a company's greatest asset is the quality of
the company's management and the validity of its
corporate philosophy and this
never appear
on any audited statement.
If these are sound, the long -term earnings swing
and asset trend will be upward.
If they are not sound, the year -to -year or quarter to- quarter "gains" are meaningless.
will

". . .

On the brighter side of the picture is the fact that
some companies, on their own, do provide useful
supplementary information in addition to their audited financial statements. Most companies now provide a 10 -year summary of key financial figures. Also,
more and more companies are providing a breakdown
of sales and profit by product line to the point of
earnings per share. This gives stockholders a better
idea of the source and trend of earnings.
❑
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CAPITAL BUDGETING
PRACTICES: A SURVEY
One Of The Major Objectives Of The Survey Was To Determine
The Incidence Of And Causes For Capital Rationing And To
Observe The Practices Used By Management In Dealing With
That Condition

By James M. Fremgen
For the past two decades, the literature of accounting,
finance, and economics has dealt extensively with the
subject of capital budgeting. Most of this literature
has been prescriptive in nature. That is, it has advised
the reader how to do his capital budgeting —what
techniques and practices he should use. This emphasis
is appropriate in a practice- oriented discipline, for the
goal of the published literature should be to develop
and improve practice. At the same time, however, it
is also useful to observe the state of current practice.
Such observations permit one to determine those areas
of practice that conform to published recommendations and those that do not. In this article we
will report the results of a survey of American business
firms which was made to determine the capital budgeting methods that they are actually using.

Methods of Financial Analysis
Before we discuss the details of the survey, a word
about the more popular capital budgeting methods
is in order. The majority of all published materials
dealing with capital budgeting has focused primarily
on the financial methods used by management to
assess the profitability of an investment. There is
general agreement that the superior methods are those
that recognize the time value of money. The first three
methods below are the most common ones.
DI SC OUNT E D RAT E O F R ET UR N

This is the true interest rate expected to be earned
on an investment. It is that discount rate at which
the present value of the cash receipts from an investment are just equal to the present value of the cash
outlays for it. This measure is also known as the
internal rate of return, the yield, and the DCF (discounted cash flows) method.
NE T PR ES EN T VALUE

This is a dollar amount, the difference between the
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present value of the cash receipts and the present value
of the cash outlays for an investment. The discount
rate used is normally the cost of capital or some other
predetermined cutoff rate required for acceptable
investments.
PRE SEN T VAL UE IND EX

This is a ratio, computed by dividing the present
value of cash receipts by the present value of cash
outlays. The discount rate is the same as that used
in determining the net present value. Other terms
sometimes used for this method are the profitability
index and the discounted benefit /cost ratio.
Although any method of investment analysis that
fails to recognize the time value of money is thereby
deficient, there are two such methods that are frequently discussed in the literature and used in practice:
SI MP LE R AT E OF R ET UR N

Computationally, this is similar to the return on
investment in assets calculated from financial statements at the end of a year. It is the expected average
annual net income from an investment divided by the
initial outlay for that investment. It is sometimes
referred to as the accounting or the financial statement
method of computing rate of return.
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PAYBACK PERIOD

This is the time required for the cumulative sum
of the cash receipts from an investment just to equal
the amount of the initial outlay. Colloquially, it is
the time that it takes an investment to pay for itself.
Although the payback period can be computed by
using appropriately discounted cash flows, it usually
is not.
At best, the simple rate of return is an approximation of the discounted rate of return. It is not a
reliable substitute for the latter, however, and ought
not be used. The payback period, also, is not a measure
of investment profitability, and it should not be used
by itself as a criterion for investment selection. If used
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"Management
judgment, of
course, should
be exercised
in every
decision."

in conjunction with one or more of the time -value Methods in Actual Use
methods, however, it may be a useful supplementary
index of an investment's desirability. Other things
Respondents to the questionnaire were asked which
being equal, a shorter payback period suggests less risk of the five methods described above (or what other
of loss of invested capital.
methods) they actually used in evaluating the profitability of a proposed capital investment. Their reThe Survey
sponses are summarized in Exhibit 1.
During the spring of 1971, a questionnaire containAn inspection of Exhibit 1 shows that the most
ing 25 questions about capital budgeting practices was popularly used single method is the "Discounted rate
sent to financial executives of 250 business firms. One of return," which recognizes the time value of money.
hundred and seventy - severs usable responses were re- However, next in order of popularity are the two
ceived; this is a response ratio of almost 71 percent. methods that do not recognize this time value, "PayThe firms in the sample were selected randomly from back period" and "Simple rate of return." Incidentally,
the 1969 edition of Dun and Bradstreet's Reference only 76 percent of the firms used at least one of the
Book of Corporate Managements. Questionnaires three time -value methods.
were sent to companies engaged in manufacturing,
Respondents who used analytical methods other
retailing, mining, transportation, land development, than the five principal ones listed were asked to specify
entertainment, and various other services as well as what they were. The "Other methods" reported are
to public utilities and conglomerates. Only financial as follows:
institutions, such as banks and insurance companies,
were specifically excluded from the sample. The capital
1. Lifetime cost
investment practices of these institutions may be
2. Minimum life required to achieve a predeterso dominated by considerations peculiar to investmined discounted rate of return
ments in loans and other securities as to inhibit useful
3. Rate of return on sales
comparisons with the practices of the firms surveyed.
4. Revenue required to cover average annual costs
The respondents were not asked to identify themincluding depreciation and interest on the investselves or their firms. They were asked, however, to
ment
indicate the sizes of their firms' annual capital budgets.
5. Rate of return calculation required by the Federal
This measure of size was chosen in preference to the
Power Commission
more familiar ones (sales volume, total assets, and
6. Payback period based on discounted cash flows
number of employees) because it seemed likely to be
7. Effect of the investment on earnings per share
most pertinent to capital budgeting practices. As a
8. MAPI formula
matter of fact, few significant relationships appeared
9. Necessity to maintain current operations or prodbetween the size of the annual capital budget and
uct lines
the capital budgeting methods used.
10. Requirements of new products
11. Future corporate needs
12. Safety
13. Management judgment

Exhibit 1
METHODS IN ACTUAL USE
Size of annual
capftal budget
Over $100 million
$50 —$100 million
$10 —$50 million
Under $10 million
No size given
AB respondents

Discounted
rate of
return
78%
79%
64%
87%
87%
71%

Net
Present
Simple
present value Payback rate of
value
Index
period return
34%
21%
14%
0%
33%
20%

9%
10%
2%
5%
0%
8%

72%
62%
88%
52%
87%
87%

80%
55%
44%
33%
0%
49%

Other
methods
14%
3%
11%
0%
33%
10%

Exhibit 2
MOST IMPORTANT METHOD
Size of annual
capital budget
Over $100 million
$50 —$100 million
$10 —$50 million
Under $10 million
No size given
All respondents
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Discounted
rate of
return
34%
38%
39%
47%
0%
38%

Net
Present
Simple
present value Payback rate of
value
index
period return
5%
7%
3%
0%
0%
4%

0%
3%
0%
5%
0%
1%

2%
7%
23%
24%
33%
14%

31%
14%
18%
24%
0%
22%

Other
methods
7%
0%
5%
0%
33%
5%

Although the question specified methods of financial analysis, the last five responses on this list are
obviously nonfinancial criteria. Management judgment, of course, should be exercised in every decision.
However, it is reasonable for management to want
the type of information that can be obtained from
using one or more of the analytical methods before
making a judgment.
By adding the percentages in Exhibit 1 horizontally,
we find that they add up to considerably more than
100 percent in every case. This reflects the fact that
most of the respondents used two or more different
methods for analyzing investment proposals. In this
connection, the size of the annual capital budget did
slake a difference. Firms with larger capital budgets
consistently used a larger variety of methods than
those with smaller budgets.
If a respondent stated that his firm used more than
one method of investment analysis, he was asked to
indicate which was considered most important in the
decision making process. Responses to this question
are summarized in Exhibit 2.
This time, the percentages add up to less than 100
percent horizontally (except in the category of the
firms with the smallest capital budgets). This is because all the respondents who use more than one
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happy coincidence of outcomes cannot be relied upon,
however. Analysis of incremental cash flows is still the
best way of dealing with the problem.

Exhibit 3
MIXED SEQUENCES
AND MULTIPLE RATES

Never
Rarely
Fairly frequently
Very frequently
No response

Multiple Rates of Return

Incidence of
mixed
sequences of
cash flows

Incidence of
multiple
rates of
return

3%
62%
29%
3%
3%

21%
52%
13%
2%
12%

method did not answer this particular question. It is
possible that no single method is always considered
to be most important.
A comparison of the percentages in Exhibit 2 with
those in Exhibit I is also interesting. Although discounted rate of return is still the most popular method,
the payback period has declined dramatically in frequency of mention. And, although 67 percent of all
firms used it, only 14 percent considered it the primary
indicator of an investment's profitability. This is consistent with the notion that the payback period is not
a valid index of investment profitability by itself, but
it may be a useful supplementary tool.
Analysis of Mutually Exclusive Alternatives
A potentially troublesome type of investment decision is one that requires the investor to choose between
two or more mutually exclusive alternative projects.
A familiar example is the choice among several different models of a machine when only one machine
can be used. If each alternative involves the same
initial capital investment, the financial dimensions of
this choice are not unduly complex. If, however, different alternatives entail significantly different outlays,
the choice may be complicated. If an alternative requiring a larger initial outlay is chosen, less capital
may be available for other investments. There is general agreement in the literature that the choice among
mutually exclusive alternatives should be based on an
analysis of the incremental cash flows determined by
subtracting the cash flows associated with one alternative from those related to another I"here are more
than two alternatives, there will be more than one
set of incremental cash flows, and each set will have
to be compared with the others until the most advantageous alternative is identified.
The survey of current practice showed that this
analysis of incremental cash flows is made by only
29 percent of the responding firms. Most of the respondents stated that, in choosing among mutually
exclusive alternatives, they looked for that alternative
with the best rating as determined by the index of
financial attractiveness which they regularly used to
evaluate investment proposals. Thus, referring to Exhibit 1, the alternatives with the highest discounted
rate of return or with the shortest payback period
might be selected. It is entirely possible, of course,
that the same decision would be made as a consequence of using the latter approach as would be made
after an analysis of incremental cash flows. Such a
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The discounted rate of return method suffers from
a technical deficiency that may, in some cases, significantly impair its usefulness. Under certain conditions,
this method may produce not one but two or more
different rates of return. That is, there may be two
or more discount rates at which the present value of
the cash receipts is equal to the present value of the
cash outlays for an investment. This result may occur
when there is a mixed sequence of receipts and outlays
in successive years over the life of the investment. For
a simple investment there is an initial cash outlay
followed by a series of net cash receipts in all successive
periods. In a more complex case, however, there may
be periods with net cash outlays interspersed with
those having net receipts. It is in this latter situation
that multiple rates of return may appear. In some
cases, however, it may be possible to isolate just one
economically meaningful rate of return; but one cannot always expect such a happy resolution of the
problem.' It is obvious then, that the practical utility
of the discounted rate of return as a criterion for
investment decision making is affected by the frequency of occurrence of the multiple -rate problem.
In the survey questionnaire, respondents were asked
two questions. First, how frequently did they actually
encounter investments with mixed sequences of cash
receipts and outlays (the condition necessary for multiple rates)? Second, if they used the discounted rate
of return method, how frequently had they actually
experienced investments with multiple rates of return?
The answers to these two questions are summarized
in Exhibit 3. The first column shows the percentages
of firms in the entire group of respondents that encountered mixed sequences of receipts and outlays
with four verbally defined degrees of frequency. The
second column shows percentages of those respondents
that stated they did use the discounted rate of return
method and the frequency with which they encountered the multiple -rate problem. An examination of
the data suggests that the multiple rate of return
problem is not purely academic. The condition in
which it may occur is encountered frequently by a
significant minority of the firms. Moreover, among
those firms using the discounted rate of return, the
actual incidence of multiple rates is sufficient to warrant explicit attention to the problem. On the other
hand, it would not app ear th at the problem is so
prevalent as to invalidate any use of the discounted
rate of return method in investment analysis.

"Analysis of
incremental
cash flows is
still the best
way of dealing
with the
problem."

Rate of Return on Reinvestment
Use of the time - value -of -money methods entails an
implicit assumption that the cash receipts from the
investment proposal under consideration will be reinvested and that a specific rate of return will be earned.
That is, all cash receipts over the life of an investment
will be reinvested at once, as earned, and will earn
' A more extensive discussion of the multiple -rate problem and of practical means
of dealing with it may be found in G. David uirin, The Capita, Expenditure
Decision, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, . 1967, pp. 49 -57.
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"There is no
way that
risk and
uncertainty
can be
eliminated
from a
decision
problem .. . "

an assumed rate of return in each remaining period
through the end of the original investment's life. In
each case, the assumed reinvestment rate of return
is the same discount rate used in the basic mechanics
of the particular analytical technique. Thus, the discounted rate of return method implicitly assumes that
cash receipts from the investment under study will
be reinvested to yield the same rate of return as that
realized on the original investment. The computations
for both the net present value and the present value
index implicitly assume that cash receipts will be reinvested to earn a rate of return equal to the cost of
capital. These reinvestment rates are implicit in the
mathematics of the three methods.' However, it should
be pointed out that, if management believes that some
other explicit reinvestment rate assumption is more
appropriate, that assumption can be incorporated in
the financial analysis of the investment.
Respondents to the survey were asked whether they
made any explicit assumption about the rate of return
to be earned on reinvestment of cash receipts.
Twenty -nine percent of the firms indicated that they
did. Most of these firms stated that they explicitly
assumed that the reinvestment rate would be equal
to either the rate of return on current investments
or the current average cost of capital. In other words,
most of the explicit assumptions seemed to accept
the nature of the implicit assumptions. A few firms,
however, attempted explicitly to estimate either a
future rate of return or the future cost of capital and
to use this as their assumed reinvestment rate on the
current investments' cash receipts. The important
thing here is that, even if these assumed future interest
rates prove to be incorrect, they will have involved
management in the very useful exercise of studying
those factors that will determine future rates.

Risk and Uncertainty
In any decision- making situation, there is risk associated with whatever alternative may be chosen. The
decision maker may expect a particular outcome from
a particular course of action, but he knows that there
is some probability that the actual outcome will be
different. Moreover, there is inevitably some element
of uncertainty surrounding any estimate of future
quantities. For example, in capital budgeting, there
will be uncertainty about estimates of future cash
flows, about estimates of a project's economic life,
and even about the firm's cost of capital. There is
no way that risk and uncertainty can be eliminated
from a decision problem, but they can be recognized
explicitly in the analysis of that decision.
Sixty-seven percent of the firms responding to the
survey questionnaire stated that they considered risk
and uncertainty explicitly in the analysis of individual
capital investment proposals. This was true somewhat
more frequently in firms with larger annual capital
budgets than in those with smaller budgets.
Exhibit 4 summarizes the methods used by the
respondents to allow for risk and uncertainty in investment analyses. Percentages in this table are based on
the number of firms that stated they did adjust for
risk and uncertainty, not on the total number of firms
' Cerald A. Pollack, "The Capital Budgeting Controversy: Present Value vs.
Discounted Cash Flow Method," NAA Bulletin, November 1961, pp. I1 -16.
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in the survey. Many of the firms reported use of two
or more methods of allowing for risk and uncertainty.
Hence, the figures in Exhibit 4 add up to considerably
more than 100 percent.
Among the "Other methods" mentioned were the
following:
1. Sensitivity analysis of critical variables
2. Monte Carlo simulation
3. Comparative analysis of results at high and low
estimates of benefits
4. Analysis of project profitability over an arbitrarily
assumed shorter life
The most popular methods of dealing with the
problem appear to be to place more stringent requirements on the customary financial criteria for investments. For example, a relatively risky investment is
expected to offer a higher rate of return, a higher
present value index, or perhaps, a shorter payback
period than a safer investment. There is some intuitive
logic in this approach. Greater potential benefits
should be the investor's compensation for taking
greater risks. However, how much higher must the rate
of return on a risky investment be? Is a single "risk
premium" satisfactory, or must there be different
premiums to reflect differing degrees of risk?
Perhaps the most significant deficiency of this logic
is that it does not permit the investor to adjust directly
for varying degrees of risk in the different cash flows
projected for a single investment project. For example,
management may be very confident of its estimate
of the initial outlay for an investment and, perhaps,
of certain subsequent outlays; but the greatest uncertainty may surround estimates of cash receipts in the
future. This is sometimes taken into account by the
use of probability factors to adjust the several different
cash flows, and these factors do permit some flexibility.
Of course, the problem of determining just what probability should be assigned to each possible value for
each of the different cash flows still remains. Nevertheless, the effort to identify these probabilities is
likely to be very helpful to management in refining
its analysis of an investment and in reaching an ultimate decision.

Nonfinancial Justification of Investments
One might think that the appropriate decision rule
is to make all investments that are determined to be
financially profitable and to reject all others or, under
conditions of capital rationing, to make the most
profitable investments that are possible within the
constraint of limited capital. Indeed, such a decision
rule would be consistent with a purely economic view
of the organization. However, there is substantial
evidence that suggests that business firms respond also
to noneconomic motivation and pursue noneconomic
goals. Hence, the firms surveyed were asked whether
they included investments that failed to meet established financial criteria in their approved capital budgets. Ninety -seven percent of the firms stated that they
did approve capital investments that were apparently
unprofitable but were justified on other grounds. Exhibit 5 details the nonfinancial justifications offered
by respondents for accepting investments that failed
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1973

concern or safety of the public. On the other hand,
some firms may have found that pollution control
investments are actually profitable.`

Exhibit 4
ADJUSTING FOR RISK
AND UNCERTAINTY
Requirement of a higher- than - normal Index
or profitability
Requirement of a shorter- than-normal
payback period
Adjustment of estimated cash flows by use
of quantitative probability factors
Purely subjective, nonquentltative
adjustment
Other methods

Capital Rationing
54%
40%
32%
29%
8%

Exhibit 5
NONFINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Safety of employees or the public
Necessity of maintaining existing programs or
product Imes
Employees' convenience or comfort
Social concern or enhanced community relations
Pollution control
Legal requirements
Unmessurabls long -term potential (e.g., In
research and development programs)
Contractual commitments
Protection of property

92%
79%
77%
89%
10%
7%
5%
2%
1%

to meet profitability standards and the frequency with
which those justifications were mentioned. The percentages in this table are based on the total number
of firms in the survey.
An important observation should be made about
these nonfinancial justifications. Just because an investment does not meet a test of profitability does
not necessarily mean that it is, in fact, unprofitable.
It may simply mean that the relevant profit potential
cannot be assessed at the time the decision is made.
For example, investments in pollution control equipment may forestall taxes or penalties on pollution or
may prevent the forced closure of a profitable plant,
but there may be no reasonable way of measuring such
potential financial losses. Similarly, very costly investments in research projects may be approved in the
expectation of future profits, but no attempt to measure those profits in advance may be made.
One very commonly mentioned nonfinancial justification is difficult to understand, however. It is the
necessity to maintain existing product lines which
ought to be supported by profit projections. Why
would a firm wish to maintain a product line that
is not expected to be profitable? (Remember, a true
loss leader is really profitable if it does stimulate sales
of other product lines.) And, if a product line is profitable, investments necessary to sustain it should be
quite easily justified financially.
Finally, some readers may be surprised to learn that,
in today's atmosphere of environmental concern, only
10 percent of the firms indicated that pollution control
was regarded as suitable justification for a capital
investment. Actually though, the true percentage may
be higher than that, for some respondents may have
included pollution control within the scope of social
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1973

One of the major objectives of the survey was to
determine the incidence of and the causes for capital
rationing and to observe the practices used by management in dealing with that condition. Capital rationing
may be defined as a situation in which an organization
does not have and cannot obtain enough capital to
make all of the investments that are available to it.
In other words, capital rationing requires the investor
to reject investment projects that otherwise meet his
financial or nonfinancial requirements for acceptance.
This situation complicates the investment decision
process, for the investor must not merely determine
whether an investment is profitable, but he must also
decide how profitable it is in relation to other investments.

"Why would a
firm wish to
maintain a
product line
that is not
expected to be
profitable ?"

INCIDE NCE OF CAPIT AL RAT IONING

Respondents to the survey questionnaire were asked
about their experiences with capital rationing. The
questions sought to determine whether firms actually
do encounter the problem, how regularly they do, and
how tight the capital constraint is. Seventy -three percent of the business firms in the survey reported that
they did experience capital rationing. While this suggests that capital rationing should be regarded as the
general case, a significant minority of the firms apparently are free of this capital constraint. A majority,
64 percent, of those firms that did experience capital
rationing stated that it was a restriction with which
they had to contend every year. The other 36 percent
encountered the problem only in certain years. Finally,
87 percent of the firms faced with capital rationing
indicated that the capital limitation was not a single,
fixed - dollar amount but was a somewhat inexact
amount within a recognized range. This is not surprising. One would expect that the limit on the capital
available to a firm at any given time is somewhat
flexible. An absolutely fixed - dollar limitation would
seem most consistent with a situation in which a firm's
capital budget is determined by higher authority, as
in a subsidiary where the budget allowance is fixed
by the parent corporation. However, only 56 percent
of the firms reporting a fixed- dollar capital limit stated
that it was caused by a restriction imposed by higher
management.
CAUSES OF CAPIT AL RAT IONING

Capital rationing may be caused by conditions external to the firm, by internal factors, or by a combination of both. Indeed, certain possible causes of rationing actually reflect internal perceptions of external
constraints (e.g., management's assessment of the capital markets). Exhibit 6 summarizes the causes of capital rationing reported in this survey. The percentages
in the exhibit add up to much more than 100 percent,
since most of the respondents reported more than one
cause for their capital restrictions. Some of the "Other
'See, for example, "Dow Cleans up Pollution at No Net Cost," Business Week,
January 1, 1972, pp. 3235; and "Turnin g Pollutio n Control into an Asset," Ibid.,
September 9, 1972, pp. 9697.
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causes" mentioned were essentially variations on
causes listed in the table. Others were not clear as
to their meaning and cannot be interpreted further.
Clearly, the most prevalent cause of capital rationing
is a limitation on borrowing, whether that limitation
is imposed by management or by external market
conditions. As a matter of fact, any distinction between internal and external restrictions on borrowing
is questionable. Management, aware of the capital
market's reactions to various levels of debt in a company, places apparently internal limitations on new
borrowing because of perceived external conditions.
Capital restrictions imposed by higher, outside management are most likely secondary causes of capital
rationing. That is, corporate management limits the
amount of funds available to subsidiaries or divisions
because of other limitations faced at the corporate
level. Nevertheless, it is top management's decision
that is the effective constraint as far as the divisional
managers are concerned.
BANKING OF INVEST MENT PROPOSALS

Capital rationing requires the investor to reject some
of the investments that meet his usual criteria of
profitability or of nonfinancial justification. Hence,
all possible investments are, in effect, alternatives to
one another. Consequently, management must find
some reasonable means of comparing the various alternatives and of choosing the best ones. One common
way of making this comparison is to rank all investments that meet the basic profitability standard in
the order of their profitability. If investments are also
approved on the basis of nonfinancial criteria, it would
be useful if they could be ranked also in the order
of their nonfinancial attractiveness. However, this
latter ranking would be complicated by the lack of
any standard unit of measure, and intermixing the two
sets of rankings would be practically impossible except
on a purely judgmental basis.
Sixty -five percent of the firms in the survey that
did experience capital rationing stated that they
ranked all investment opportunities in order of profitability. Not surprisingly, most of these respondents
ranked projects according to one or more of the financial methods used earlier to determine whether or not
investments were profitable. Only seven percent of
the firms introduced a new financial criterion for
purposes of this ranking. Once again, the discounted
rate of return was the most popular index; it was used
by 60 percent of the firms that ranked investments.
Following in order of frequency of use were the payback period (46 percent of the firms), the simple rate
of return (40 percent), the net present value (11 percent), other methods (seven percent), and the present
value index (four percent). The most commonly mentioned "Other method" for ranking was the priority
of the project. This, of course, is not a financial index
at all, but a subjective assessment of relative importance.
LINEAR PROGRAMMING

Many writers have suggested that the best method
of selecting investments under the constraint of capital
rationing is to use linear programming. In this method,
the objective is to maximize the net present value
24

Exhibit 6
CAUSES OF CAPITAL RATIONING
Basically external causes:
Limit on new debt imposed by some agreement
with outside parties (e.g., a bond indenture)

41%

Limit Imposed by higher authority outside the reporting organization (e.g., corporate management, when the respondent Is a division or subsidiary)

36%

Lack of free access to capital markets for some
other reason

6%

Basically internal causes:
Limit on new borrowing imposed by management

67%

Management's desire to maintain a regular dividend policy and, thus, to restrict retained earnings available for new investment

29%

Management's goal of maintaining some specific
earnings per share or price - earnings ratio and,
thus, a policy of restricting issuance of additional
shares of common stock

21%

Some other restriction on Issuance of new shares
of common stock (e.g., a desire to maintain close
control of a corporation)

15%

Inadequate cash flow from operations to finance
new investments

3%

Other causes

8%

of the total "package" of investments made, subject
to the constraint of limited capital. However, only
19 percent of the firms experiencing capital rationing
said that they had ever used linear programming in
their investment analysis. And only 17 percent of this
number said that they used it regularly. The remainder
had used it only occasionally in special situations. Of
course, linear programming is still a relatively new
management tool. A similar survey 10 or 20 years from
now might show substantially increased usage of this
procedure.

Three Stages of the
Capital Budgeting Process
Most of the questions in this survey have focused
on the methods of financial analysis and on the selection of investments to be undertaken. Without doubt,
these are very important considerations, but they are
not all there is to capital budgeting. For purposes of
this study, two other stages in the total capital budgeting process were defined. Essentially, these two additional stages include what must precede financial analysis and project selection and what ought to follow
it. Thus, the total process was described as follows:
1. Project definition and estimation of cash flows
2. Financial analysis and project selection
3. Project implementation and review
Obviously, a project must be defined as a potential
capital investment and the pertinent cash flows must
be estimated before any financial analysis or decision
making can occur. Similarly, once a project has been
approved, it must be implemented and should subMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1973

Exhibit 7
THE MOST CRITICAL AND DIFFICULT
STAGES
Most
critical

Most
difficult

51%

44%

27%
23%
2%

12%
44%
1%

Project definition and estimation
of cash flows
Financial analysis and project
selection
Project implementation and review
No response

most difficult to accomplish. Their responses are summarized in Exhibit 7. Percentages in this exhibit add
up to slightly more than 100 percent because a few
respondents felt that two or, in one case, all three
stages were equally critical or difficult. What is most
striking about these answers is that the phase of capital
budgeting that receives most attention in the literature
is regarded as neither most critical nor most difficult.
Actually, these results should not be too surprising.
If project definition and cash flow estimation is not
done well, subsequent financial analysis will be largely
meaningless and decision making will be haphazard.

Conclusion
sequently be reviewed to determine whether the
projected benefits have actually been achieved. Subsequent reviews, or post- completion audits, at the very
least should improve future investment decision making. More immediately, such reviews may lead to the
reinforcement of successful projects and the salvaging
of failing projects.
Survey respondents were asked to consider the three
stages of capital budgeting outlined above and to
indicate which one they believed was most critical to
the success of an investment and which one was the

One conclusion that might be drawn from this
survey is that the literature might better serve practice
if it devoted more attention to the first and third
stages of capital budgeting. As these two stages are
less structured than the second, it would be more
difficult to develop general theoretical frameworks for
them. Nevertheless, they are inescapable parts of the
total capital budgeting process. They are real management problems and must be faced. How well management copes with these problems and how well they
are solved may determine how successful the capital
investment program will be.

such
reviews may
I
ead to the
reinforcement
of successful
projects and
the salvaging
of failing
projects."
"...
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to be when the budgets were built, they will be compared with what they should be under existing conditions. Computers will be programmed to reflect in
the budget the effects of the introduction of new
products, price changes, wage rate changes, etc. Instead
of explaining differences between conditions reflected
in the budget and what they actually are, the accountant will be analyzing performance against a current
realistic budget.
If the accountant utilizes the technical skills of the
computer specialist and the capabilities of the hardware, he can eliminate the need for interim and yearend adjustments and closings. There can be instant
inventories, instant commitments, instant costs, instant revenues, and instant profit or loss figures. The
chief executive can sit in his office, punch a button,
and read on a screen the profit for a period at that
moment. May we continue to dream? Why not have
the SEC and stock exchanges connected with listed
companies to provide investors with instant operating
and balance sheet data?
However, the computer can never replace the "you
and me" factor. The accountant will still evaluate and
interpret. He will determine conformance with concepts, standards, and rules. He will tell the computer
specialist what he wants and how he wants it. It is
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evident that not only will the accountant increase his
use of computers but also that their expanding use
in business will demand many changes in accounting
and auditing techniques.

Conclusion
It has been the purpose of this article to present
representative problems facing accountants —not instant solutions, to the problems. Despite the current
criticism of the profession, its future will be as
bright —or as grim —as accountants themselves make
it. It will be bright if accountants:
1. Develop a foundation of basic concepts,
2. Develop a comprehensive set of standards and rules
and constantly update them to stay abreast of
change,
3. Anticipate change in the economic and social environment and help shape it rather than become the
victims of it,
4. Shift their emphasis from techniques to the purposes to be served,
5. Recognize the two dimensions of accounting— quantitative and qualitative,
6. Become deeply involved in the behavioral sciences,
and
7. Make full use of all available tools — especially electronic data processing.
1-1
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INTERIM REPORTS:
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There Exists A Considerable Amount Of Feeling In Many Areas
Of Our Economy That Attestation Of Interim Reports
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Every three months, owners of common stocks of listed
corporations in the United States receive reports from
the corporate headquarters of their companies. Corporations listed on the New York Stock Exchange and
the American Stock Exchange must, as a minimum,
provide their shareholders with an announcement
about earnings for the quarter completed, as well as
the cumulative earnings for that part of the fiscal year
to that point. Presumably such an interim report
provides stockholders and financial markets with information that will inform them of the progress of
the company since its last complete annual report.
However, a study of the quarterly reports of 75
companies does not indicate that any substantial
amount of really valuable and useful information is
being disclosed in most current interim reports. The
sample studied consisted of quarterly reports received
by the author between August 9, 1972, and September
25, 1972. It is a fairly random collection of industrial
firms, but it does include two airlines and two utilities.
It does not include any rails, banks, savings and loan
associations, or insurance companies. This limitation
in scope of the sample should be considered in any
evaluation of the summary presented in this article.

Adherence to MAP Guidelines
The 75 reports were analyzed carefully to note how
many met the recommended "Guidelines for Interim
Financial Reporting" set forth by the Committee on
Management Accounting Practices (MAP) of the National Association of Accountants as published in the
August 1972 issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING. Succinctly and explicitly stated, the Guidelines contain
12 goals or standards of expected preparation that
every interim report should meet.

How well do present interim financial reports measure up to these Guidelines? The analysis of the 75
reports surveyed would seem to indicate that interim
corporate reports have quite a way to go if they are
to come close to achieving the goals set forth in the
preamble of the Guidelines. Let us go down the list
item by item.
TIMING OF REPORTS
1. Companies that currently report publicly should
present at least three quarterly reports a year; a
report for the fourth quarter is encouraged.
Most, if not all, companies present three quarterly
reports a year, and it is probable that most include
a fourth quarterly report as well. Nothing was found
to indicate any failure to observe Guideline 1.
FISCAL PERIOD
2. "The interim reporting period should be regarded
as a portion of the annual fiscal period rather
than as a fiscal period in itself."
Adherence to Guideline 2 could not be ascertained
from study of the quarterly reports. It is tentatively
assumed, however, that most, if not all, companies
do regard the interim reporting period as a portion
of the annual fiscal period rather than a fiscal period
in itself.
CONSISTENCY WITH ANNUAL REPORTS
3. Accounting principles and practices of interim
reports should be consistent with those accounting methods used in the annual financial statements.
As to Guideline 3, none of the interim reports
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studied contained any indications that the accounting
principles and practices used were not consistent with
those used in the annual financial statements. However, this finding must not necessarily be taken as proof
that no difference existed; there was simply nothing
stated either way on the subject.
M I N I M UM C O N T E N T
4. As a minimum, the interim statement should

show sales and revenue, income taxes, income
before extraordinary items, extraordinary items,
net income for the interim period as well as for
the year to date, and a comparison with the same
period of the previous year. A balance sheet or
statement of changes in financial condition
should be included when a material financial
transaction has taken place which would lead the
company to believe these reports are significant.
All reports appeared to meet the level of disclosure
se t b y Gu i d el i ne 4 . H o we v er , on l y 11 in t e r i m r e p o r t s
prov ide d a ba la n ce shee t, a nd on ly two pro vid ed sta teme n t s o f c h a n g e s i n fi na n c i a l co n d i t i on . T h e se l a t t e r
sta teme nts wer e u rged by th e Gu ide lines, u nder c erta in
condit ions, a nd i nclu sion o f both wou l d be a pprec ia bly
m o r e in fo rm a t iv e to all pr esen t users o f i n t e r i m repor ts.
CHANG ES IN PRAC T ICE
5. Changes in interim or annual accounting practice

Or policy should be disclosed. Dollar impact of
change applicable to the interim period and effect
on year -to -date amounts should be reported.
The disclosures sought in Guideline 5 were not
found in any of the interim reports studied. Perhaps
none took place, but certainly nothing was found to
indicate any such changes had been made or were
contemplated.
REST AT ING PR IOR PE RIODS
6. "No restatement of prior interim periods should

be made for changes in estimates or assumptions
used as a basib for reporting."
Guideline 6 also seemed to be included overtly in
the reports studied. If any restatement of a prior
interim period took place because of any change in
estimate or reporting assumption, nothing was said
about it. Again, it is possible no restatement occurred,
but there were no positive statements to prove it.
EXT RAORDINARY IT EMS
7. "Interim reports should comment on important

developments, extraordinary items and unusual
transactions and disclose them in the period in
which they occur."
Extraordinary items are defined as those that will
be expected to be set forth as such in the fiscal
year statements. Unusual transactions are considered to be those that are material with respect
to operating results of the interim period, but
which are not expected to be shown as extraordinary items in the fiscal year statements.
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I n t e r m s o f a d h e r e n c e t o G u i d e l i n e s 7 and 8, the

survey of the 75 statements revealed that:
a. Forty -one reports contained information accounting at least in part for the increase or decrease in
sales or revenue.
b. Thirty -nine reports contained some explanation
accounting at least in part for the increase or decrease in earnings, aside from the increase or decrease in sales or revenue.
c. Forty -six reports contained information about capital additions or dispositions, mergers, acquisitions,
new plants or stores, and the like. Admittedly, some
of the information here was very meager, but it
at least was provided the reader so he could make
his own conclusion about its effect on earnings.
d. Thirty reports provided information about new
products, new growth areas for the business, or
other factors which could conceivably affect earnings.
e. Fifteen reports provided analysis or breakdown of
the profitability or unprofitability of product lines
or major subdivisions of the company. Again, the
information was quite broad and general in most
instances, and often merely mentioned increases
in certain areas or declines in others. Specific percentages or figures were rarely given.
f. Thirteen reports made reference to the current
status or settlement of pertinent major court litigation, decisions of government regulatory bodies, or
laws passed by Congress or the states which might
affect them.
g. Nine reports contained some reference to labor
problems, settlement of strikes, or current problems
arising from unsettled strikes.

"AII reports
appeared to
meet the level
of disclosure
set by
Guideline 4."

CONSOLIDAT ION
9. Interim financial statements should be on a con-

solidated basis if annual reports are so presented.
It is believed all reports studied were prepared in
a c c o r d wi t h G u id e l i n e 9 , t h o u gh n o t h i ng sp e c ifi c a l l y
wa s s t a t e d e x c e p t t h a t m o st h e a d i n g s of st a t e m e n t s
i n c l u d e d t h e wo r d " c o n so l i d a t e d . "
POOLING
10. Combined results of pooled business for the cur-

rent and all prior periods should be included in
the report. Any material divestiture should be
reported in the period when it takes place.
Guideline 10 refers to results of poolings or divestitures and their reflection in the reports. Nothing was
noted to indicate this kind of event in any report;
it may well have been observed, but not specifically
described.
AT T EST AT ION
11. Attestation by independent public accountants

for interim financial statements is not required,
but counsel with such public accountants is recommended relative to changes in accounting
methods, extraordinary items, or other significant
transactions that might arise in that interim
period.
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"it would Cost
them very
little, either, in
more printing,
postage, or
editorial
work. "

Conformity to Guideline 11 cannot be determined
readily. Only one company presented an auditor's
opinion with its interim six month report, which also
contained a balance sheet and a series of footnotes
similar to those found in the annual report. It might
be presumed that the appropriate corporate financial
and accounting management had been consulting frequently with independent public accountants as to
extraordinary or questionable matters, but no report
of any such fact was found in the interim reports.
It is, perhaps, something that one could hardly expect
to find mentioned very often.
CONSISTENCY WITH SEC REPORTS
12. It is also required that all financial data should

be consistent with that provided the SEC covering
the same period.
Nothing was found in the reports to indicate
methods inconsistent with Guideline 12. It is again
something one would not logically expect to find overt
reference to in an interim report unless some regulatory body specifically requires that a statement to this
effect be made.

Additional Observations

condition in their interim reports as suggested in
Guideline 4. It seems that very few firms are doing
this at the present time.
Remarks made by William J. Casey, then Chairman
of the Securities and Exchange Commission, before
the annual meeting of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants in Denver on October 2,

1972, should be given careful consideration insofar as
they may well indicate a philosophy and attitude to
which corporate management should give careful attention. Mr. Casey stated the SEC had moved to
require companies to make more timely and detailed
disclosure of financial information that may adversely
affect their profit picture. He also "urged accountants
to review interim reports of their clients before they
are issued to the public and to consult with clients
on reporting problems as they arise." The Chairman
of the SEC continued by stating that "A once -a -year
appearance on the scene to bless an annual audit report
doesn't conform to public expectation of the auditor's
role." '
Guideline 11 did not specifically recommend that
interim reports be attested to by the independent
public accountant, though there exists a considerable
amount of feeling in many areas of our economy that
this attestation might be desirable and should be a
longer -range objective of both the SEC and the public
accounting profession. Only one company out of the
75 surveyed is now doing this; and thus it might seem
to be a considerable task to convince the others of
the desirability of such an added step.
Most of the other Guidelines, specifically numbers

A few other interesting aspects of presentation or
nonpresentation of helpful information in interim
reports are worth mentioning. All 75 reports gave the
earnings per share figure so widely devoured by the
security markets. At the same time, only 10 reports
gave any additional ratios or financial statistics to
indicate actual or relative changes in level of produc- 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, and 10, are of a type the observance
tion, operation, or activity. These 10 were mostly in of which is not provided in present interim reports.
the petroleum industry but also included the two The absence of any footnote or mention of the pracairlines surveyed. Fourteen reports gave information tice referred to cannot be taken to imply either that
about new management changes, new appointments the problem did not exist or that it was handled either
to top positions, new titles, and background aspects properly or improperly.
on the personnel involved. Six reports discussed major
changes in management responsibilities or reshuffling Conclusion
of work assignments, including any major realignment
Interim financial reports serve a useful purpose.
How well they meet the needs of our economy is
of the entire organization.
Interim reports varied from some that provided something else. Certainly the majority of corporations
almost no information except sales, earnings, and could, and perhaps should, provide much more inforearnings per share to a few that provided quite a wealth mation in their reports than is presently being supof information. Most reports fell in between these plied. It would cost them very little, either, in more
extremes, tending to provide very little substantive printing, postage, or editorial work. The failure to do
knowledge except sales, earnings, earnings per share, more may be a matter of inertia and apathy; it is easy
and a few rather offhanded remarks now and then to keep on doing what has been accepted in the past.
to better explain some favorable or unfavorable change That hardly makes it right in these days of active
public interest in the financial institutions of our
since the previous report.
It would appear that most corporations have, at this society. Surely it must be apparent that it would cost
time, a long way to go to approach the level of disclo- very little more to provide stockholders with additional
sure implied by Guidelines 7 and 8. It is also possible information of the kind suggested. It is difficult to
that many more corporations should be providing a see how disclosure of such information could in any
balance sheet or a statement of changes in financial way affect the competitive strategy of the company
or have any adverse effect once it is made known to
' "The Wall Street journal," October 3, 1972, p. 3.
the shareholders and the public generally.
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THE OPPORTUNITY COST
TRANSFER PRICE
A Firm Will Benefit By An Interdivisional Transfer Only So Long
As The Opportunity Cost Of The Distributing Division Is Greater
Than The Opportunity Cost Of The Manufacturing
Division —Where The Opportunity Costs Are The Foregone
Benefits Of The Next Best Alternative To The Transfer

By Gary L. Holstrum and Eugene H. Sauls
Transfer pricing has two principal objectives: (1) to
measure the performance of divisional managers in
terms of the division's contribution to firm profit, and
(2) to achieve goal congruence —a condition which
exists whenever the actions taken by managers to
enhance their individual performance measurements
will be the same as the actions which they would take
to achieve the objectives of the firm. Some of the
methods for determining the transfer price satisfy only
the objective of performance measurement, others
satisfy only the objective of goal congruence, and still
others satisfy both objectives but only under particular
sets of circumstances. The purpose of this article is
to present a method, through graphical analysis (See
Exhibits I through 9), which is designed to satisfy both
objectives under all conditions.

Common Transfer Pricing Methods
The four commonly used methods for setting
transfer prices are average variable cost, full cost (i.e.,
average total cost), market price, and negotiation by
divisional managers. The first three methods— variable

costing, full costing, and market price — provide some
measure of the contribution made by the individual
division but fail to yield goal congruence because they
do not necessarily reflect opportunity cost. The fourth
method, negotiation, provides a measure of the manager's performance which is a function of both his
productive ability and his negotiating ability. Therefore, it too is not a satisfactory measure of performance. Furthermore, a negotiated transfer price does
not necessarily yield goal congruence.

Opportunity Costs of
Divisional Transfers
The establishment of an appropriate transfer price
should be based upon the opportunity cost' of the
manufacturing and distributing divisions with respect
to "marginal" or incremental units to be transferred.
That is to say, a firm will benefit by an interdivisional
transfer only so long as the opportunity cost of the
distributing division is greater than the opportunity
cost of the manufacturing division. Consequently, goal
congruence will be obtained only when the transfer
price is greater than or equal to the opportunity cost
of the manufacturing division and less than or equal
to the opportunity cost of the distributing division.
In this situation, whenever it is beneficial from a
firm -wide view to have a transfer occur, such a transfer
is also beneficial to each division. Conversely, whenever the transfer is detrimental from a firm -wide view,
it also is detrimental to the performance measurement
(profit) of one or both divisions. Consequently, the
opportunity cost concept is the key to the appropriate
transfer price.
Assume that there is perfect competition in the final
product market.' Three conditions may exist in the
intermediate product market: (1) perfect competition;
(2) a monopsonistic buyer, i.e., the manufacturing
division may sell only to the distributing division but
the distributing division may buy from others; or (3)
monopolistic seller, i.e., the distribution division may
' Opportunity cost of a given action is the benefit foregone by failing to undertake
the next best alternative.
`This assumption is not a necessary condition. Its use here is to simplify the
illustration.
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buy only from the manufacturing division but the
manufacturing division may sell to others.
Exhibit 1 shows the opportunity cost for the manufacturing division under conditions of perfect competition in the market for the intermediate product. The
opportunity cost per unit of an interdivisional transfer
of a quantity Qi or less would be OA, the price
available for the goods in the intermediate market
less distribution costs. For units in excess of Qi, the
marginal opportunity cost for the manufacturing division is the marginal cost along ED of manufacturing
an incremental unit. Consequently, the opportunity
cost to the manufacturing division is the greater of
Exhibit 2
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(1) the marginal cost of manufacturing CED or (2)
the proceeds AEB potentially available through selling
the intermediate product in an open market outside
the firm (i.e., sales price less costs of intermediate
market distribution). The opportunity cost for the
manufacturing division is thus shown as AED.
The opportunity cost to the distributing division
for interdivisional transfers under conditions of perfect
competition in the intermediate product market is
shown in Exhibit 2. The opportunity cost of the distributing division is the lower of (1) the net marginal
revenue GJH of the distributing division (the price
of the final product minus the marginal cost incurred
in the distributing division) or (2) the price CJD that
the distributing division must pay to obtain the intermediate product in the market place (including costs
of transporting the intermediate product). The net
marginal revenue is the difference between the marginal revenue (price) of the final product and the
marginal cost (MCd) for the distributing division. For
a q u a n t i t y o f g o o d s u p t o Q z , the best alternative
to obtaining the intermediate product from the manufacturing division would be to obtain the goods in
the intermediate market at a price OC. For units in
e x c e s s o f t h e q u a n t i t y Q 2 , the distributing division
would not obtain the intermediate product in the
market place because its net gain from selling the item
would be less than the price required in the intermediate market. Consequently, the opportunity cost for
the distributing division is CJH.
When the market for the final product is not perfectly competitive, the analysis is changed only slightly
(see Exhibit 3). Here the average revenue (AR) and
marginal revenue (MR) for the distributing division
are downward sloping. The net marginal revenue
(NMRd) to the distributing division is the difference
between the marginal revenue from the final product
(MR) and the marginal costs (MCd) incurred in the
distributing division. The opportunity cost to the
distributing division for interdivisional transfers is
AKJ. This line is the lower of the price AKB of the
resource in the intermediate market and the net marginal revenue HKJ for the distributing division.
The Approp riat e Con cept
The optimal transfer price TP* and the optimal
quantity Q* are determined by the intersection of the
"marginal" opportunity costs of the manufacturing
and distributing divisions in Exhibit 4. In this case,
if the transfer price is set any lower than TP *, the
manufacturing division will supply fewer units than
Q* because its marginal benefit from an incremental
unit will be less than its marginal opportunity cost
(OC.). Conversely, if the transfer price is set any
higher than TP *, the distributing division will purchase
fewer items than Q* because its marginal benefit from
an incremental unit will be less than its marginal
opportunity cost (OCd). Goal congruence will only
be achieved when the transfer price is set at TP *, which
should result in Q* units being transferred.
Accounting information about costs is quite often
communicated in the form of a constant variable cost
within a given range of activity. If the variable cost
is different for different ranges of activity, such cost
information is often communicated in the form of
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step costs. Exhibit 5 shows the opportunity costs of
the manufacturing and distributing divisions when
such step costs occur within the manufacturing division. The opportunity cost of the distributing division
is shown as ABFC. However, the opportunity cost of
the manufacturing division is now shown by the discontinuous line DE, CH. Since an interdivisional
transfer is beneficial to the firm only when the opportunity cost to the manufacturing division is less than
the opportunity cost to the distributing division, the
optimal transfer quantity is Q* units. An appropriate
transfer price, consequently, must be somewhere between H and D.'
Go a l C o n g r u e n c e a n d
Mar ket Dom i nan ce
If either the manufacturing or distributing division
manager can influence the intermediate market as a
monopolistic seller or a mo n o p son i st i c bu yer, th e n
either can increase his divisional profits at the expense
of overall firm profits by setting the transfer price at
some value other than TP *, the transfer price which
is optimal for the firm.
MONOPSONIST IC BUYER
T h e a n a l ysi s o f wh y g o a l c o n g r u e n c e i s l o st wh e n
the d istri bu ti ng di visi on a c ts a s a m onopsonistic b u yer

is illustrated in Exhibit 6. Line (MC.) represents the
ma r g i na l c ost o f t h e m a n u fa c t u r in g d iv i si on wh ic h i s

also the opportunity cost of the manufacturing division
because it does not have the alternative of selling the
intermediate product outside the firm. Line EWNPF
represents the net marginal revenue (NMRd) of the
distributing division. Line MNPF is the opportunity
cost of the distributing division. From a firm -wide
view, the optimal transfer price is TP *, which would
result in Q* units being produced at a profit to the
firm equal to the area EPG. The firm profit will be
divided so that RPG is the profit of the manufacturing
division and EPR is the profit of the distributing
division.
Since the distributing division is able to act as a
moncipsonistic buyer of the intermediate product in
this case, it can obtain all the goods it requires from
the manufacturing division at a transfer price equal
to the marginal cost (M C . ) of the manufacturing
division. Consequently, the distributing division is able
to set the transfer price at the marginal cost (MC.).
The average revenue (AR d) of the distributing division
will be the price of the final product (ARt) less the
transfer price (MC.). The marginal revenue of the
distributing division can be derived from the division's
average revenue curve (ARd) and is shown as (MRd).
If the distributing division attempts to maximize its
own performance measure, it will set the level of
output Qd at point S, the intersection of (MRd) and
(MCd ), where its marginal revenue equals its marginal
costs. The transfer price necessary at this level of
output will be TPd. This is the minimum price which
will induce the manufacturing division to supply Qd
units. Firm profit would be reduced from area EPG
to area EWVG. The profits would be divided with
r Discontinuities in the opportunity cost functions may occur for other reasons.
For ex ample, the operation of the distributing division may be represented by
a linear programming model with the available number of units of the intermediate
product shown as a constraining variable.
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the distributing division profit being EWVU and the
manufacturing division profit being UVG. Through
this move the distributing division would increase its
own profit, but this increase in distributing division
profit would be less than the decrease in manufacturing division profits.
MONOPOLISTIC SELLER
If the manufacturing division acts as a monopolist
(Exhibit 7), it could charge a transfer price equal to
the net marginal revenue (NMRd) of the distributing
division, line ENSF. This would also be the opportunity cost of the distributing division as well as the
average revenue of the manufacturing division. The
marginal revenue (MR.) of the manufacturing division would then be represented by the line EMJ and
the opportunity cost of the manufacturing division
would be represented by the line KLMSH. Instead
of producing at the optimal firm -wide quantity Q *,
Exhibit 4
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Q.

the manufacturing division could maximize its profit
by producing the quantity
at point M where its
marginal revenue ( M R. ) equals its marginal cost
(MC.). Since it acts as a monopolist, the manufacturing division would set the transfer price at TPm.
Firm profits would be reduced to area ENMG. The
manufacturing division would report profits of PNMG

and the distributing division would report a profit of
ENP.
The profits of the firm will be less than optimal
if under either condition (i.e., monopolistic manufacturing division or monopsonistic distributing division)
the divisions are allowed to establish the transfer price.
Although it might be argued that this permits a form
of performance measurement, it clearly does not result
in goal congruence. Goal congruence can be achieved
only if the transfer price is set at TP °, which will not
occur if division managers set the transfer price.'

Performance Measurement Problems
If there is a well established market for the intermediate product, performance measurement problems
are, in a sense, self- correcting. This is to say that if
the manufacturing division fails to produce the optimal quantity, its own profits will be reduced, but
the profits of the distributing division will be unaffected because additional units may be obtained from
external suppliers. Additionally, if actual manufacturing costs exceed estimated costs, the manufacturing
division will show a reduced profit by the amount of
the variance between estimated and actual costs. Any
deviations from estimates of market prices for the final
product or of distribution division costs will be reflected in the profit of the distribution division but
will not affect the profit of the manufacturing division.

Performance in the Absence
Of an Intermediate Market

Qe

If the estimated cost and revenue patterns were
correct, but the quantity of goods sold exceeded the
optimal quantity for the firm, an accounting system
which utilizes the (optimal) transfer price will report
lower than estimated divisional profits for both the
manufacturing and distributing divisions as well as for
the firm as a whole. In effect, this situation is possible
only because of an incorrect decision by managers of
both divisions.
Exhibit 8 diagrams the profit if quantity
is
produced and sold. The manufacturing division's profit
would be area JKG less area KLM, which is less than
optimal. The distribution division's profit would be
area EKJ less area KMN, which is also less than optimal. Profit for the firm is thus reduced by area KLN.
Incorrect decisions on the part of both the manufacturing and distributing division managers caused the
reduction in firm profits, and each manager shares in
the allocation of the reduced profits.
When the quantity of goods transferred is short or
less than the optimal quantity, the proper measurement of the performance of each division requires a
determination of whether the manufacturing or distributing division is responsible for the sales quantity
variance. For example, in Exhibit 9 the optimal quantity from a firm view is Q °. If the distributing division
is able to secure orders for only a quantity Q. in spite
of the adequate capacity of the manufacturing division, firm profit would have been reduced by an
amount KLM. The profit of the distributing division
'In response to this problem, Ronen and McKinney have suggested a system
which leads to goal congruence but which, in the absence of an intermediate
market assigns to each division the profits of the total firm. Joshua Ronen and
George McKinney, "Transfer Pricing for Divisional Autonomy," Journal of Ac.
counting Research, Vol. 8, Spring 1970.
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will be reduced to EKNJ and the manufacturing division will show a profit of only JNMG. The inadequate
performance of the distributing division, consequently,
would result in decreasing the profit of the manufacturing division by a greater amount than its own
decrease in profit. This is an inappropriate reporting
of controllability.
To correct this situation the distributing division
should be charged with the entire opportunity cost
of the inadequate number of orders, in which case
its profit should be area EKNJ minus area NLM. The
profit of the manufacturing division should not be
adversely affected by this uncontrollable item. Consequently, the manufacturing division's profit should
be reported as JLG. On the other hand, if sufficient
orders were obtained to reach the optimal quantity
Q *, but if production inadequacies limited output to
Q the opportunity cost of the lost profits should be

If e a c h di vi si on p r o v i d e s t h e se d a t a , t h e ma nu fa ctu ring division ma y "o v e r st a t e " its op p o r t u n i t y cost
a n d th e distr ibu ti ng division ma y " u n d e r st a t e " its
op p or t u ni t y c o st i n a n a t t em p t t o fa v or a b ly i nfl u en c e
th e tra nsfer pri ce. It follows, the re for e, th a t cent ra l
m a n a g e m e n t sh ou ld (1) ge ne r a t e th e da ta in de p en de n tl y , or (2) a u di t the da ta prov ided by the divisions.
❑

c h a r g e d t o t h e ma n u fa c tu r in g div isio n.

Problems of Environmental Changes
If there are significant environmental changes occurring within a performance measurement period, the
optimal transfer price may change. The central firm
management should, therefore, be aware of any such
environmental changes and should adjust the transfer
price accordingly. If a procedure is implemented to
allow any division to request a review of the transfer
price a nd to suggest a cha nge in the tra nsfer price

in response to potential environmental changes, then
central management will at least be made aware of
such changes and can react accordingly. We should
note,• however, that the divisional managers will find
it advantageous to report only those environmental
changes which are unfavorable and which will thus
result in moving the transfer price in a direction favorable to that division. In this sense, the manufacturing
division would find it advantageous to report only
increases in marginal costs of manufacturing. Correspondingly, the distributing division would benefit by
reporting only reductions in its net marginal revenue,
i.e., either "decreases" in marginal revenue of the final
product or "increases" in marginal costs incurred in
the distribution division.

Conclusion
W h e n the tr a n sfer p ri ce i s se t by c en tr a l ma na gem e n t a t t h e p o i n t a t wh i c h t h e o p p o r t u n i t y c o st o f
th e di st r ib u t in g d iv isio n e q u a l s t h e o p p o r t u n i t y c o st
o f t h e ma nu fa ct u ri ng d i vi si on , b ot h di v isio ns wi ll b e
en c o u r a g e d t o p r o d u c e t h a t q u a n t i t y whi c h wo u l d b e
op t i m a l for the firm. If b o t h divisions a t t e m p t to
exc ee d th e o pt im a l qu a n ti ty , t he ir r esp ec ti ve pe rfor ma n c e mea su res will be adversely a ffec ted. If th e distr ib u t in g di vi si on fa il s. to o bt a i n th e o pt im a l q u a nt it y
of sales orders, a po rt io n of its co n t r i bu t i o n shou ld
be tra nsferred to th e ma nu fa ct u r in g division. T h e
a m o u n t to be tra nsferred sho u ld be th e a m o u n t of
co n t ri b u ti o n the ma n u fa c t u r i n g d i vi si on wou l d h a v e
ea r ne d on th e u nits fore gone beca u se of th e ina dequ a t e p e r fo r m a n c e o f t h e d ist r i b u t i n g d i v i si o n . C o n ver sel y, if the ma nu fa ct u ri ng di vision fa ils to pr odu ce
th e op t i m a l qu a nt i ty , there shou ld b e a tra nsfer of
c o n t r i b u t i o n f r o m t h e ma n u fa ctu ri ng div isi on t o t h e
dist rib u ti ng div isi on.
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F.O.B. and payment terms, shipping instructions, sales
tax information, invoicing procedure, and packaging
An accounts payable office is an assembly line, and and labeling requirements. The body of the purchase
although production people are moving only paper, order sets forth the quantity, description of material
it could be likened to the belt movement of a manu- or services, code number of raw material inventory
factured product with each clerk specializing in com- items, and price.
pleting his assignment. The accounts payable superIt is easy to see that the purchase order is an imporvisor is the foreman; the expeditor keeps things moving tant instrument and governs the actions of many areas.
and jumps in to prevent bog- downs; and the auditor It is essential then that it be entirely correct, for any
(inspector) checks the final product. Accounts payable error will show up later as an exception when the
personnel could be a part of general accounting or invoice is received. Since it is an agreement, the purpurchasing. In either case, they work in close contact chase order should be proofread very carefully. Errors
with the procurement division, which is responsible detected after the fact or any supplementary informafor ordering goods. Since these goods will be billed tion or instructions should be covered by a change
at a later date, it is important to ensure payment when order.
due. This control of accounts payable is facilitated
Once a requisitioner has placed his order in the
by proper use of the forms associated with a purchase. hands of the purchasing department, he no longer need
be concerned with any paper work outside of acknowlThe Purchase Order
edging to the receiving dock that the original order
The basic and most widely used instrument repre- for material or services has been carried out. The only
senting an original request, or a confirmation of prior possibility of additional paper work is if the order has
verbal negotiations, is the purchase order agreement. to be changed. Changes in amount of material reWhen used properly, the purchase order is an excellent quired, specifications, delivery date, delivery point,
instruction sheet, and adherence to the agreement and price are the main reasons for change orders. A
stated thereon makes for a clear and concise under- properly executed change order will keep all concerned
standing between the two principles. The purchase parties informed.
order is issued to a vendor based on the requirements
and conditions listed on a requisition sent to purchas- The Invoice
ing by an authorized requisitioner. This requisition
An invoice is a detailed billing which lists services
carries a control number and contains other pertinent performed or materials purchased by a customer and
information such as material or service required, ul- the prices to be paid for these services or materials.
timate delivery point, date required, various job and The types of invoices range from a very simple form
payment terms, and suggested vendor.
to one with an artistically designed letterhead and
Upon receipt of this information, purchasing pre- contain as much detail as the vendor considers necespares a prenumbered purchase order agreement using sary. However, there is a certain standardization which
the information contained on the requisition, plus any must be recognized and to which one must adhere.
other pertinent instructions. The contents of
a pur- The Division of Simplified Practice of the United
chase order are basically the rules which must be States Department of Commerce, as well as the Nafollowed by each party to ensure that a trouble -free tional Association of Purchasing Agents, has set forth
agreement is consummated. A typical purchase order certain basic regulations and suggestions which help
agreement carries a control number and normally a vendor to employ an invoice which best suits his
contains information and instructions such as the req- particular situation.
uisitioner's name and location, his requisition number,
In its simplest form, an invoice is a request for
the delivery point for material, required delivery date, payment to cover the rendering of a service or the
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delivery of material to a purchaser. It usually has a
date and invoice number as well as a reference to the
purchase authorization such as a letter of commitment,
contract, or purchase order agreement. In addition,
it often has payment terms, shipping information, sales
tax, and other pertinent data. There are, of course,
invoices which go into great detail, and as previously
mentioned, the information covers as much data as
the vendor desires. An invoice could be handwritten
or issued by a highly sophisticated computer in as many
as six copies according to the needs of the system.
Vendors issue certain copies of the invoice to purchasers and also retain as many copies for distribution
in their own offices as are needed to keep all interested
parties informed as to the status of the invoice.
PROCESSING INVOICES

Under the purchase order system, any invoice received with a proper control number is subjected to
a "matching" process. The clerk handling the item
pulls the accounts payable copy of the purchase order
referred to on the invoice from the open numerical
file. If the material has been received, it will have
been acknowledged by a receiving ticket with a corresponding control number.
Before testing the invoice, the clerk will register it
on the back of the purchase order. This step is important and proves that a certain numbered invoice with
a specific date in a stated amount has been received
and entered for payment. The first question is "Have
we received the material for which we are being
billed ?" If we have, the clerk then tests the invoice
to see if it meets all of the requirements set forth
in the purchase order agreement. Does the quantity
billed agree with what we ordered? If so, it has met
the first test. If not, the invoice becomes an exception
on the basis of short -ship or over -ship. This problem
is presented to the purchasing department or, in many
cases, the accounts payable supervisor who acts as
agent for the purchasing department.
The description is tested next. Have we been billed
for, aid have we received exactly what was ordered?
If not, the problem is presented to the supervisor of
purchasing. If the description on the invoice matches
the purchase order, it has passed the test. An important
test is the matching of price. Does the invoice price
agree exactly with the price stated on the purchase
order agreement? If the answer is negative, the exception must be examined by someone authorized to
approve the variation if it is to be accepted at the
vendor's price. If the vendor's price is not accepted,
the invoice should be paid at the purchase order price
with an adjustment notice sent to the vendor, or the
bill should be returned for cancellation with a request
for rebilling at the proper price.
The next item to be tested is F.O.B. terms —or who
pays the delivery charges? If the purchase order terms
are "delivered" or afhy variation of this term, no delivery charges should be paid. If an invoice does bill
for delivery charges despite the purchase order terms
shown, the purchase order clerk is authorized to delete
these charges and should advise the vendor of the
action taken via an adjustment notice which explains
the reason for deletion. On any terms which call for
the customer to pay the freight, the clerk is authorized
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1973

to pay up to an amount set by purchasing. Freight
charges over this amount are paid subject to a rate
audit by the traffic department.
If the discount terms on the invoice agree with the
terms shown on the purchase order, another test is
passed. If there is an exception, purchasing should be
notified; there may be a misunderstanding between
the two contracting parties. As purchasing staff has
to determine which terms are to be used, they will
advise the clerk. In cases where they find that the
vendor's terms are the proper ones to use, they should
adjust their records for future use.
If an invoice bills for sales tax and the purchase
order indicates a tax liability, payment should be made
according to the billing. If the invoice does not bill
for tax and the purchase order states that there is a
tax liability, the invoice should be paid as billed.
However, the tax liability should be computed and
the expense charged to the requisitioner. In this case,
the remittance of the tax should be made to the sales
tax office instead of the vendor. It is convenient to
put this money into a holding account, the balance
of which can be remitted to the state periodically.
The purchase order agreement will always show the
payment terms, i.e., net cash, net 10 days, net 30 days,
or some other arrangement. In arriving at the payment
date, the clerk uses the date of the invoice as a determinant. If the material or service is received at a later
date, the clerk uses this determination when assigning
a due date. Occasionally, an invoice is received later
than either of the previous dates and in this case, the
date of receipt of the invoice becomes the date from
which a due date is determined.

"Often, the
acknowledgment
looks exactly
like an
invoice ..."

CHE CKI NG ST AT E MEN T S

A statement is a periodic notice advising a customer
that certain amounts are due as of a specific date.
It usually consists of a list of invoices which have been
previously rendered and which, according to the vendor's records, are still outstanding. A statement should
not be paid; it has been issued for information purposes. However, there are exceptional cases where a
vendor does not issue invoices, and when his statement
is detailed, it serves as an instrument for payment
rather than a notice. In these instances, payment
should be made on the statement.
The mail also brings forth other types of forms
which must be read carefully so as not to be processed
as an invoice for payment. One of these forms is the
acknowledgement. Often, the acknowledgment looks
exactly like an invoice, for it is an acceptance of the
order and lists materials and prices as shown on the
purchase order. If a clerk is not alert, an acknowledgment could be passed for payment.
Another form which often comes disguised as an
invoice is the solicitation. In this case, the vendor is
offering something for sale and advising that response
to the solicitation with a remittance will result in
delivery of the material. In many cases, the vendor
has a notice on the form indicating that it is a solicitation and not an invoice. However, a busy clerk on
a production line could pass the pseudo invoice, espe
cially if it bears an approval signature.
A third form which is sometimes mistaken for an
invoice is the delivery receipt. This receipt is often
35

"One of
the most
important tests
is making
sure we have

a carbon copy of the original invoice, used as proof
of delivery of material. If not recognized for what it
is, it could easily be passed as an invoice.
However, outside of embarrassment, the problem
is not too great for a duplicate payment will either
be detected by the auditors at a later date or be
immediately discovered by the vendor. In either case,
if the vendor is reputable, a refund can be expected.

actually The Receiving Ticket
One of the most important tests to be made when
received that
for which we
are paying."

checking invoices is making sure we have actually
received that for which we are paying. When an automatic processing system is being utilized, the formal
receiving ticket is signed by the receiving office and
forwarded to the accounts payable office to be united
with the invoice. If an invoice is on hand, and there
are no papers acknowledging receipt of material or
services, the invoice is placed in a special file awaiting
the receiving ticket. This file should be checked periodically, especially when the invoice offers a discount
if paid promptly
When the receiving ticket does not arrive on schedule, the clerk or an expeditor should follow up to see
why the papers are missing. If receiving reports that
the material is still outstanding, the requisitioner
should be questioned. It is possible that the material
may have bypassed the receiving dock and had been
delivered directly to the requisitioner, who has failed
to notify receiving. We then have a situation where
receiving is not aware that a delivery has been made
and, consequently, has not released a receiving ticket.
There are cases where the vendor has been instructed
to deliver directly to the requisitioner. It is then procurement's responsibility to forward all receiving
records to the requisitioner who will act as the agent
of the receiving office.

The Invoice Adjustment Notice
Occasionally, an invoice comes through requiring
a correction or adjustment before it can be passed
for payment. Since the remittance is not in accord
with the billing, a notice should be sent with the check
to the vendor explaining the reason for not honoring
the invoice as presented.
A properly constructed notice contains enough information so the vendor has no question as to why
the billing was adjusted. The notice should refer to
the invoice number, date, and amount billed. In addition, reference should be made to the purchaser's order
number and the amount being paid. A full explanation
of the reason should follow as well as the name of
person or office to be contacted in case further inquiries are made.
The reasons for adjustments are various and are
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usually because the vendor has failed to abide by the
terms of the purchase order for some reason. For
instance, if the agreement is for a delivered price and
the vendor charges for shipping, the purchaser is justified in deleting the shipping charges. If the vendor
charges for sales tax and the order indicates that the
item being purchased is tax exempt, the tax should
not be paid and the vendor so notified.
If the price on the invoice does not match the
purchase order or the vendor bills for a quantity different from that actually received, a correction should
be made unless the purchasing department wishes to
accept the invoice as billed. Other exceptions, such
as typographical errors, mathematical discrepancies,
and unauthorized charges, should be corrected and the
vendor advised.

The Check - Writing Machine
A passed invoice has a voucher jacket attached upon
which is recorded information to be transferred to the
general ledger records. When the check is drawn, the
information is keypunched, and in addition to the
date, payee, address, and amount on the check, there
is an invoice number, reference, gross discount, and
net amounts. At the same time such data as purchase
order number, account to be charged, product code,
appropriation number, grant number, inventory code,
and quantity are keypunched on an IBM card for trial
balance purposes.
As the checks are drawn, they are recorded on a
check register, which remains in Accounts Payable for
future reference. The checks are then forwarded to
the cashier's office for signature and mailing. A summary of disbursements accompanies the checks and
contains such information as gross amount of invoices,
discount taken, and net amount disbursed. It also
shows the paying bank, the number of checks drawn,
and the number of invoices settled. The vouchers are
sent to data processing for verification of keypunching.
A liability total accompanies the vouchers for proof
purposes, and when they are proven, the keypunched
cards containing the information entered on th rn are
then filed until they are needed for inclusion in the
next trial balance.
Conc lu si on
There are many different ways of contracting for
delivery of material or services and as many ways of
satisfying the resultant financial obligation. The
methods used depend upon your specific needs, the
availability of personnel, the abilities of your people,
and the degree of risk you can afford. Your own
peculiar system should therefore be a combination of
standardized procedure blended with your company
objectives.
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ACTIONABLE -ASSET
REPORTING
A Good Actionable -Asset Identification Program Will
Automatically Serve As A Check To Search Out And Identify
Those Areas Where Excessive Asset Buildup Exists

By James P. McLaney
Good asset management is no accident. It is a necessity if a company is to survive. If utilized correctly,
an effective asset program will substantially increase
profits and the return on investment. Correct utilization means incorporating the program into the business environment so that the program forms the axis
around which management decisions are made and
results in the basic objectives of the program being
accomplished. These basic objectives include the
maintenance of control over all actionable as §ets where
actionable assets are identified as those -which are
capable of being controlled. To achieve control over
these assets requires a complete and comprehensive
reporting system, properly planned and executed. The
system should result in an actionable -asset report
which should be developed to encompass four key
areas. It should:

able assets in total and as a percent of total assets.
Exhibit 2 points out the specific balance sheet items
in which the fluctuations occurred and should be used
as a supplement to Exhibit 1 in further identifying
the actionable items in a more specific form.
In order to be more informative, the charts should
cover at least two fiscal periods. The reasonableness
of asset levels, in relation to prior periods, can easily
be determined by means of visual comparison. Any
extreme fluctuations from normal asset levels will
automatically be highlighted as current, and forecasted
levels are plotted in relation to planned performance.

Identify Excessive Asset Buildup

Usually any extreme fluctuations in the total asset
line will also be highlighted in that the same fluctuations will appear in the actionable -asset trend. For
illustrative purposes, look at the asset trend from
March 1971 through June 1971. Assets rose from $64.1
million in March to an all -time high of $78.8 million
in June. In comparison look at the actionable -asset
1. Analyze asset trends,
trend for the same period. Actionable assets rose from
2. Identify excessive asset buildup,
$10.4 million in March 1971 to $25.1 million in June,
3. Highlight problem areas, and
an identical rise as that of the total asset line. It should
4. Point out milestone solutions.
be noted here that changes in the actionable -asset
Analyze Asset Trends
line will vary almost identically with changes in the
Asset trends should be analyzed in relation to con- total asset line if, and only if, a strong program of
trollable variances and planned performance. It should identifying actionable assets is present.
Some changes in asset levels are normal and will
be noted that an asset which is not controllable is
naturally
occur with changes in levels of production
not actionable and should not be included as part
and
general
business activity. These normal volume
of the presentation.
One very effective means of comparing actual asset changes are not considered actionable, and therefore,
trends with forecasted, budgeted, and contractual should be of no concern in the actionable -asset presenplans is through chart presentations. Exhibit 1 illus- tation.
trates a type of chart that can be used. This chart
Highlight Problem Areas
serves as a summary chart for the entire presentation.
Exhibits I and 2 are summarization -type charts that
In addition to comparing actual asset trends with
forecasted and budgeted amounts, the chart points can be used to highlight problem areas when viewing
out asset turnover performance and identifies action- the overall program. However, they should be supMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1973
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plemented by detailed schedules, contracts, and
milestone charts that point to solutions of the
various problems. Exhibits 3 and 4 illustrate the type
of detail backup that is required.'
Exhibit 3 presents the detail composition, by element, of the problem areas summarized in the preceding charts and introduces several new analytical tools.
The current month accounted for is shown and reflects
data concerning inventory investment levels, deliveries,
excess inventory, and monthly carrying costs which are
compared to the forecasted and budgeted amounts
for the same period. A comparison in this fashion
serves two main purposes: (1) The performance of the
contract in relation to the budget can be evaluated
from this schedule, and (2) the efficiency of those
directing the contract can be readily compared to what
was forecasted.
In addition to reflecting current month activity, the

schedule also shows forecasted activity for the next
three months and year -end. This gives management
an idea of performance compared to budget in the
immediate future and also shows the current position
in relation to budget at year -end. By forecasting three
months in advance, management can see quickly if
current problems are expected to be solved within a
reasonable time. Also, new forecasted problems are
highlighted in sufficient time for possible preventive
action.
An important aspect of Exhibit 3 is that it highlights
the monthly carrying cost of excess assets, which is
computed by applying the prevailing interest rate
(converted to a monthly equivalent) to the total excess
assets. Carrying costs are shown after deduction for
taxes in order to reflect the true net income effect.
There are many events which can cause excess inventory and should be introduced as they apply to
a particular situation. Some of these are:
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MERRIMACK CORPORATION ($ IN MILLIONS)
BALANCE
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Point Out Milestone Solutions
Exhibit 4 is an example of an asset milestone chart.
This part of the asset report is probably the most
important and the most difficult to prepare. Once the
pertinent data for the report have been charted and
analyzed as to problem areas, the analyst must set
fo r t h h i s r e co m m e n d e d so l u t i o n s so t h a t t o p m a n a g e -

SH EET ( EN D O F P ER IO D )

BEG. CUR. YR,
( JAN 1)

In addition to pointing out excess inventory as an
actionable asset, uncollected billed receivables, unnegotiated contract items, abuse of company funding,
unsettled cost claims, unprocessed engineering modifications, letter contracts not definitized, contracts in
close -out, and many other items could be introduced
as part of the actionable -asset presentation. Carrying
costs should be calculated on the total of these excess
assets and not merely the excess inventory.

7 4 5 175. 0

LEGEND :

BUDGET

1. Purchase of material prior to actual need date
2. Purchase of material in excess of requirements
3. Slippage of contract delivery schedule with no
change in original purchase order commitments
4. Early shipment by vendors on purchase orders
S. Engineering changes which may render certain
parts obsolete on a particular contract
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ment will have the necessary information on which
to form a basis for initiating corrective action.
An effective milestone chart should, as a minimum,
present the following: (1) a brief statement of the
overall problem; (2) a brief summary of the milestones
leading to a solution of the problem and the dollar
value of each milestone in relation to its impact on
excess assets; (3) the location in which the milestone
must be solved, the person(s) with whom the responsibility rests for solving the milestone, and the phone
number of the responsible person(s); and (4) the established target dates for milestone completion.
The statement located in the upper left hand box
of the milestone chart should define concisely the basic
problem to be solved by the milestones. The dollar
impact of the problem should be pointed out also
and should agree with the total excess asset amount
shown in Exhibit 3.
'S e e l a me s P . M d a n e y , " An d F o r e c a s t i n g : A I ) e f e n s r I nd us t ry T e c h ni que , "

Management Accounting, September 1969.
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The listing of milestones on the chart should not
serve as a detail description of every step that must
be taken to solve each problem. Only those major
events that must be accomplished for problem solutions should become a part of the chart. The duty
of the analyst in this situation is to point out to
responsible people the key actions that must be taken.
Developing detail procedures necessary for accomplishing the milestones should, of course, be the duty
of the individual shown in the responsibility section
of the chart.
After the milestone charts have been developed and
have undergone management review, it is important
that the person(s) named in the responsibility section
receive a copy. Each individual must clearly understand the action required of him if the actionable -asset
program is to be a success: The charts should be
continuously updated as old milestones are solved and
possible new'ones are introduced. This updating serves
as a track record of how individuals are performing
the various tasks assigned to them and signals management when corrective action may be necessary.
Developing realistic target dates for solutions to
milestones is one of the more difficult areas in milestone chart preparation. Many people seem to have
a resistance towards committing themselves to a solution date. Target dates developed in this type of
atmosphere tend to allow so much time for solution

listing all major problem areas discussed in the report,
should follow the comments. This summary page
would be used when time does not permit a detailed
review of the entire report.

Conclusion
A good actionable -asset identification program will
automatically serve as a check to search out and identify those areas where excessive asset buildup exists.
The program will not only highlight known problems
on a continuous basis until solved but will have a
well- defined procedure for identifying new problem
areas as they appear.
❑
Exhibit 3
MERRIMACK CORPORATION PROGRAM ASSETS EMPLOYED
CO NT RACT 9-1943

1. The accuracy of cash flow analysis depends on
events occurring within a certain time framework.
2. Corporations buy and sell securities based on cash
requirements; therefore, it is important for management to be able to forecast with accuracy when
new funds will be generated through such actions
as the solution of milestones.
3. A more accurate picture can be projected as to
net income (effected by the decrease in carrying
charges, upon the solution of milestones), return
on investment, asset turnover, and various other
financial aspects.
4. Future actions in relation to production, delivery
scheduling, etc., may be dependent upon timely
solutions to existing problems.
Once the target dates are established and the milestone charts completed, all the necessary data are
available for completion of the actionable -asset report.
However, before the report can be presented in its
final format, a comments page should be prepared
which will serve as the basic introduction to the overall
report. In addition, an actionable- assets summary page,
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In addition, it is important that the events charted
be reliable and meaningful. The analyst should convey
to the person who is responsible for developing such
dates some of the reasons why accuracy is of the utmost
importance. For example:
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ACCOUNTING FOR THE
CARRYING CHARGES
ON LAND
Considerable Conceptual Justification Can Be Found For The
Capitalization Of Carrying Charges On Investments In Land
Development Properties

By Arjan T. Sadhwani and Gardner M. Jones
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The product sold by a land developer is comparable
to any other manufactured commodity, but the costing
and valuation of land inventory present more difficult
problems. Short -term turnover of inventory, normal
in a manufacturing company, is missing; the inventory
in a land development company has high unit cost
and low turnover. Within the extended periods of the
lot production process, there are accounting sub periods which are critical in the measurement of income; while the substantial investment required in
land creates a large amount of carrying charges in each
interim accounting period
Examples of such carrying charges are: property
taxes on developed and undeveloped land; interest
expenses, which may be explicit or implied in the
investment in land and improvements; any land option
costs; expenses related to obligations in the form of
mortgages, liens, and encumbrances; subsequent clearing costs incurred to prevent fire hazards; and many
incidental expenses such as sales and use taxes on
materials used in improvements, payroll taxes, zoning
expenses, etc. Accounting for these carrying charges,
in the income measurement and product valuation
process, poses a delicate problem.

Capitalizing Carrying Charges
There are two alternative ways to account for carrying charges: include them in the cost of land, technically termed capitalizing carrying charges, or simply
expense them in the period incurred. Justification of
expensing carrying charges needs slight discussion;
reasons for capitalizing them must be considered in
greater detail.
The arguments in favor of capitalizing carrying
charges include:
1. Because land is a scarce resource, a rational developer has to buy large tracts in advance of his needs.
If he does not buy land at an appropriate time,
40

2.

3.

4.

5.

he may not be able to get it or may have to pay
a much higher price. The tract he purchases may
be developed in five to ten years and require a
large investment. Land is therefore a long -term
asset held for future sale.
All costs of bringing land to future sale are relevant
in matching revenue (sale price) against cost. Carrying costs are incurred only for the purpose of
bringing the asset to sale and therefore are properly
capitalizable for matching against the sale price.
Raw land does not produce any revenue against
which expenses can be deducted or snatched while
the land is held for future improvement and subdividing.
Developers identify one of the main objectives of
the accounting system as being to provide information for obtaining the cost of improved lots, including costs associated with or identifiable with
a lot. Even those developers who do not pinpoint
the cost of an individual lot stress that they view
development of a tract of land as one project and
that they will require determination of all costs
and revenue to be associated with the project.
The carrying charges call be easily identified with
a parcel of land and as such must be treated as
direct cost and inventoried as part of the cost of
land. For example, interest expense is easily identifiable since borrowed funds are generally in the
form of secured loans against the specific parcels
of land; taxes are levied on each parcel separately.
Similarly, commissions and legal expenses can be
related conveniently to a particular tract. Incidental expenses, which include cost of options, rezoning expenses, etc., are also easily identifiable with
a project or a tract.

Arguments against capitalizing carrying charges include:
The selling price of land is market- determined.
Carrying charges may not add to its value (i.e.,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1973
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sale price). Inclusion of interest, real estate taxes,
legal fees, etc., does not increase the value of land
during the course of time. It is possible that the
market value of land may even decrease during
the holding period, or an increase in market value
may not be equal to the amount of carrying charges
paid during the holding period.
2. Interest, property taxes, etc., are contracted or
assessed to be associated with a distinct period of
time; therefore they are period costs and should
be charged to income in the period incurred.
3. For Federal income tax purposes, current expensing
of carrying charges is permitted. There is therefore
no incentive to capitalize. The conceptual logic
of capitalizing is impotent against the tax- deductibility argument.
TRANSACTION- GENERATED CHARGES
Typical carrying charges arise from cash flows or
transactions. To decide if these charges should be
capitalized, a developer has to consider three factors:
The arguments against capitalizing carrying charges appear inappropriate when applied
to input cost of raw materials. The developer acquires
material and uses capital and labor on it to create
time and form utility. The costs of creating form
utility are accepted as valid costs of a product. Consistency requires that costs of creating time utility be
treated in the same way, i.e., as valid costs of the
product, not of periods. Carrying costs are valid costs
of creating time utility. The argument that the carrying charges are period costs is not really relevant. Time
only determines the amount of cost incurred. The
period during which these charges are incurred does
not derive any benefit from the incurrence. Carrying
charges are incurred with the intent of recovery in
a later period when the associated revenue is to be
recognized through sale. Proper matching requires,
therefore, that these charges be deferred until associated revenue is to be recognized. The period is
merely a base which is used in computing the magnitude of interim outflow of cash.
IN P U T C O S T O F L AN D .

were incurred to make possible a future sales transaction. The timing of income reporting is thereby
affected, making current income appear low and,
therefore, later income appear higher. To the extent
that the timing of reported net income is altered in
publicly held companies, the perception of company
fortunes by investors is effected, and their investment
decisions are influenced.
G. M. J ONES

IMPUTED INTEREST CHARGES
Imputed interest is an implied interest charge on
nonborrowed funds and does not involve any cash flow
or a transaction from the accounting point of view.
For a developer, it can be considered as the service
value (opportunity cost) of funds invested in land
awaiting conversion into a marketable product. In fact,
it represents an "economic cost" rather than "actugl
cost" of funds tied up in raw materials.
The traditional accounting conventions do not consider many nontransaction data to fall within the realm
of accounting. Consequently, for developers, imputed
interest has not been considered as a proper item of
input cost to be added to raw materials. For example,
the description of the nature and treatment of land
cost in the Accountants' Handbook specifically forbids
the inclusion of interest on funds invested by developers unless actually paid on borrowed funds:

This aspect is part of a larger
issue of "valuation of assets" on which many pages
have been written in the accounting literature. In the
financial statement, "historical cost" value of land can
be shown at the original purchase price plus the carrying charges incurred up to the date of presentation
of the financial statements. A supplementary disclosure by way of a footnote can be made for a current
cost equivalent.' Current cost equivalent may be computed by adjusting historical cost with "an index of
land values for the area." This index preferably will
be for comparable land intended to be used for similar
purposes. In fact, developers are in a good position
to ascertain the current equivalent cost of land because
they are continuously associated with activities connected with land.
Omission of capitalized carrying
charges not only understates cost of the asset, but it
has an income statement effect by (conservatively)
charging against current income some expenses which

'A supplement or footnote may be used to indicate "current value," i.e., marketable value in present condition, where such a market value is readily determinable.
It should be shown clearly, however, that this value is only supplemental information about unrealized market value and not the principal valuation basis, i.e.,
some form of cost.
'W. A. Paton, Editor, Accountants' Handbook, Second Edition, The Ronald
Press Company, New York, 1932, p. 468.

EX TE RN AL R EP OR TI NG .
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submitted through the
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"There is in general no warrant in accounting
practice or in the legal structure for the inclusion
in property value of hypothetical interest allowance on proprietary investment in land or other
assets. The interest to be included in carrying
charges should be restricted to interest on mortgages and other liabilities not particularly connected with the land or its holdings." I
However, accountants now tend to accept a broader
definition of accounting which may include nontransaction data provided it gives more meaningful information to users. Based on this broader scope, inclusion
of imputed interest is justifiable. Certainly the argument can be made that funds tied up in land are
not available for alternative uses and the price of these
funds is properly a cost of the decision to hold the
land. The selection of the interest rate which should
correspond to "opportunity cost" or "economic cost,"
in the absence of a verifiable transaction, may pose
a problem of subjectivity or uncertainty. However,
for a quantification of the rate of interest, apparently
the "cost of capital" of a developer, the market rate
of interest paid by the developer on borrowed funds
invested in other similar parcels of land, or the risk
adjusted rate of interest are plausible solutions.
The process of estimating imputed interest is not
very different from the process of estimating the
amount of periodic depreciation, which is considered
an input cost of a manufactured product. A partial
but strong evidence is available, especially when funds
invested in land are partially borrowed and partially

V AL U AT I O N OF L A N D .
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"The results
show that
most
companies
expense
carrying
charges."

nonborrowed. The peculiar feature of the industry,
where raw material (land) is one of the main collaterals
for borrowing, at least offers a "transaction- generated
measure" to estimate imputed interest.

Estimated
selling price
without
tax savings

Estimated
selling price
with
tax savings

Land
Improvements
Interest expense
Taxes and other
carrying charges

$2,000
4,000
450

$2,000
4,000
450

250

250

Total cost
Le ss tax savi ngs
(48% of $700)

$8,700

$8,700

0

338

Net cost of lot
20% markup

$8,700
1,340

$8,384
1,273

Estimated selling price

$8,040

$7,837

Actual Practices
Because public information on accounting practices
and procedures followed by closely held land development -companies has been practically nonexistent, a
survey was conducted to find out the accounting practices of developers.' The survey sample consisted of
30 medium-size and large-size companies engaged in
large and complex projects involving simultaneous
development of residential, commercial, and industrial
subdivisions. The question about carrying charges was
intended to determine the accounting for various
significant items in carrying charges and the reasons
behind the accounting treatments.
TRANSACTION - GENERATED CHARGES
The results show that most companies expense carrying charges. This choice is understandable in light
of the income tax preference for this practice. However, 43 percent of the companies capitalize items such
as property taxes and interest charges. Surprisingly,
there seems to be no relationship between the accounting objectives identified by certain companies
(such as finding an accurate cost of improved lots)
and actual treatment in the accounts. Interestingly,
publicly held corporations tended to capitalize interest
and property taxes to avoid showing reduced earnings
in the periods when they ate paying substantially large
amounts of interest on borrowed funds. They also
tended to capitalize real estate taxes on large areas
of undeveloped land or partially developed land that
will be developed over a period of ten to twelve years.
In contrast, closely held corporations or companies
which were privately owned, expensed the carrying
charges mentioning " tax advantage " as the most common reason.'
Some companies recently merged into publicly held
firms indicated that after the merger they had changed
from expensing to capitalization on a directive from
the parent company. Before the merger, they expensed

The controller stressed that given a selling price,
there will be no effect on net income. But the pricing
of an improved lot in which the tax saving was separately recognized gave them an additional competitive
advantage in fixing selling price without losing their
goal of a percentage target markup. (The practice may
have resulted in under - pricing relative to the potential
prices.) Although the underlying argument is rather
weak, the practice does indicate the practical use of
tax savings by developers.
IMPUTED INTEREST CHARGES
Although two companies answered that they include
imputed interest as an item of carrying charges, further
investigations showed that they only included the
market equivalent interest cost on the equity funds
invested in land and only for internal reporting purposes. They attributed the practice to the company
policy to reckon all items of cost and *evaluate profits
from the several profit centers. Additionally, about
30 percent of the companies included hypothetical
interest charges at current market rate as an item of
input cost in internal decision making, although they
did not include them for income measurement and

th e se i t e m s t o ga i n t he t a x a d v a n t a g e . T h e c o n t ro l l e r

pr e se n ta t io n in the financial st a t e m e n t s. Ev en th e

of one medium -sized company mentioned an interesting practice related to expensing carrying charges.
In his company, the selling prices of lots are set by
adding a fixed percentage markup over the cost of
each improved lot. The income tax savings from expensing carrying charges, which they estimate at 48
percent of the carrying charges, is deducted in computing the cost of an improved lot. As illustrated in
Exhibit 1, the estimated selling prices differ substantially under the two methods for handling income tax
savings since interest expense and taxes amount to
a considerable sum due to the nature of financing in
the company.

executives of companies which do not include the
imputed interest rate for internal reporting believe
that this item is important because of the peculiar

' Arjan Sadhwani, "Accounting for Land Development," Unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, Michigan State University, 1971.
'Section 266 of the Internal Revenue Code provides an o ptio n t o p i❑ ❑ lizc
or
expense interest,
taxes,
som
The election
to expense
ca ng property
charges ha
s thand
e ad
vaentother
ag e arry�
of =n.ngticharges.
. the deduction
of
expenses and of making available interest-free additional working opital (equivalent to the tax savings on the amount of carrying charges ded ucted). Also, it
can be an incom e sm oothing device, especially when multiperiods are necessary
to com plete a development project . If the carrying cha
are cap$hi$xect, the
capitalized amount remains as part of the cost of lots Sol to b e d educted f rom
realized revenue of the future periods.
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Exhibit 1
COMPARISON OF SELLING PRICES

fe a t u r e s o f t h e i n d u st r y b u t d e c l i n e d t o i n c l u d e i t a s

input cost in their own firms in order to keep their
procedures within the framework of what is currently
practiced and accepted by their auditors as complying
with "generally accepted accounting practice."
Sum m ary and Conclusion
Co n sid e r a b l e c o n ce p t u a l j u st i fi c a ti o n c a n b e fo u n d
for the ca pit a liza tion of ca rrying cha rges on investm e n t s in la nd d e v e l o p m e n t pro per tie s, pa rticula rly
wh e n this m e t h o d is u sed for th e pr op er ma t c h i n g
of fu t u r e r e v en u e s wi t h t h e fu l l c o st o f c r e a t i n g t i m e
a nd form u tility in deve loped lo ts. Neve rtheless, a ctu a l
pra cti ce va ries. T y pi ca ll y, c lo se ly h el d la nd deve lopm e n t firms ex p en se ca rryipg cha rges bec a u se of t h e
short -run tax - saving effect. Pu blicly he ld co m pa n ie s,
ho we ve r , t e n d to c a p i t a li z e t h e m .
❑
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DEFERRING MORTGAGE
ORIGINATION EXPENSES
An Asset Which Meets The Test Of Having Future Value
Would Be Created And Carried On The Balance Sheet

By John W. Heamon

Af t e r s a l e o f t h e m o r t ga ge s , t h e m o r t g a ge c o m p a n y
se r v i c e s t h e l o a n s f o r t h e i n v e s t o r f o r a fe e , u s u a l l y

U n d e r pre s e n t ac c o u n t i n g pract i ce for t h e m o r t ga g e

t hre e - e i ght hs p e r c e n t p e r a n n u m of t h e o u t s t a n d i n g

banki ng i ndus t ry, al l expe ns e s i ncurre d i n con ne ct i on

pri nci pal

wi t h t he o r i gin a t i o n o f n e w r e s i d e n t i a l mo r t ga ge s m u s t

m o n t h l y p a y m e n t s fro m bo rro wers , p ay i n g p ro p e r t y

be cha rge d t o t he c urr e nt p e ri od de s pi t e t he f act t h at

ta x e s , a r r an gi n g fo r h a z a r d i n s u r a n c e c o v e r a g e o n t h e

these

mort gage s

have

balance.

Servicing

involves

co l le c ti n g

f u t u r e se rvi cing value s. T h e

m o r t ga ge d p r o p e r t y, re so lv in g c ol le ct io n a n d fore clo-

p u r p o s e of t h i s a r t i c l e i s t o u r ge a d o p t i o n o f a c c o u n t i n g

su r e p ro b le m s whe n ne c e s s ar y, a nd di s b ur s in g p r in c ip a l

pr in c ip l e s th a t m or e c le a rl y r e fl e ct th e s e f u tu r e v al u e s .

a n d i n t e r e s t c o l l e c t e d , n e t of t h e s e r v i c e f e e , t o t h e
inve s t or. T he i ncome re ce i ve d from s ervi ci ng i s by far

Mortgage Banking Operations

t h e l a r ge s t p o r t i o n of t h e t yp i c a l m o r t g a g e b a n k e r ' s

A m o r t g a g e b a n k i n g c o m p a n y d o e s n o t i nve st its

i n c o m e . ( S e e E x h i b i t 1.)

mo n e y i n m ort gage l o ans , e x ce p t o n a t e m p o rary b as i s .
I t o r i g i n a t e s m o r t g a g e s ; t h a t is, i t fi nd s b o r r o w e r s ,
co mp l e t e s t h e m or t ga ge d o cu me n t s a n d di s bu rs e s t h e

FU T U RE V AL U E OF SE R V I C I N G
W he n a mo rt gage b anke r s e l l s a l oa n t o an i nve s t or,

l o a n s , a n d s e l l s t h e m o r t ga ge s t o i n s t i t u t i o n a l i n v e s t o r s .

h e re c e i v e s t h e r i g h t t o a s t r e a m o f f u t u r e i n c o m e .

D u r i n g t h e p e r i o d b e t w e e n o r i g i n a t i o n a n d sa l e , t h e

T h is r igh t is c a ll e d a s e rv ic in g v al ue .

l o a n s a r e ca rr i e d in t h e m o r t g a g e b a n k e r 's i n v e n t o r y

is th e p r e s e n t v al u e o f f u tu r e s e r v i ci n g i nc o m e ( se r vi c -

A se rv icin g

value

wh i c h is n o rm a l l y fi na n ce d wi th s h or t - t e r m b a n k b o r -

in g fe e s , la te c ha rge s , as su mp ti on f e e s, e tc .) m i n u s t h e

rowings.'

an n u a l e xp e n s e o f a d m i n i s t e r i n g t h e l o a n . E v e n t h o u gh

'see John W. Heamon, "Inventory and Financing Procedures for a Mortgage
Banker," Management Accounting, December 1969, p. 32.

t h e or igin al m o r t g a g e t e r m m a y b e for a s l o n g as

30

ye a r s , t h i s n e t s e r v i c i n g i n c o m e s t r e a m u s u a l l y i s c a p i -
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Exhibit 1
CALCULATION OF SERVICING VALUE
Ye a r s ( 1 )
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Income:
Servici ng fee (2)
Other se rvicing I ncome ( 3)
Total

$55.94
3.00
$58.94

$55.35
3.00
$58.35

$54.71
3.00
$57.71

$54.04
3.00
$57.04

$53.29
3.00
$56.29

$52.51
2.50
$55.01

$51.67
2.50
$54.17

$50.76
2.50
$53.26

$49.80
2.50
$52.30

$48.77
2.50
$51.27

E xp e n se s( 4)
Ne t se rvi ci ng Income be fore taxe s

27.50
$ 31.44

28.05
$30.30

28.61
$29.10

29.18
$2 7.86

29.76
526.53

30.35
$24.66

30.95
$23.22

31.57
$21.69

32.20
$20.10

32.84
$18.43

.955

.867

.788

.717

.652

.593

.539

.489

.445

.405

$30.02

$26.27

$22.93

$19.98

$17.30

$14.62

$12.52

$10.60

$ 8.94

$ 7.46

Prese nt val ue fact ors (5)
Present val ue of net se rvicing
Income (6)
Total servi cing value - $170.64

Notes:
(1) It is assume d t hi s l oan wi l l be on t he books for 10 ye ars.
(2) %% servi ci ng fee based on amorti zati on sche dule for a 7 %, 30 -ye ar, $15,000 mort gage .
(3) Anci l lary i ncome , such as l at e charge s.
(4) Ba se d on t h e av e r a ge u ni t servicing e xpe ns e of $ 27.50 in 1969 for t he i ndust ry. It Is assu me d unit e xpense wil l i ncre ase by 2% pe r ye ar, du e
to I nflati on, over and above the economi es resul ti ng from addit ional volume .
( 5) We have use d 10% for t he val ue of mone y, and shown t he ave rage val ue s for e ach ye ar.
(6) Ne t se rvi ci ng I ncome t ime s pre sent val ue fact ors for e ach ye ar.
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"if a loan is
marketed at a
price higher
than its
origination
cost, a profit
will result."

talized over an eight- to twelve -year period, depending
on the servicer's estimate of how long the mortgage
will remain in existence. The cash discount rate used
for the value of money typically relates to the mortgage banker's average past performance of return on
investment. Exhibit 1 shows the calculation of a servicing value for a seven percent, $15,000 mortgage
serviced at three - eights percent.
CUR R E N T I N C O M E

In addition to the right to receive future income,
the mortgage banker generates several types of current
origination income. This current income, however,

Exhibit 2
ORIGINATION INCOME AND EXPENSE

CURR EN T OP ER AT IN G EXPE NS ES

Income:
Origination fee (1% x $15,000)

$150

Gain (or loss) on sale of mortgages:
Sales price (97%% x $15,000)
Cost
(97% x $15,000)
Profit

$14,625
14,550

Net interest income (for 90 days):
Income
7%
Expense 5'/s%
Total income

This article was
submitted through the
'Detroit Chapter.

75
$260
205

Expense
Personnel expense
Other direct operating expenses
Allocated G 8 A
Total expense
Net Loss

55
$280

$175
85
100
$360
($ e0)

Computation of amount of expense to be capitalized
Total origination expense, per Exhibit 2

$360
62%
38%
100%

$137
$280
$360
137)

223
57

$

Recalculation of current expense for $15,000 mortgage
Income
Expense
To be capitalized
Net profit

(

-

-

$280
171
$451
38% x $360

Computation of adjusted servicing Income

Adjusted net
servicing
Income

31.44
30.30
29.10
27.86
26.53
24.66
23.22
21.69
20.10
18.43
$253.33

13.70
13.70
13.70
13.70
13.70
13.70
13.70
13.70
13.70
13.70
$137.00

17.74
16.60
15.40
14.16
12.83
10.96
9.52
7.99
6.40
4.73
$116.33

Total

$

Amortization
of capitalized
origination
expense (1)

$

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Net
servicing
income
per exhibit 1

$

Year

(1) Straight -line method, since we are basing the computations on only one mortgage.
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Despite the fact that part of each year's origination
effort relates to the production of future servicing
income, accepted practice dictates these expenses must
be charged against current operations.
A mortgage concern's largest item of expense is
manpower. Salaries and incentive compensation typically account for 50 percent of total operating expenses. Manpower needs include a field force to obtain
new mortgages, clerks to process mortgage documents,
and salesmen to market loans to institutional investors.
Other expenses of substance include telephone, rent,
office supplies, travel, data processing, etc.
Exhibit 2 shows the income and expense profile of
originating and selling a $15,000 mortgage. By relating
the origination loss shown in Exhibit 2 to th e n et
servicing income depicted in Exhibit .1, you can see
that it would take three years to recover this loss.

Theory of Deferred Expenses

Exhibit 3
CAPITALIZATION OF ORIGINATION EXPENSE

Current Income, per Exhibit 2
Servicing value, per Exhibit 1
Total
Amount of expense to be capitalized

rarely covers the cost involved in originating a new
loan, selling it to an investor, and setting it up for
servicing. Through its servicing income on the mortgage, the mortgage company gradually makes up its
origination loss and eventually obtains a profit.
Current income includes a fee of one percent of
the principal balance received from the borrower for
closing the loan. Also, if the coupon rate on the loan
exceeds the interest rate paid for bank funds borrowed
to carry the loan until it is sold, a net interest spread
is received. Finally, the loan may be sold to an investor
at a profit. This profit is possible because most mortgages are originated at a discount to provide yields
commensurate with market rates for long -term money.
If a loan is marketed at a price higher than its origination cost, a profit will result.

If generally accepted practice were changed to the
extent that the portion of operating expenses relating
to the future were capitalized and written off over
the estimated service life of the loans, several benefits
would accrue to the mortgage banking industry. First,
a better matching of expenses with revenues would
be achieved. Capitalized origination expenses would
be amortized and charged against the revenues received from servicing loans. This matching could be
improved even further if amortization were taken into
account in accordance with the same curve as the
underlying mortgages were declining in principal balance or being paid off and foreclosed. Second, the
artificial depression of earnings which results during
periods of rapid expansion of production volume
would be avoided. It is axiomatic in this industry that
as more loans are closed, the operating loss becomes
larger. In truth, the income statement does not reflect
what actually has happened during a year of exceptional closing volume, for a large origination loss is
really an investment in the servicing portfolio which
will benefit future operations. By the appropriate
capitalization of expense, a mortgage banker could
embark on orderly growth programs without fear of
disproportionally impacting current earnings. Finally,
an asset which meets the test of having future value
would be created and carried on the balance sheet.
Continued on page 47
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SIMULATION OF
COMPUTER SYSTEMS:
AN INTRODUCTION
The Appeal Of Simulation Is That, With The Aid Of A
Computer, All Important Alternatives Can Be Tested Before A
Decision Is Made, And The Right Answers Are K n o w n Prior To
Implementation —Not Later In The Light Of Bitter Experience

By Roger J. Collier
Simulation models have been used to solve such conceptually simple problems as the determination of the
number of checkout stands in a store based on projected sales levels and distribution of business during
the day, week, and year; the determination of the
layout of an individual department or an entire store;
the design of the distribution system for a chain of
stores; and the design of toll booths, port facilities,
and inventory systems. In each case, the randomness
of events can be simulated using computers given some
mathematical basis for the distribution of the events.
Similarly, computer system design problems can also
be solved using simulation models.
Computer systems simulation typically consists of
three components:
A parameter library summarizing the processing
characteristics of each computer's hardware (central
processing unit, peripherals, and communications
capabilities) and software (operating system and
compilers)
The description of the system to be simulated (the
computer configuration, the operating system to
be used, the data files involved, and the characteristics of the programs to be used)
The simulation program, which applies the selected
computer parameters to the system description to
provide the required performance information (for
example, elapsed time, equipment utilization, degree of concurrent processing, and so on)
Exhibit 1 shows a model and the iterative nature
of the process. The analyst defines the system to be
simulated, selects a configuration, runs the simulation
program, and reviews the output. Based on this review
the analyst may change the equipment configuration
or refine the system description and repeat the process.
This may be done one or more times.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1973

The advantages, compared with the manual approach to performance evaluation, are several:
1. The computer systems simulation approach permits much more detailed definition since the computer can handle more details than a human analyst.
2. The results are produced in minutes, rather than
days, permitting more alternatives to be evaluated.
3. Because the processing speeds and capabilities of
all common computers usually are stored in the
parameter library, the analyst is not forced to go
to reference material or vendor publications to
extract this information.
4. The computer is less likely than the analyst to make
computation errors.
With the increasing complexity of data processing
and the increasing immediacy of the impact of computer output on the running of businesses, it is imperative that the computer manager be sure he has the
right answers. The appeal of simulation is that, with
the aid of a computer, all important alternatives can
be tested before a decision is made, and the right
answers are known prior to implementation —not later
in the light of bitter experience.

R. J. COLLIER
is a Manager of
Management
Consulting for Ernst &
Ernst. Mr. Collier
holds a B.S. degree in
Mathematics from the
University of London.
This article was
submitted through the
Seattle Chapter.

The Input
Although the potential value of computer systems
simulation to the computer manager or responsible
executive is great, it is by no means a crystal -ball
approach. Simulation programs can simulate a system
only as it is described, and the accurate description
of any system, whether simple or complex, is a demanding process which requires training and experience. The process used in describing a system, either
existing or proposed, to any of the presently available
system simulation packages is essentially the same. The
systems analyst, describing a system to the simulation
package, must define the following components:
45

"To simulate
a real -time
process, it is
not sufficient
merely to
describe the
instruction
constituency
of the
programs . . ."

T H E C O M PUT E R C ON F I GUR AT I O N

The most likely central processing unit, core storage
size, peripheral unit types and speeds, and remote
terminal devices (if any), must all be described. In
the light of the simulation results, the analyst may
wish to modify the initial configuration and rerun the
simulation.
T HE O PERAT ING S YST EM

Operating systems vary by vendor, and some vendors
offer a multitude of operating systems for the same
computer. Simulation is the only realistic way of selecting the best performing operating system to be
used on a specific hardware configuration with a well defined job mix. The analyst, however, must decide
which operating system is to be used in the simulation.

be defined. The level of definition may again be
optional for the systems analyst. If a program with
known characteristics is being described, the analyst
may wish to specify only the run time and core utilization. If a proposed system is being defined, the systems
analyst may be able to estimate only the percentage
of housekeeping instruction, the percentage of update
instructions, the percentage of computation, and in
each case the approximate number of times the instructions are to be performed.
On the other hand, a well- defined system may be
described for a new configuration; in this case the
analyst will specify individual instructions and their
usage. For example, a compare instruction may be
performed for 85 percent of all transactions.
ADDIT IONAL ST EPS

T H E PROGR AMMIN G LAN GUAGE

The language (or languages, if the simulation package permits a mixture) to be used must be defined;
the systems analyst must decide if COBOL, FORTRAN, PL /1, an assembly language, or some other
alternative is to be used.
T HE F IL ES

Files must be described in terms of record volume,
packing density, record length range, and extent of
numeric fields. The analyst may have the option of
assigning files to specific devices or device types, or
leaving these decisions to the simulation package.
T HE P ROG RAMS

Finally, the programs comprising the system must
Exhibit 1
A SIMULATOR MODEL

Initial
is

Configuration
parameters

Th e O ut pu t
System
parameters

library

sr

Simulation
program

Reports
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Additional steps are necessary for the analyst to
define real -time or multiprogramming systems to describe the independence of programs and the characteristics of inquiry transactions, for example.
For multiprogramming systems, the analyst must
specify relationships between programs. Clearly, the
simulation package must not be permitted to assume
that two dependent programs can be processed simultaneously. The 'analyst may, for example, also wish
to specify priorities for certain programs, or to delay
programs until a certain scheduled time.
In a real -time environment, the analyst may be
concerned merely with the effects of a known real -time
operation on concurrent batch programs, or he may
wish to simulate the real -time operation itself. The
former process is relatively simple; the latter requires
more sophisticated techniques.
To simulate a real -time process, it is not sufficient
merely to describe the instruction constituency of the
programs; the sequence of demand for resources must
be simulated in detail. Additionally, the occurrence
of external interrupts must be specified; the analyst
must determine whether the frequency of terminal
inquiries can be represented, for example, by a rectangular or by a Poisson distribution. Alternately, the
analyst may wish to define the interrupts on the basis
of actual observations.

I
I

Analyst
review

Once the analyst has described the system to be
simulated, there will follow several cycles consisting
Of simulation run, analysis of simulation output, and
modification of the system being simulated until the
analyst's requirements are met. Most of the analyst's
time during this process will be spent in reviewing
and analyzing the output results of the simulation.
In the case of a simple batch processing system,
the analyst may want to determine:
1. Can the process be performed in the time available
with the proposed configuration?
2. Could the system's performance be improved by
addition or changing of hardware items or by consolidation or separation of files?
3. Could the hardware configuration actually be reduced without affecting performance?
4. Would multiprogramming improve or degrade the
total performance of the computing system?
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5. What measurable difference in total throughput
is there between different operating systems offered for the same machine?
These questions, and others, will be answered through
the analyst's examination of the various simulation
output reports. Two examples of such output reports
from a simulator model follow.
THE RUN DETAIL REPORT
The Run Detail Report shows the total times for
each run making up the system being simulated. These
times are broken down to show file processing and
delay times for each input and output unit. Central
processor times are broken down by program, input output and operating system. Overhead is categorized
into initialization, set -up, and change (tape reels,
paper, or disk packs).
The analyst will examine each of these times and
the associated memory requirements and file sizes. He
will be particularly interested in the various delay
times indicated and will investigate means by which
these may be reduced.
FILE SUMMARY REPORT
Summary reports by run, file, and hardware component will help the analyst in obtaining a clear perspec-

tive of the overall system performance. The analyst
will use these reports to help spot such problems as
critical time'consuming files, especially those where
there is a large delay; runs which have a high memory
or unit utilization; and units with high delay times
or excessively high or low usage.
Additional reports will be produced where multiprogramming or real -time computing is involved. Reports showing the extent of concurrent processing will
enable the analyst to determine, for example, if
scheduling bottlenecks will be caused with the planned
equipment configuration or priority scheduling algorithm. In the real time environment, simulation
output reports should permit the analyst to examine
the buildup of queues in the system and the resultant
wait and response times and to determine how response might be improved.

"Additional
reports will be
produced
where multiprogramming
or real -time
computing is
involved."

Conc l us ion
This description of the simulation of computer
systems is intended as an introductory guide. Like all
computer processes, simulation is not free of the "garbage in, garbage out" syndrome, but the analyst does
have the opportunity to correct errors in successive
simulation runs. This opportunity is precisely the virtue of simulation: hypotheses can be tested without
harmful results to the entire operation.
❑

DEFERRING MORTGAGE ORIGINATION EXPENSES

Continued from page 44
Proposal to Defer Expenses
While there are many techniques that could be used
to compute the amount of each year's origination
expenses which should be capitalized, I have selected
the following formula to accomplish this calculation.
The percent of origination expenses to be capitalized
is given by the ratio:
Total servicing value
Total servicing value + current income
The ratio assumes that the percentage of expenses to
be deferred relates to the breakdown between current
and future income. Obviously, the higher current income is relative to future income, the smaller the
amount of expenses to be deferred. The formula also
assumes that specific origination expenses cannot be
identified as belonging to the production of future
servicing income.
The formula appears to fit most of the possible
actualities. For example, to accomodate his institutional investors, a mortgage banker will frequently sell
loans with one - quarter percent servicing instead of the
normal three - eighths percent fee. However, the sale
will be at a slightly higher current profit in order to
compensate for the loss of future income. In this
instance, a smaller proportion of expenses would be
capitalized for future write -off. Sometimes a high
Proportion of the mortgage banker's output is sold
on a "servicing released" basis. Inasmuch as no future
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benefits will accrue from this type of transaction, all
of the origination expenses properly belong to the
current period.
On the other hand, loans often will be originated
at an especially attractive price to build up the servicing portfolio in a particular geographical area. This
price reduction is done to achieve a volume of loans
which makes it economical to support a servicing
facility in that area. However, because the origination
price is well above market, the loans must be sold
at a loss to provide investors with the going rate of
interest. Consequently, this loss results in low current
income relative to servicing values, and hence, a higher
proportion of expenses which should be deferred. The
formula provides the proper deferral in line with the
stated objective of purposely building a servicing portfolio.
Exhibit 3 shows the recalculation of net origination
income for the current year and net servicing income
for the next 10 years by applying the formula to the
seven percent, $15,000 mortgage used in Exhibits 1
and 2.
Con c l u s i on
The mortgage industry has a serious problem in that
a large portion of current origination expenses are
incurred for future benefits. Redress of this problem
by adoption of accounting principles that would
achieve a better matching of expenses with income
is needed to reflect the actual conditions of the business.
❑
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PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS
IN THE
MOTOR CARRIER
INDUSTRY
It Is Essential That The System Provide A Fair Measure Of
Performance Since Many Firms In The Industry Indicate That
Incentive Programs Are Based On The Results Of Such Systems

By J. Darrell Cook
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To formulate a system of cost controls for truck terminal management,' there are two broad approaches
which must be considgred. They are: (a) the use of
responsibility centers and (b) the method of identifying costs to revenue.
Responsibility centers include expense centers,
profit centers, and investment centers. In expense
centers, no attempt is made to measure output in
monetary terms or to relate outputs and inputs. In
profit centers, both inputs and outputs are measured
in monetary terms. In investment centers, the manager
is responsible not only for profit but also for the assets
or capital he uses.
In the expense center it is necessary to categorize
costs; in the profit center it is essential to match costs
against the associated revenue. The problem of properly matching revenues and costs is primarily one of
finding satisfactory bases of association. This problem
becomes important in assignment of costs against
revenues in physical distribution firms where there is
a pickup made, a transfer over some distance, a possible reassembling of the shipment, and a delivery.
The investment center requires that the manager
employ stewardship accounting, measured in terms of
the divisional rate of return. This rate of return is
calculated by dividing controllable revenue minus
controllable costs by controllable capital employed.
In this expression, controllable costs must be identified
to assign responsibility, although costs controllable by
others may be included on the manager's reports to
illustrate the size and contribution of the organization.
Controllable costs are those costs subject to the influence of the person or group in charge of the area of
responsibility. Controllable capital employed includes
items such as cash, receivables, inventory, and fixed
assets.
Controllable revenue may appear to be the easiest
aspect of divisional profit performance to deal with,

but it becomes difficult as the out put of one unit
becomes the input for another unit within the organization. In the motor carrier industry, this difficulty
becomes evident when dividing inbound and outbound
revenue; the originating terminal makes the sale and
records the revenue, but its costs may be less than
the costs of the delivering terminal. A large single
shipment may require distribution to several consignees at the destination. The division of revenues
is further complicated when an intermediate terminal
is required to handle the shipment en route, such as
a break -bulk operation.
Before reviewing the cost analysis systems used by
carriers, some discussion of terms may be helpful. First,
revenues are based on a rate for a type of shipment
moving from one specific point to another, as prescribed by a tariff. This tariff is adopted by the carrier
with approval of the governing tariff bureaus and is
subject to the control of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. In this context, rates are fixed for the
short run and are not controllable by a terminal manager. Revenues will, of course, vary depending upon
the traffic mix. Shipments are classified as truckload
(TL) or less- than- truckload (LTL). Equipment is generally designated as either line -haul or pickup and
delivery.

Profitability Measurement Systems
There are three basic profitability measurement
systems commonly used in the motor carrier industry.
The first is terminal profit or loss. This system indicates terminals which fail to generate adequate
profit, suggests cost areas which require corrective
action, and offers a basis for an incentive program.-'
'Th e National Accounting and Finance Council (NAFC) of the American
Trucking Associations has an extensive program designed to encourage participation
Of member firms in submitting papers a its seminars. This article is the result
of a review of papers submitted during the past 20 years and gives an indication
of the progress the industry has made in this area.
' P. J.Analysis
Reddin,Systems,"
Partner —Peat,
Marwick,
Mitchell
dr Company,
Prot
National
Accounting
Finance
Council"Motor
1971 Carrier
Annual
Meeting Presentation.
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A second type of terminal profitability system is
terminal traffic profitability. In this system, the assigned terminal revenue is the total outbound revenue
measured and accumulated by traffic lane. Direct costs
such as pickup, dock handling, and billing are assigned
to the outbound terminal. The loaded line -haul cost
of the movement, as well as any empty line -haul cost
that is associated with the movement, is charged.
Finally, general and administrative costs are allocated
to the traffic lane. The terminal profitability is measured by the sum of the individual traffic lanes.
The third system in common use is traffic lane
profitability. The specific lane to be measured is defined by origin and destination points of the freight.
Since this system attempts to quantify the profitability
of specific freight, it is primarily a marketing tool.
.Because of this, traffic lane profitability is not a
thorough control of terminal profitability. This measure may, of course, be used in addition to the control
system used in terminal profitability measurement.
Application of Cost Accounting
In a study of terminal cost controls, we should
consider the development and use of standard costs.
Detailed time and motion studies are a necessary
prelude to setting labor efficiency standards. Once
standard costs have been established for various categories, variance analysis provides the manager with
those exceptional items which require corrective action. Examples of variances from standards are:
1. Material variances due to poor purchasing or waste
2. Labor variances due to inefficiency or high - priced
labor
3. Overhead variance caused by excessive spending
on managed costs or nonutilization of capacity
The cost elements at the terminal level may be
categorized as pickup and delivery costs, platform
costs, office expense, and terminal overhead. Pickup
and delivery cost ratios are determined by spreading
the total cost of operating locally assigned equipment,
excluding labor, based on tonnage to compute a cost
per hundredweight. Platform costs are allocated in
terms of pounds handled. Office expenses include handling freight bills and related documents and are expressed "per shipment." All other terminal expense
of general or indirect nature is included in terminal
area.' A further refinement of this general system
segregates sales expense as a fifth distinct category.
In developing cost controls, one of the first problems
is separating costs as fixed or variable. While for a
department or terminal, maintenance costs may be
variable and assigned on the basis of time spent, for
the company as a whole such costs are generally fixed
over the short -run. A different situation is using a
line -haul tractor for pickup and delivery; there are
certain fixed costs such as depreciation and licenses,
and certain variable expenses such as fuel and oil. A
problem occurs in recording costs accurately when a
terminal uses a line -haul tractor for pickup and delivery
on a temporary basis since it is unlikely that fixed
costs for the tractor were charged to the terminal. This
inefficiency may be an incentive to the terminal manager to use line -haul equipment in such a manner,
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but it represents considerable lost opportunity cost
since the line -haul tractor represents a greater investment in terms of the vehicle and its interstate permits
and licenses.
It is essential that an equitable and acceptable
method of allocating costs be established. According
to Mr. P. J. Reddin, there are two basic areas in which
allocations are subject to wide variations. The first
area is overhead costs. These costs may be allocated
on the basis of weight, revenue, number of shipments,
or direct costs. The second area of allocations is line haul costs. Line -haul costs are in two categories —
loaded and empty. Loaded miles can be easily distributed, but allocating empty miles to terminals is difficult because the cause of the empty movement is
hard to pinpoint.' The empty movement may be due
to inadequate sales effort or may be a result of poor
dispatching by another terminal. To properly distribute these costs, the cause of the movement must be
identified with the responsible terminal.
Another interesting aspect in assigning costs is the
idea of direct costing and the matching process. The
nature of direct costing is to assign direct costs to units
and match these with the revenues from the units
while period costs are matched with revenue in the
period in which the costs are incurred. The matching
process is carried out under direct costing by first
deducting from the revenue during a time period the
direct cost of generating the revenue. The resulting
balance, called marginal income or contribution margin, measures the contribution which the revenue for
the period has made toward meeting the period cost
of providing production or service capacity. Net income is then determined by deducting the period costs
from marginal income.

"It is essential
that an
equitable and
acceptable
method of
allocating
costs be
established."

Cost Control Systems
In the mid - fifties, M. C. Benton, Jr. described the
cost system used by his company. This system is the
basic framework for most systems in use today. The
company used a unit cost system with all factors,
except terminal costs, computed from previously determined standards. The terminal was the major unit
involved, while within the terminal the individual
line -haul trailer load was the specific unit. Thus, profit
or loss was actually computed on each line -haul trip.'
In 1971, Martin W. Lorenz described the system
of terminal profit and loss accounting employed at
his company during the period 1964 to 1969. A terminal received one -half credit for both inbound and
outbound revenues with certain adjustments made for
conditions in various cities. Each terminal was charged
with individual terminal expenses such as supervision,
sales, pickup and delivery, platform, and claims. Each
terminal was charged with one -half of the cost of
inbound traffic as well as one -half of the cost of any
transfer required at intermediate terminals. General
and administrative expenses were allocated to each
terminal. Although the computation of profit and loss
statements was done by computer, the factors for
allocation of overhead costs were developed periodi; M. C. Bento n, Jr., Vitt President Co m ptro ller, McLean Tru cking Co mp any ,
"Terminal Cost Controls," 1951 ATA —NAFC presen tation.
' Red din, Op . Cit.
' M . C. Bento n, Jr., "Termin al Profit an d Lo ss statemen ts." p ap er in files of
NAFC.
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Toshiba would like
a few words with
all Olivetti* D-24 users.
There'll come a time when your old faithful friend —the
Olivetti D-24—is going to conk out on you.
When that sad day comes, you're going to be looking for
a new calculator.
We hope you'll take a look at us— Toshiba. Why? For one
very good reason. The keyboard and operation of the Toshiba
BC -1216P Electronic Printing Calculator is almost identical
to the Olivetti D-24.
The advantage of this is obvious. You won't have to spend
hours getting familiar with a new machine.
In addition, the Toshiba is electronic whereas the Olivetti
is electro- mechanical. So the Toshiba is faster and quieter.
The Toshiba is also smaller and lighter (it weighs only
15.4 pounds). Plus it has other convenient features like an
add -mode, a true credit balance, and red and black print -out.
So if your Olivetti is a little shaky, look into a Toshiba.
It's a tough little calculator with a familiar face.
For more details about the Toshiba BC -1216P write
Toshiba America, Inc., 41 -06 DeLong St., Flushing, N.Y.
1 1 3 5 5 or call (212) 9 3 9 -7400.
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curate so they cannot be disputed. The
reports must be used to make better managers and not applied to reprimand them
when certain predetermined standards are
not met' It is essential that the system
provide a fair measure of performance
since many firms in the industry indicate
that incentive programs are based on the
results of such systems. Further, the system should be designed so that all terminals are working together toward the corporate objective; if an outbound terminal
can look good at the expense of the inbound terminal, friction will soon emerge.
Perhaps the next logical step in the
measure of performance would be the
investment center approach. The advantage of such an approach is that the terminal manager would have to produce a
profit in relation to the assets entrusted
to him. Such stewardship requires far
greater attention and ability than a measure of profit alone.
° Martin W . Loren; Vice President - Comptroller, Johnson
Motor Lines, Inc., "Terminal Profit and Loss Accounting By
Traffic Lanes,- 1971 ATA —NAFC Award Winning Paper.
' Kenneth F. Mayhew, Jr., Treasurer, Carolina Freight Carriers
Corporation, "A Computerized Shipment Profitability System
as a Management Tool," 1971 ATA —NAFC Award Winning
Paper.
' G . A. Sywassink, Middle Atlantic Regional Manager, Associated Transport Inc., "Terminal Profitability Presentation
Operations Viewpoints," NAFC 1971 Annual Meeting Presentat,on.
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The Toshiba BC -1216P
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B a l l y by manual calculations and were
sometimes used for a (lumber of months.'
It should be mentioned, however, that
in the equal distribution of revenue and
costs to inbound and outbound terminals,
no credit was given for the energy and
effect of initiating the revenue by the
outbound terminal. In fact, sales expense
was listed as an unallocated expense
charged to the outbound terminal, so that
terminal would show less profit under
most circumstances than the inbound terminal.
In 1969, a more refined cost system was
introduced at Carolina Freight Carriers
Corporation. The system was a model
using 19 computer programs. The working

model had three important advantages
over earlier systems used by the company.
This system's advantages are the use of
current general ledger expenses rather
than historical standards, the self - updating
of the system, and the determination of
profit or loss on each individual shipment.
In the model, a relationship was established between empty and loaded miles;
empty mile costs were charged to shipments moving in the heavy direction.'

Conclusion
For any profitability system to be fully
used, the information must be made
available in a meaningful manner to the
first -line supervisor. Reports must be ac-

outside use because of the impact that
variances may have due to the small size
of the company. Delayed reporting allows
management to present the actual, along
with the budget, figures with any necessary
explanations of material variances.
However, the projected budgets for future periods in many small and medium
size companies are based on guesswork
and, in some cases, hopeful thinking on
the part of those establishing the budgets.
Due to the size of the company even a
relatively small variance could produce a
large discrepancy between budget and
actual figures. In the case of budgeted
losses, the projected figures can cause
serious difficulties. While many shareholders might understand that budgeted
figures are tentative, I think the majority
of small, potential and actual shareholders
would be discouraged from investing or
continuing their investment. This lack of
confidence could be extremely detrimental to the small and medium size
companies.
R. G. Yingling, fr.
Chief Accountant
American Guaranty Insurance Co.
Portland, Ore.
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NAA

GOES
' O N LINE'
On April 1 the NAA national office quietly entered
a new communications era as a third generation computer was placed " on line." Beginning last December,
hundreds of man -hours were devoted to the installation and programming of this computer as computer
engineers, systems analysts and programmers labored
to change over the Association 's data processing from
the old system to the new one.
The new system, a UNIVAC 9400, represents a
quantum jump in data processing potential for the
Association. It will shorten data processing time substantially, eliminate errors caused by excessive paperwork handling, increase efficiency by eliminating multistep procedures and provide capacity for future
growth of the data processing service to members.
These benefits are possible because the new system
combines three of the latest EDP hardware features:
direct access, video terminals and multiprogramming.
Direct access speeds up data processing because only
the relevant records are read, eliminating the necessity
of going through the entire file which was often required in the old model. Through the video terminals
(cathode ray tubes), data entry combines all three

r�

This was the scene as the Association began the complex job of
converting from one computer system to another. The doorway
in the background leads to another room which temporarily
housed the old system while the installation proceeded.

l o w -

Here's another view of the changeover with computer engineers
from UNIVAC directing the installation . At right, a compu ter
engineer is shown in the process of installing printed circuit
boards for the tape drive system ...
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... while Douglas Chozianin, right, a
senior systems analyst at UNIVAC, and
the project leader for NAA, discusses the
next step with another engineer.
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Even while technicians are setting up the
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new system, the Association's work goes
on. The machine in foreground is
de- collating a report which has just been
produced by the old system.

This is how system handles new member
applications: Above, Mrs. Elizabeth
Francin detaches check and indicates
amount of payment on application .. .

elements— inquiry, entry, verification —into a single
step. The multiprogramming feature allows several
projects to be run simultaneously, as contrasted with
the one -job limit on the old hardware.
For example, with the new system, operators can
update the membership file, print mailing labels for

any information on a member or a chapter competition record in the data base.
Other applications planned are automation of the
Certificate in Management Accounting records, the
Continuing Education Program records and Annual
Conference records. The capability to produce computerized letters will also be programmed and utilized.
Some more applications planned include the addition
of accounts payable and general ledger, as well as an
historical service file on members for use by the NAA
Nominating Committee.
Text and photos illustrate the transition and some
of the applications of UNIVAC 9400.
1:1

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, and update the chapter
competition file —all at the same time.
The computer is now capable of on -line inquiry and
updating of the membership and chapter competition
files. This means that through the six video terminals
located in different divisional operating areas of the
NAA office, there is almost instantaneous access to

. . . Then the application goes to Mrs. Angelina
Encarnacion (above) who assigns an account number
and does other coding to make it ready for entry into
computer .. .
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... Actual entry is made by Mrs. Lorraine Cousins on a
video terminal as shown above. Mr. Chozianin (right),
who recently joined NAA, points to display of all the
data on his membership.
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Next to console typewriter, Managing Director lohn E.
Vavasour (left) and Executive Director William M.
Young, Ir. (right) listen as Raymond Goldstein, manager
of the NAA Data Processing Department, explains how
code book in front of him is used to interpret messages
from the computer. Book also informs the operator what
corrective actions should be taken. All operator
communications to the system are made via this console.

Any activity in the chapter competition can be checked
immediately as Harry Russell, chapter area manager,
demonstrates above. The screen displays data from the
master chapter competition history file on Colorado
Springs- Pueblo Area. New York skyline is in background.
Eventually NAA plans to maintain an on-line transaction
log which will provide a history of all transmittals
submitted for the competition throughout the
competition year.

Photos by Barry Ko

,

F
A video terminal in the Executive Director's office gives Mr. Young
almost instantaneous access to any data in the computer bank. Mr.
Vavasour points to part of display, in this case data on President
Robert Beyer's membership.
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Above, a disc pack is
loaded on disc drive which
constitutes the on -line
storage component of the
system. Gary Haber,
programmer- systems analyst,
loads file.
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Social Responsibility,
Standards —To p ics
On D
Program
Business Communications, Corporate Social Responsibility,
And The Financial Accounting Standards Board Are Major
Topics On The Technical Program For 1973 Annual Conference

1
ar

E. W. Kelley
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The technical program for the 1973 Annual Interna- NAA, he served as a national vice president, 1963 -64.
tional Conference in Dallas is as current as the business
In the afternoon, two speakers will discuss some of
section of today's newspaper, according to E. W. the ramifications of the growing demand for greater
Kelley, Program Chairman for the Conference.
social accountability on behalf of corporations. The
One entire session, for example, will be devoted to chairman of this session is 1. Wayne Keller, a retired
addresses and discussions of the philosophy and plans vice president and director of Armstrong Cork Co.,
of the new Financial Accounting Standards Board. An Lancaster, Pa. A past national president of the Associafternoon session will be devoted to another "hot" ation, Mr. Keller was named by President Robert
topic— social responsibility of business.
Beyer to head up a special committee on Accounting
The technical program for the 1973 Annual Confer- for Corporate Social Performance.
ence will officially begin Monday morning, June 25,
The session is titled Corporate Social Responsibility.
1973, in the International Ballroom of the Fairmont The first speaker, who will discuss "Corporate CitizenHotel. Mr. Kelley, chairman of Consolidated Cigar ship," is to be announced later.
Corp., is chairman of the opening session.
Dr. R. Lee Brummet, professor of business adminisDr. Lawrence D. Brennan, professor of business tration, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,
communications, New York University, New York, N.C., will speak on "Measuring Corporate Social PerN.Y., will deliver the opening address. Mr. Brennan, formance" in the second half of the session. He is
who is author of several books on business coyn- a past national vice president.
munications including Effective Business Writing and
Speaking, and Modern Communication Writing, has Financial Accounting Standards
chosen a provocative title. His address will be on
As most members know, the rule- making function
"Whe n My Father Was an Accountant with the in the accounting profession is undergoing an upWhite Russian Army . . . Or Steppe Brother of heaval. The Accounting Principles Board is being reSYMDHE." Be sure and hear his ingenious exposition placed by a new independent body which will set
of this topic.
accounting standards for the profession. Because of
Following his address, the Annual Meeting of the the importance of this change to accountants working
Association will be gaveled to order. At this time NAA in every part of the field, NAA has invited three of
members will elect 14 officers for a one -year term the men heavily involved in planning and implement(1973 -74) and 50 directors for a two -year term (1973- ing the change to discuss the board.
75). The nominees for these positions are presented
The chairman of the Tuesday morning session is
elsewhere in this issue.
James Don Edwards, professor of accounting, UniA leading industrialist will deliver the keynote ad- versity of Georgia, Athens, Ga. Prof. Edwards is one
dress at the Monday luncheon. John V. Jaynes, pres- of the trustees of the Financial Accounting Foundaident and chief executive officer of Dresser Industries, tion, which is responsible for appointing members of
Dallas, Texas, will discuss "The Accountant's Stake the Financial Accounting Standards Board and for
in the Information Crisis." A long -time member of funding the operation. He was also a member of the
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Wheat Committee. The session is titled "A Forward
Look at Financial Accounting Objectives and Standards."
Leading off, Robert M. Trueblood will discuss "Financial Accounting Objectives —A Framework for
Standards." He is chairman of the board of directors
of Touche Ross & Co., Chicago, Ill. Mr. Trueblood
is serving as chairman of a special AICPA committee,
the Accounting Objectives Study Group, which was
named to develop a statement of basic objectives for
the accounting profession.
Marshall Armstrong, who was appointed the first
chairman of the Financial Accounting Standards
Board, will deliver an address on "The Goals of the
Financial Accounting Standards Board." Mr. Armstrong, who was formerly managing partner of the
accounting firm of Geo. S. Olive & Co., has extensive
experience in professional accounting. Not only is he
a past president of the American Institute of CPAs,
he is also a former member of the Accounting Principles Board.
An industry point of view on the FASB will be
offered by William H. Franklin, chairman of the board
of Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, Ill. His address is
titled "Business Management Looks at Financial Accounting Objectives and Standards." Mr. Franklin is
a trustee of the Financial Accounting Foundation and
a past president of the National Association of Acco u n t a n t s.

There are no scheduled technical sessions Tuesday
afternoon to allow members and their families to
attend the family event —a Western Rodeo and chuck
wa g on su p pe r .

Six Technical Sessions
Six concurrent technical sessions will be presented
Wednesday morning and afternoon. Two of the sessions which are expected to be the most popular will
be repeated in the afternoon. Following are titles of
the sessions and names of the speakers on the program.
1. The Professionalization of Management Accounting—CMA. Discussion leaders are Dr. James
Bulloch, Director of the Institute of Management
Accounting, New York, N.Y., and Stanley A. Pressler,
partner, Harry Stephens & Co., and professor of accounting, University of Indiana, Bloomington, Ind.
M r . Pressler is a m e m b e r of th e Boa rd of Re g e n t s
of th e In st i t u t e of M a n a g e m e n t Ac c ou n ti n g which
a d m i n i st e r s t h e C M A p r o g r a m .
2. Sta nd a rd s a n d B u d ge ts fo r Pla nn in g a nd C ont ro l.
Discu ssion lea de rs a re A. Ke n n e t h Be nson , pro je ct
m a n a g e r , C o n t i n u i n g Ed u c a t i o n D e p a r t m e n t , N AA,
a n d Ri c ha r d O . D i e tz , d i r ec t or o f c or p o ra t e a n a l y si s,
Ge n e r a l M il l s, I n c . , M i n n e a p o li s, M i n n .
Bo th o f t he se se ssio ns wi ll b e r ep ea te d i n th e a ft er noon.
3. Profita bility T a x Pl a n ni ng for Sma ll Bu siness.
Discu ssion lea d ers a re Ra lp h W . Newk irk , pa rt ne r,

Haskins & Sells, Cherry Hill, N.J., and Hugh R. Motley, principal, Arthur Young & Co., Dallas, Texas.
4. Accounting Information for Pricing Decisions.
Discussion leaders are Dr. Charles D. Mecimore, professor of accounting, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Charles H. Teller, Jr., business manager, chemicals group, Koppers Co., Inc., Pittsburgh.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1973
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5. Controlling Research and Development Costs.
Discussion leaders are Wayne A. Gray, chief accountant— research and engineering, Caterpillar Tractor Co.,
Peoria, Ill., and Carl H. Poedtke, Jr., partner, Price
Waterhouse & Co., New York, N.Y.
6. Human Resource Accounting. Discussion leaders
are Dr. Homer R. Figler, principal, Ernst & Ernst,
New York, N.Y., and Michael O. Alexander, partner,
Touche Ross & Co., Toronto, Canada.
On Wednesday afternoon, in addition to the first
two sessions described above, the following topics and
discussion leaders are on the program.
3. PPBS for Local Governments. Discussion leaders
are Morris C. Matson, assistant city manager and
director of finance, Fort Worth, Texas, and Harold
I. Steinberg, principal, Peat Marwick Mitchell & Co.,
New York, N.Y.
4. Publication of Forecasts in Financial Statements.
Discussion leaders are Neil A. Johnson, controller,
Earth Resources Co., Dallas, Texas, and John J. Mimier, partner, Seidman & Seidman, Dallas, Texas.
5. Management Science for Profit Planning. Discussion leaders are John M. Kohlmeier, partner, Arthur
Andersen & Co., Chicago, Ill, and Dr. Hadley P.
Schaefer, professor of business administration, University of Michigan, Dearborn, Mich.
6. Cost Standards for Government Contracts. Discussion leaders are Paul W. Holt, division vice president, Sikorsky Aircraft, Stratford, Conn., and Harold
Rice, partner, Arthur Andersen & Co., Los Angeles,
Calif.
Famil y Fin an ci al Pl an ni ng
Last year a special technical session for the ladies
at the Annual Conference in Philadelphia met with
enthusiastic acclaim so another such session has been
scheduled this year in Dallas. The program is titled
Family Financial Planning. Two Ernst & Ernst
partners will conduct the session —C. Andrew Kos trevagh from the Detroit office of the firm, and G.
Wilson Miller from the Charlotte, N.C. office.
E]
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Close -Up
Recognized as an outstanding
accomplishment in Aid to the
Disadvantaged, NAA's
Socio- Economic Program
recently was given national
recognition by the American
Society of Association
Executives. The Society awarded
the ASAE 1973 Grand Award for
Management Achievement to
the Association for its program.
Secretary of Commerce
Frederick B. Dent (right)
presents plaque to Executive
Director William M. Young, Jr.

A recent tax seminar for bankers
sponsored by the Mid - Hudson
Chapter was highly successful,
with more than 40 bank
executives attending.
Participants included, seated, I -r,
Daniel Devine; C. Lester Legg,
guest speaker; Thomas 1. Doerr;
Standing, I -r, James Dwyer, and
Robert 1. Antonovich,
educational director for the
chapter.
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Chapter /Member News
A Precedent-Breaking President
At the beginning of the chapter year in
1972, Raleigh- Durham Area Chapter
broke a precedent and elected the first
woman president in its history. What's
more she was young (only 25) and pretty.
Chapter President Karen Schmitz has
taken her new prominence in stride. An
enthusiastic and hard - working NAA
member, she had served as Communications Director and Secretary before
her election to the presidency. She had
also served on the regional organization
of NAA chapters —the Carolinas Council.

chapter." Not because of her presence, she
hastens to add, but because of the enthusiasm of the directors working with her
this year.
When she first joined the chapter in
1969, there were few active women in the
Raleigh- Durham Area unit. Now, Karen
says, there are more than ten. She is proud
the chapter has increased its percentage
of women members.
Since she was elected president of Raleigh- Durham Area Chapter, Karen has
received considerable publicity in the area.
The Raleigh Times featured a two- column
article about her on the woman's page
under the headline, "Successes add up for
girl accountant." A house publication of
the General Telephone Company of the
Southeast also carried a two -page article
with a photograph in August 1972, headlined "In a man's world nothing succeeds
like success."
The fact that she was elected head of
an organization which traditionally has
been a masculine domain generated publicity— publicity which you can be sure the
chapter featured in its public relations
reports. After all, "We hope to come in
Number One," the petite blonde says with
determination.
F1

Emeritus Life Associates

As far as she was concerned, her term
in office would not be strictly a titular
one. At the outset, Karen told her fellow
board members that "My aim is to have
the best chapter year we've ever had."
A Magna Cum Laude graduate of
Western Carolina University with a B.S.
degree in business, Karen had a difficult
time getting started in the accounting
field. Then General Telephone Company
of the Southeast offered her a position
in 1968 and liked her work so well they
promoted her five times in four years.
Currently, she is supervisor of the division
of revenue with 15 people reporting to
her, including three accountants.
Karen believes the fact that she is a
woman has not detracted from her effectiveness as a leader at all. "I believe I've
probably had more success," she says.
"The directors do more for me because
they don 't wa nt to displease me." She
notes, "My board meeting attendance will
probably surpass that of any other
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /MAY1973

CHARLES R. ROESCH, Rochester, past president.
HENRY G. RUMSFIELD, Central Arkansas.
JOHN H. SCHOEMAKER, Essex County.
WILLIAM V. P. SITTERLEY, Lehigh Valley.
CHARLES H. STANFIELD, Florida Wes t
Central.
JAMES J. TIERNEY, New York.
HANS C. TODT, Syracuse.
PAUL H. TROUT, Lancaster.
WILLIAM J. VON MINDEN, West Bergen Passaic County.
HAROLD S. WEATHERBY, Rochester, past
president.
WILLIAM R. WOGISCH, New York.
W. WARD YOUNG, New York.
VIRGIL E. ZIMMERMAN, North Central
Ohio.

Promotions and New Positions
Two Atlanta Central members were recently named assistant vice presidents of
Georgia Power Co. They are A. H. LEWIS
and T. C. WELLS.
EDMOND E. KLOSEx, Cleveland, was recently promoted to a vice president of
Paterson Leitch Co.
THEODORE M. GADERICK, Cleveland East,
has been appointed to the newly created
position of vice president, finance, and
secretary at Bailey Meter Co.

The designation of Emeritus Life Associate is
made available to retired members who have WILLARD CHELEY, Colorado Springs Pueblo, was appointed executive vice preshad 20 years of active service, or ten years of
active service including five years as an elected ident— finance at The Woodmoor Corp.
national or chapter officer or director. Those
Lours VLASHO, Dayton, has been proso designated are relieved from payment of
annual dues. The intent of this provision of moted to assistant controller of Hobart
the By -Laws is to recognize the debt which the Manufacturing Co. He is a nominee for
Association owes to members of long standing. the NAA Board of Directors, 1973 -75, and
RALPH W. BAILEY, Reading.
past president of the chapter.
CHARLES D. BAXTER, Lancaster.
ROYCE W. NATION, Denver, has been apGEORGE W. BENSEN, New York.
pointed
assistant to the president of
JOSEPH GETz, New York.
Lakewood Broadcasting Service, Inc., and
C. J. GOSSLING, Portland - Columbia.
LAFAYETTE A. HAYS, Providence, past Broadcasting, Inc. He also was elected
secretary- treasurer and director of each
president.
firm.
LOUIS A. HARTMEISTER, Niagara.
M. L. HOOVER, Pittsburgh.
JAMES THOMPSON, East Tennessee, was
WILLIAM F. JENSEN, Princeton.
elected controller and assistant secretary
W. F. KARRENBROCK, Los Angeles.
of T.P.I. Corp.
GEORGE F. MCCORMICK, Charlotte Blue,
Two Elkhart Area members have been
past NAA vice president.
named at Parkwood Homes. ROBERT
J. E. MCSPARRAN, Lancaster.
O'BRIEN was promoted to treasurer, and
FREDERICK W. MILLER, Trenton.
DUANE FARRELL, office manager.
FINLEY P. MULLINS, Portland Willamette,
EDMOND M. Rossi, Essex County, is now
past president.
ROBERT J. NIEMAN, Cincinnati.
executive vice president and general manNEWTON E. RANDALL, Syracuse.
ager of Remco Industries, Inc. He conHERBERT RETZLAFF, Portland Willamette, tinues to serve as chairman of the Execupast president.
tive Committee.
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T wo Fort Wa yn e members have been
named at Wayne Warehousing & Cartage, Inc. EARL W.'HOLLOPETER, chapter
past president, was named vice president
and treasurer, and PHILLIPS. ALBER was
elected to the board of directors to serve
as secretary and assistant treasurer.

GADERICK
Cleveland East

Time Off

MURRAY
Peninsula -Palo ARo

.1

..

WYATT J. DAVIS, JR., Jackson, was named
to the board of directors and elected corporate secretary of Sanderson Farms, Inc.,
in addition to his position as controller.
. Roy HORTON is now secretary and
manager for financial analysis of DGC
Services Co., subsidiary of Deposit Guaranty Corp.

T wo Lancaster members have been
named to positions at Superior Lingerie
Co. ROBERT J. ALLEN Is vice president- treasurer and PHYLLIS A. HART, SeCretary.... GERALD L. BOLAND was named
controller of Fleck- Marshall Co.... LARRY
L. ZIEGLER is now controller of Kunzler
& Co.
RICHARD A. WALKER, Lima, is now corporate risk manager, Superior Coach Div.,
Sheller -Globe Corp. He is a past president
of the chapter.
MORRIS COON, Los Angeles, has been appointed controller for Condor Coach
Corp.... LARRY SAINDOW was promoted
to manager, Southern California Credit
Union.
ARTHUR DURFEE, Nashville, is now president of Natcor Store Fronts.
B. ROBERT BRODBECK, North Central
Ohio, has been appointed treasurer of the
Hydr- O -Matic Pump Co.... DARWIN L.
SAMPSEL has been promoted to treasurer
at The Gorman -Rupp Co.
R. L. SINAGRA, Norwich, has been promoted to treasurer and controller at
Robertson Paper Box Co.
CHARLES W. JACKSON, Oakland County,
recently was appointed director of finance
at St. Johns Hospital.... JOHN D. MOORE
was named treasurer and elected to the
board of directors of Beautybilt, Inc.
LLOYD VANN, Oakland -East Bay, has been
promoted to assistant controller of the
Electrical Products Div., Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corp.
GILBERT A. DEBNER, Oklahoma City, has
58
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"Miss Hunt, go get me the latest stock market reports."

Forecasting and the
Generation Gap
For better or worse, voluntary forecasting is now a fait accompli, thanks to
a recent SEC ruling, but an amusing
slant on the earnings projections issue
was offered in the February 1st issue
of Forbes Magazine. Publisher Malcolm S. Forbes nixed the idea of forecasts "Because the results will be
mostly exactly the opposite of what the
SEC has in mind when it proposes
requiring corporations to forecast
earnings. Instead of informing, enlightening, helping investors, the heat
will be on CEOs to produce the predictions." In the same issue, another
editorial writer takes a diametrically
opposite viewpoint. Forecasts should
be required, he concludes, "Because in
one manner or another most of them
do it anyway." The writer's name?
Malcolm S. Forbes, Jr. Even in accounting issues, evidentally, there is a
generation gap.

Gleitende Arbeitszeit,
Anyone?
How would you like to come into the
office any time you wanted in the

morning? The hardest part of work for
many of us is getting to the office on
time. But the Germans have an answer
for the late -again syndrome: gleitende
arbeitszeit or gliding working time.
Under this system, the employee can
choose within guidelines his own starting and quitting times. If he comes into
the office at 9:30 a.m., he adjusts the
time he leaves the office. According to
The New York Times, the practice is
not in wide use yet in the United States
but some East Coast companies are
experimenting with "flextime" or
"adaptable hours."

A Letter Costs $3.31
This year the average business letters
costs $3.31 from dictation through
mailing, according to the Dartnell Institute of Business Research which has
been keeping track of such things since
1953. Business letters cost more but
they're getting shorter. In 1953, it took
an executive 250 words to say what he
wanted to say on the average. Now it
takes him 120 words, according to
Dartnell surveys. It seems the business
letter is costing the executive more but
he's enjoying it less.
Il
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been promoted to secretary- treasurer of
North American Rockwell Credit Corp.
JOHN

R.

MUR R AY ,

Peninsula -Palo Alto,
has been elected controller of the Clorox
Co.... HARRY W. SWENSON was elected
vice president — finance and treasurer of
Hughes Airwest.
T. MCCAHON, Philadelphia, has
been appointed controller of Wisco Division, ESB Inc.
JOHN

RON ALD

J.

P A TTE N .

Roan oke,

has been
appointed director of research of the Financial Accounting Standards Board. He
was formerly professor and head of the
Department of Accounting, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute & State University.

t

SWENSON
Peninsula -Palo Alto
P A UL

W .

BR I G G S ,

BRIGGS
Rochester

Rochester, has been

na m e d se ni o r vi c e p r e sid e n t, fi na n c e a n d

general services, of Rochester Gas & Electric.... FRANK H. DAvis has been elected
vice president in charge of operation for
Nero Equipment Co.
MA R TIN T .

BR U T TO N , S t . L o u i s , w a s a p -

pointed treasurer of Lake St. Louis Inv e s t m e n t C o r p . . . . KERW IN A . NICOLAI

is now assistant secretary and finance
comptroller, Security Mortgage Co... .
C H A R L E S A . V O E L L I N G E R has been appointed treasurer of Consumers Money
Order Corp. of America.... JAMES W.
W O R M A N has been appointed assistant
treasurer and controller, Puro Co., Inc.,
a subsidiary of Chromalloy American.
Scottsdale Area, is now
treasurer and director of Diversified Investments of Arizona.
RO BE RT S . C OO Ms ,

C R A I G A R M S TR O N G ,

Southern Nevada, was
promoted to assistant controller at the Las
Vegas Hilton Hotel.
D E A N W H I T E , Springfield, has joined Ferrara Spring and Auto Parts as controller.
A R TH UR D . C OOK, JR .,

Philippine Chapter Celebrates 50th
L th
]d th Ph'1
I

ess an a yea r o , e
I ippine nterna tiona l Cha pter is a lrea dy celebra ting the
Go l d e n J u b i l e e o f t h e a c co u n t i n g p r o fe ssio n in the Ph i l i p p i n e s. T he c h a p t e r wa s
ch a r te re d on O c t o b e r 1, 1972, b u t th e
a c co u n t in g pr o fe ssio n in the Phi li pp in es
is cel eb ra t in g i ts 5 0 th yea r.
I n h o n o r o f t h e a n n i v e r sa r y , Pr e si d en t
F e r d i n a n d Ma rc os decl a red 1973 as Na tiona l Ac co u nt in g Yea r. T h e m e of th e
cel ebr a ti on is "Ac co u nt a nc y : Pa rt ne r for
Pr og r ess." T h e N AA c ha pt e r wil l p a rt i ci pa t e in th e ce leb ra ti on by spon so ri ng se ver a l e v e n t s i n c o o p e r a t i o n wi t h o t h e r a c co u n t in g o r ga ni z a t i on s in " T h e Pea rl of
the Or ient."
It d i d n 't ta k e t h e Asia n ch a p te r long
to get sta rted; it ha s a lrea dy held a nu mber
of te ch nic a l m ee tin gs a nd pu bl ishes e ve ry
month a well- edited, fou r -pa ge newsletter.
In the Febru a ry 1 9 7 3 newsletter, President
Lu is C. Dia z boa sts tha t the cha pter sta nds
sixth in a list of eleven in te r na ti o na l
cha pt ers compe ting for the Ra wn Brin k ley
T r o p h y . T h e ch a p te r , however, c a n n o t
compet e bec a u se it wa s cha r tered a fte r the
year be g a n , b u t wa i t u n t i l next yea r!

• C O N F ID E NT I AL SE R VI C E
Your present position will In no way
be jeopardized. W e have had over 12
years experience in the placement of
professional personnel.

• OUR FEES ARE PAID BY
MANAGEMENT
Please send your resume with current
salary, or write for our Profes sional
Resume Kit, or call COLLECT (803)
779 -3520 at any time.

CHARLES EDWARDS, CEC, Mgr.
Accounting Division

SNELLING AND SNELLING
Where New Futures Begin

In Memoriam
G E R A L D E . ABL E I TE R , 6 1

, Chicago, 1949.
63, Blue Grass
Area, past president, 1959.
E R N E S T L . BA C K L I N , Calumet, 1971.
H O R T E N S E R . C A L L A W A Y , 56, Atlanta Central, 1961.
A L M A K . C R O W L E Y , 65, Peoria, 1952.
AR TH UR

ANSELMO

C.

T.

AN D ERS EN ,

DEL

ROS ARIO,

Philippines,

1950.
M. DUSTIN, 79, Los Angeles, 1945. ELA.
C Y R U S FA LC ON ER ,
JR., S y r a c u s e , 1967.
M A R I O J . F E R R O , 44, New Haven, 1972.
JO S EP H A . G R E E N E , Chicago, 1957.
W I L L I A M J . H A L F M A N , 36, Fox River Valley, 1969.
R I C H A R D E . H I L L , 53, Akron, 1962.
W . D . JAM ES, 80, Birmingham, 1946. ELA.
JA ME S R . M C C L O Y , 64, Pittsburgh, 1952.
N O R M A N F . M E N A R D , 3 4 , Member -atLarge, Canada, 1967.
Roy Y. MURANAKA, 54, Hawaii, 1951.
F. B. PATRICK, JR., 54, Grand Rapids, 1955.
A L BE R T L . SA RTOR E, 3 5

, Ce n tra l Pe n n sy l-

vania pre si den t, 1968.

63, Buffalo, 1943.
PAUL C. WOLF, 71, Fort Way ne, 1945.
ELA.
TH E O D O R E F . W O O D W A R D , 8 0 ,
Springfield,
1927. ELA.
J . C . W R I G H T , 5 0 , Joplin Tri- State, 1964.

W A LTER H . O LMER a n d W . K . A LL S H O US E,

Eugene M. Rock
Eugene M. Rock, a member of the NAA
Board of Directors from Fox River Valley
Chapter, died March 14. Mr. Rock, who
was 62, had been serving for 1972 -74.
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We are recruiting management oriented Accounting, Financial and
EDP personnel for the rapidly growing
Southern Market. Immediate career
opportunities for Controllers, Planning
Manager, Asst. Treasurer, Financial
Analysts, Acctg. Managers, Cost Accountants, Auditors, Gen. Accts., Systems Analysts, Programmer/ Analyst,
DP Ma na gers a nd ot hers. Sa la ries to
$25,000.

Box J -2000, C olum bi a, S.C . 29201

Washington, has
been elected a director of the Barnett
Bank of Winter Haven, Fla. Mr. Cook
is vice president — financial administration
— Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey
Circus World, Inc.
We s t m o r e l a n d C o u n t y , were recently
pro mot ed to a ssista n t c ont ro lle r a nd chi ef
cost a c c ou n t a n t , respectively, a t Robert Sha w Co ntro ls.

SOUTHERN
OPPORTUNITIES

LEROY G . W ELLS ,
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Books

FOR THE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING AND
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

Written by a business executive to present the basic concepts and
uses of accounting in simple, straightforward and readable form.

Edwin H. Caplan
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Reading, Mass. 01867, 1971,
134 pp., paperbound, $2.95.
This book is designed to be a text supplement to undergraduate
and graduate courses in cost and management accounting. It
examines the relationship of behavioral science to management
accounting by applying selected concepts of behavioral science to
accounting theories and practices.

INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING
Fifth Edition

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT: CASES AND
READINGS
Pearson Hunt and Victor L. Andrews
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Rd., Homewood, Ill. 60430,
1968, 936 pp., clothbound, $17.70.
A successor to Cases in Financial Management published in 1960,
it is based on cases copyrighted by the President and fellows of
Harvard College. It is designed to be a bridge between theory
and practice, and is included in our CMA examination reading
list.

Harry Simons
South - Western Publishing Co., 5101 Madison Rd., Cincinnati,
Ohio 45227, 1972, 1,134 pp., clothbound, $10.95.
This edition represents a major revision of the earlier work. Particular emphasis is placed on such matters as the changing nature
of contemporary principles and practices, increased application of
present value concepts in the valuation process, and the analysis
for recording of transactions that arise in an economic environment.

ACCOUNTING AND MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS
AND THE BUDGETARY PROCESS

CORPORATE FINANCIAL REPORTING:
ETHICAL AND OTHER PROBLEMS
John C. Burton, Editor
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Inc., 666 Fifth
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019, 1972, 293 pp., clothbound, $12.00.
This work contains the conference proceedings of the 1971 symposium on Financial Reporting held at Seaview Country Club
by The American Institute of CPAs, The Financial Analysts Federation, The Financial Executives Institute, and Robert Morris
Associates.

An Activity Costing Approach To Budgeting
MFOA Special Bulletin
Paul R. Reilly

TRANSLATION OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES

Muncipal Finance Officers Association ofthe United States and
Canada, 1313 E. 60th St., Chicago, 111. 60637, 1972, 9 pp., $1.50.

R. MacDonald Parkinson

A description of the experience of Madison, Wis., in adopting
a PPBS (Program Planning Budgeting System). It reflects the

The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 250 Bloor St.
E., Toronto 5, Canada, 1972, 144 pp., paperbound, $5.50.

reporting needs and requirements of 31 agencies.

This study relates particularly to the Canadian dollar which has
both risen and fallen in relation to the U.S. dollar. The author
has studied both U.S. and British practices and admits that his
preference for the current rate method is more in line with British
conclusions than those of the U.S.

MAKING DECISIONS
D. V. Lindley
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016,
1971, 195 pp., paperbound, $5.50.
A study of the rules of decision making for anyone who is interested in decision making and is prepared to take the trouble to
follow a reasoned argument. There is no material on delegating
responsibility, on how the paper work should be organized, or on
the personality of the decision maker.

TAX ALLOCATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS

ACCOUNTING FUNDAMENTALS FOR
NON -FINANCIAL EXECUTIVES

A study of the experiences of 500 companies with Section 482 of
the Internal Revenue Code. It provides previously unpublished
facts about the way in which international tax allocations are
administered by IRS in the field and contains indications of those
company income allocation practices that avoid tax difficulties
and those that tend to create disputes.

Allen Sweeny
American Management Assn., 135 W. 50th St., New York, N.Y.
10020, 1972, 147 pp., clothbound, $9.59.
60

Michael G. Duerr
The Conference Board, 845 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022,
1972, 97 pp., paperbound, $3.50 associate and educational, $17.50
non - associate.
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING
Notice is hereby given to all members of the Association that
the Annual Meeting of the National Association of Accountant s will be held at t he Fairmo nt Hot el in Dallas, Texas, on
Monday, June 25, at approximately 10:30 a.m., or immediately
following t he conclusion o f t he opening session, t o receive
the report of t he Nominat ing Commit tee and to transact such
ot her business as may properly come before t he meet ing.
New York
May 1, 1973

William M. Young, Jr.
Executive Director

Nominating Committee Report
To Members of the National Association of Accountants:
The following members are presented
for election to national offices at the
Annual Meeting of the Association to
be held in Dallas, Texas, Monday, June
25, 1973.
The Constitution and By -Laws of the
Association call for the annual election
of 14 officers —the president, 12 vice
presidents, and the treasurer —to serve
a term of one year. It also provides for
the election of 50 directors to serve two
years, their terms to overlap with 50
directors elected the year before, making a total of 100 directors.
This report includes nominees for the
Nominating Committee for 1973 -74,

who are also elected at the Annual
Meeting.
We are proud to submit the nominations of the members described below.
In every case their service and contributions have been outstanding. We
recommend this group of dedicated
men and women for election to the
offices indicated, confident their superior past performance in many capacities assures the Association of continued excellent leadership.
Respectfully Submitted,
Nominating Committee,
1972 -73

Nominating Committee 1972 -73
CHAIRMAN:JULIUSG.UNDERWOOD,HARRISBURGAREA
CLARENCE LANGER, MIAMI
JAMES E. MEREDITH, JR., NEWYORK
GRANT U. MEYERS, NORTHTEXAS
RAYMOND A. REHFELD, ALAMEDACOUNTY-SOUTH
DAVID F. ROBERTSON, DALLAS
A. T. SAMUELSON, WASHINGTON
EMIL SCHARFF, JR., SANDIEGO

ETTORE BARBATELLI, MILWAUKEE
L. DEAN CARPENTER, CHICAGO
HARRY W. CHERRY, WILMINGTON
FRANK E. DOELER, INDIANAPOLIS
WILLIAM J. FOX, HARTFORD
CHARLES R. KNUTSON, SAGINAWVALLEY
CHARLES W. LAMDEN, NEWYORK
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Nominee for President

ROBERT G. CHAPMAN
Los Angeles (1949): Director of Publicity,
1951 -52; Director of Member Attendance, 1952 -53; Vice President, 1953 -56,
and President, 1956 -57; National Director, 1957 -58, and 1963 -65. He served as
National Vice President, 1964 -65, and as
a member of the NAA Executive Committee, 1 %5 -67, and 1 %9 to present.
Chairman of the Committee on Publications,1970 -72, he is currently serving on
the Committee on Planning. He has
published articles in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING. He is President of Zieman

Products, Inc., Whittier, Calif.
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Nominees for vice Presidents
DONALD G. PERRY
DONALD H. CRAMER

San Francisco; Boston (1955): On San Fran cisco board he served as Director of

New York; W abas h Valley (1946): Vic e Pres i d en t ( N ew York), 1964 -65; first vic e president, 1965 -66; President, 1966 -67. Nat i on al
Director, 1968 -70. H e is a Partner, T ouc he
Ros s & Co., New York, N.Y.

M e m b e r Att en danc e, 1958 -59; Di r ec t or of
Programs, 1959 -60; Secretary, 1960 -61; Vice
Pres ident, 1961 -64; Pres ident, 1964 -65. H e
served on th e C om m i t t ee o n Chapt er
Operations, 1965 -72, and as National Direc -

A
- WINN

tor, 1967 -69. H e is a Partner, Coopers &
Lybrand, San Franc isc o, Calif .

FREDRICK J. DRESSER
Minneapolis
Northstar; Minneapolis
(1960):
Director of Membership,
1962 -63; Vice
President, 1963 -64, and 1964 -65; President,
1%5 -66; Vice Chairman, Operations Committee, 1970 Annual International Conference. National Director, 1970 -72. He is Vice
President and Assistant to the President,
Midwest Federal Savings & Loan Assn., Min

ARTHUR A. RAUTIO
7 A ??
"as.

0

1

Hartford (1956): Director of Special Activities & Employment, 1958 -59; Director of
Membership, 1959 -60; Director of Manuscripts, 1960 -61, and 1961 -62; Director of
Programs, 1962 -63; Treasurer, 1963 -64; Vice
President, 1964 -65, and 1%5 -66; President,
1966 -67. Committee on Chapter Operations,
1970 -71, and National Director, 1971 -73. He

r'

is a Partner, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.,

neap oli s , Mi nn .

Har tf ord , C onn .

CARL M. KO ONTZ

EDW ARD W . RODGERS

K n oxvi l l e; N or t h er n New York (1958): Sec retary, 1959-60; Vic e Pres ident, 1960-62; IIIowa: Program Director, 1962 -63; Director of
Membership, 1963 -64; Vice President, 1964 66; President, 1966 -67; Kn oxvi l l e: P r o g r a m

D ayt on ; Chic ago (1948): Di r ec t or of Pro grams , 1959 -60; Director of Meetings, 1960 61; Direc tor of Memb ers hip, 196 1 -6 2; V ic e
Pres ident,
1962 -63; 1965
Di r ec
t or National
of PubDirecli c it y,
1964
-65; President,
-66.

C+y

Director,1972- 73.National Director, 1971 -73.
He is Ac c ou n ti n g Man ager, A l u m i n u m
Comp any of Am er i c a, K n oxvi l le, T enn .

tor, 1971 -73. He is Profess or and Chairman,
D ep ar t m en t of Ac c oun ti ng , Uni vers i ty of

1L

D ayt on , D ay t on , O h i o.

EDWARD J. KRAL

HERBERT H. SEIFFERT

Detroit (1942): Direc tor of Communic ations ,
1%3
-64; Di
Dirrec
ecttor
or ofof MEduc
1964
-65;
1962-63;
e m b eation,
r Att en
danc
e,

"

Direc tor of Spec ial Ac tivities , 1965 -66; Vic e
President, 1966 -67, and 1968 -69; President,
1969 -70. Nat i on al Di r ec t or , 1971 -73. H e is
Assistant Con t r ol l er , Kelsey -Hayes Co.,
Romu lu s , M ic h.

f

Raritan Valley (1960): Di r ec t or of M an u Pres
ident,
1966
on alident,
Di r ec 1%5
t or and
scripts,
1963
-65;-67.VicNat
e iPres
-66;
Member, Committee on Educ ation 1968 -70;
M em b e r , C om m i t t e e on Research, 1972 -73.
He is As s is tant G eneral Controller, J ohns on
& J ohns on, N ew Brun s wic k, N .J .

t

VERNON OW ENS, JR.
Birmingham (1949): Director of Education,

KENNETH M. SIME

1954 -55; Secretary, 1955-58; Vice Pres ident,
1958 -60, and 1965 -66; President, 1966 -67. Nati onal Di rec t or , 1970 -72, and M e m b er of
Committee on Education, 1970 -73. He is Vice

Los Angeles (1946): D i r ec t or of Meet in gs ,
1953-54; Di r ec t or of Special Ac tivities ,
1954 -55; Vice President, 1955 -56, and 1958 61; President, 1961 -62. He served as National

Pres ident and G eneral Manager— Magazines,
Progressive Farmer /Southern Living, Birm i n g h a m , Ala.
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Director, 1961 -62, and 1970 -72. He is Director , Man ag em en t Information Svstem s, Pac if i c T u be C o., Comm erc e, Calif .
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Nominees for Vice Presidents
JOHN W. TOWNS, JR.
J. DOUGLAS STONE

Butler Area; Pittsburgh (1 %1): On Butler
Area board, he served as Secretary, 1966 -67;
Vice President, 1 %7 -68; President, 1968 -69.
Member, Committee on Chapter Operations, 1970 -71, and National Director, 197173. He is Assistant to the President, Fiscal
Affairs, Penreco, Inc., division of Pennzoil
Co., Butler, Pa.

Wichita (1949): Secretary, 1951 -52; Vice
President, 1952 -53; President, 1953 -54.
Member of Committee on Membership,
1 %9 -70, and NAA National Director, 1 %9 -71.
He is a Partner, Farrow, Stone & Blubaugh,
Wichita, Kans.

Nominee for Treasurer
A. T. SAMUELSON
Washington; Chicago (1946). On the Washington board he served as Director of
Manuscripts, 1960 -63; Vice President, 1 %364, and President, 1964 -65. During his two year term as National Director, 1967 -69, he
served on the Committee on Membership
and continued as a Member of the Committee for two more terms. NAA Vice President,
1971 -72. He has been awarded a Certificate
of Merit for a manuscript published in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING. Member, Executive
Committee, 1971 -73. He is Assistant Comptroller General, General Accounting Office,
Washington, D.C.

Nominees for Directors
JOHN C. ARME
Southeast Los Angeles County; Phoenix
(1960). Member, Board of Directors,
1965 -66. He is a Partner, Arthur Andersen & Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

DONALD F. BERRIDGE
San Diego (1 %1). Chairman, Southern
California Area Council, 1970 -71. He is
Manager of General Accounting, Aerospace Division, Rohr Industries, Inc.,
Chula Vista, Calif.

RICHARD E. BERGQUIST
Waterbury (1953). Member of Committee on New Chapter Formation, 1972 -73.
He is a Cost Analyst, Bearings Division,
The Torrington Co., Torrington, Conn.
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Nominees for Directors
JOHN S. BILLINGS

JERRY L. DODSON

Peninsula -Palo Alto (1958). In 1972 -73,
he served on the Committee on New
Chapter Formation and as Vice Chairman, Golden West Regional Council.
He is Manager, Corporate Planning,
Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.

Joplin Tri -State (1966). Member, Committee on Chapter Operations, 1972 -74.
He is Partner /Shareholder of Myers,
Scarbrough and Baker, CPAs, Joplin, Mo.

_

WALTER J. FOLEK
BILLINGS

GERMAIN B. BOER

BOER

BORGMANN

Tulsa, Lubbock Area (1967). Committee
on Education, 1972 -73. He is Associate
Professor of Accounting, Department of
Accounting, College of Business Administration, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Okla.

Brunswick Area; Raritan Valley (1962).
Member, Committee on Membership,
1971 -72. He is a Senior Consultant,
Management Services, S. D. Leidesdorf
& Co., New York, N.Y.

KENNETH H. FOOTE
ROBERT J. BORGMANN
Phoenix; Los Angeles (1965). He is a BREWER
Partner with Coopers & Lybrand,
Phoenix, Ariz.

BUELT

CREED

'$= AL

LESTER M. BREWER
Houston (1956). He is Manager, Budgets
& Cost Accounting Dept., Hughes Tool
Co., Houston, Texas.

JOHN E. BUELT

Charleston; Columbus (1949). He is
Professor of Business Administration,
Baptist College, Charleston, S.C.

w

(

CRISS

CUMPSTON

St. Louis (1959). He is currently serving
on the Committee on Membership. He
is a Partner in the Audit Division, Price
Waterhouse Co., St. Louis, Mo.

RICHARD A. GRUNDY
Orange

Coast

California;

Orange

County (1964). Member, Committee on
Membership, 1971 -73. He is Administrator, Huntington Intercommunity
Hospital, American Medicorp, Inc.,
Huntin g ton Beach Calif

DELUCIA

GERALD D. HUCK

o

r

&

&

Fort Worth (1963). He is a Manager with
Ernst Ernst, Fort Worth, Texas.

w

WILLIAM T. CREED

"

Macomb County- Michigan (1956). During 1972 -73, he served as Chairman of
the Michigan Area Council and on the
Committee on New Chapter Formation. DODSON
He is Controller, Holley Carburetor Div.,
Colt Industries, Warren, Mich.
"

DONALD C. JENSEN
FOLEK

FOOTE

CHARLES K. CRISS
Polk County Florida; Jacksonville (1960).
He is Plant Accountant, Santa Rosa
Plant, American Cyanamid Co., Milton,
Fla.

PETER R. CUMPSTON

Cleveland; Columbus (1%3). Member,
Commi.ttee on New Chapter Formation,
Committee
1
He is a Partner, Ernst &Ernst,
Cleveland, Ohio.

PAUL R. JOHNSTON

1111A
GRUNDY

HUCK

ig

Central Pennsylvania (1968). He is the
University Auditor at The Pennsylvania
State University, University Park, Pa.

IENSEN

J. HENRY KADEL

er

Hawaii (1962). He is Treasurer and Controller, Hawaiian Western Steel Ltd.,
Ewa, Hawaii.

Lancaster; Youngstown (1956). He is
Financial Controller, Air Pollution Control Group, Envirotech Corp., Lebanon
Pa.

J. LAWRENCE DeLUCIA
San Fernando Valley; Southern Nevada
(1968). Committee on New Chapter
Formation, 1972 -73. He is Manager in
the Administration Division, Arthur JOHNSTON
Andersen & Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
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STEPHEN KOWBA
Rochester (1951). He is Assistant Controller, General Accounting, Rochester
Gas and Electric Corp., Rochester, N.Y.
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Nominees for Directors
I

A. V. LANGSTON

t

RALPH W. NEWKIRK, JR.

Indianapolis (1953). NAA Director,
1960 -61. He is Assistant Secre tary- Treasurer, Howard W. Sams & Co.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

g,
� 4010,

South Jersey; Philadelphia (1952).
Member, Committee on New Chapter
Formation, 1972 -73. He is Partner in
charge of South Jersey office, Haskins
& Sells, Cherry Hill, N.J.

CARLYLE NICKLER

TOM R. LOCKE
Aus tin Area (1968). Member, Committee

LANGSTON

LOCKE

MARSH

Supervisor�—Cost�Estimating�&�Pricing,
Excel Corp., Excel Industries, Elkhart,
Ind.

on Promotion and Public Relations,
1972 -73. He is Director of Audit Opera tions, Touche Ross & Co., Austin, Texas. T

-

CHANNING B. MARSH
Western Carolinas (1959). He is Plant
Controller, Homelite, a division of Textron, Inc., Greer, S.C.

Elkhart Area; Michiana (1956). He is

HERBERT A. O'KEEFE, JR.
Savannah (1967). Member, Committee

a -

MATEGSKA

MCCONNELL

MGGOUGH

on Socio- Economic Programs, 1972 -73.
He is Associate Professor of Business
Administration, Savannah State College,
Savannah, Ga.

JOSEPH B. MATEOSKA

MRS. BETTY J. OLDHAM

New Hampshire (1959). He is Assistant
Controller, Doehla Greeting Cards, Inc.,
Nashua, N.H.

Indiana East (1 %7). She is Secretary- Treasurer, Richmond Homes, Inc.,
Richmond, Ind.
v

ROBERT E. PATERSON

,

THOMAS P. McCONNELL

Westchester;
Indianapolis
(1948). MCMAHON
Member, Committee on Chapter
Operations, 1971 -73. H e is Controller,
InterRoyal Corp., New York, N.Y.

MIRA

MILNER

York, N.Y.

RI CHARD L. McG OUGH
You ng s town

(1945).

NAA

Di r ec t or ,

RALPH L. RAWHEISER

1 %3 -64; Member, Committee on Membership, 1971 -72. H e is Vic e Pres ident
and T reas urer, Mahoning Valley Supply NEWKIRK
Co. , Youn g s town, O hi o.

_

O'KEEFE

NICKLER

F. THOMAS McMAHON

OLDHAM

PATERSON

Evansville (1955). NAA Director, 1960 -61;
Member of Committee on Membership,
1972 -73. He is Vice President and Manager, Tabco Computer Division, Old
National Bank, Evansville, Ind.
RAWHEISER

EARL R. MILNER
Milwaukee (1955). He is Assistant Corporate Controller, A. O. Smith Corp.,
Mi l wau k ee, W i s .

THADDEUS J. SCHULTZ
1
1

' ' San J uan (1965). Member, Committee on
Chapt er O p erat i on s , 1972 -73. H e is a
Partner, O e t t i n g an d Sc hultz, CPAs,
Santurc e, Puerto Ric o.

a

,►

FELIX J. MIRA
Jamestown- Warren; Cincinnati (1947).
He is Assistant Secretary, Assistant
Treas urer and C on t r ol l er , Blac ks tone REITZ
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Del awar e (1962). H e is Manag er , Admi n is t rat ion , i n the In t er n at i on al D epar t m en t , Herc ules , Inc ., W i l m i n g t on ,
Del .

PHIL REITZ, JR.

�'

Syracuse (1 %1). Chairman, Upstate New
York Area Council, 1972 -73. He is Credit
Man
M
anager, Syracuse China Corp., SyraN.Y.

Corp., Jamestown, N.Y.

New York (1954). During 1970 -73, he
served, respectively, on the Committee
on Education, the Research Committee,
and the Committee on Chapter Opera tions. He is Assistant Vice President,
Administration, S &H Green Stamp Div.,
The Sperry and Hutchinson Co., New

MRS. DOLORES F. SHERMAN
Fort Lauderdale (1964). She is a Partner,

4
SCHULTZ

SHERMAN

Sherman & Sh erm an Ac c oun tan ts , Fort

Lauderdale, Fla.
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Nominees for Directors
GEORGE DEE SMITH

ROBERT F. WALKER

Piedmont - Winston - Salem; Piedmont
(1960). Member, Committee on SocioEconomic Programs, 1970 -73. He is Vice
President and Comptroller, R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston - Salem,
N.C.

Calumet (1954). He is Assistant Manager, Cost and Operations Accounting,
Inland Steel Co., East Chicago, Ind.

A4

PAUL R. W ALSH
SMITH

ROBERT F. STONEROCK

STONEROCK

SURABIAN

Mid - Florida (1966): Director of Programs, 1967 -68; Vice President, 1968 -69;
President - elect, 1%9 -70, and President,
1970 -71. He is a Partner, Arthur Young
& Co., Orlando, Fla.

Illinois Northeast; Chicago (1951). He
is Manager, Computer Marketing Projects, Signode Corp., Glenview, III.

W ILLIAM P. W ALSH
Brooklyn (1961). He has served as a
Member of the Comm ittee on Mem bership since 1971. He is Assistant Secretary, Irving Trust Co., New York, N.Y.

JOHN S. SURABIAN, JR.
Southwest Los Angeles (1962). Member, TOTHERO
Committee on Chapter Operations,
1972 -74. He is Corporate Assistant
Treasurer, Coca -Cola Bottling Company
of Los Angeles, Los Angeles, Calif.

VLASHO

WALKER

ROBERT O. WALTON, JR.
Wilmington (1969). He is Comptroller,
University of North Carolina, Wilmington, N.C.

CHARLES E. TOTHERO
Reading (1961). Member, Committee on
Public Relations, 1972 -73. He is Cost
Accounting Supervisor, Columbia - WALSH, P.R.
Minerva Corp., Caron International,
Robesonia, Pa.

GERALD A. W AMELING
WALSH, W.P.

WALTON

E

LOUIS VLASHO
Dayton (1959). Member, Committee on
Promotion and Public Relations, 197273. He is Assistant Controller, The Hobart Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

1`

WAMELING

Mohawk Valley (1956). He is Manager— Personnel, International Heating
and Air Conditioning, Weil McLain Co.,
Utica, N.Y.

W ILLIAM W ARSHAUER, JR.
Washington (1960). Member, Committee on New Chapter Formation, 1972 -73.
He is a Partner, Price Waterhouse & Co.,
Washington, D.C.

WARSHAUER

Nominees for
NAA Nominating Committee
To Report in 1974
CHAIRMAN —J. G. UNDERWOOD, HARRISBURG AREA
ETTORE BARBATELLI, MILWAUKEE
WARREN W. BYRNE, ILLINOIS NORTHEAST
ROBERT L. CHAPLIN, FORT WAYNE
ROBERT L. CRAMER, MID - FLORIDA
G. WILLIAM FAHEY, SAN FRANCISCO
CHESTER R. KENNEDY, PITTSBURGH
WILLIAM D. LEE, ORANGE COAST

JAMES E. McMILLEN, CENTRAL TEXAS
GRANT U. MEYERS, NORTH TEXAS
ROBERT B. OAKLEAF, OLEAN - BRADFORD
ROBERT L. PYLE, CLEVELAND
VERNON C. QUARLES, DELAWARE
CHARLES T. SMITH, JR., ATLANTA
ARTHUR S. TAYLOR, BOSTON

Honorary Member — ROBERT BEYER, COLORADO SPRINGS - PUEBLO
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Defense Contract Costing: The State Of
T he Art
List Price $4.95 /Member Price $2.95

07202

Interim Financial Reporting
List Price $11.50 /Member Price $7.00

07201

Segment Reporting For Managers And
Investors
List Price $10.00 /Member Price $6.00

06404

Long -Range Profit Planning /$2.50

06403

Control Of Maintenance Cost /$2.50

06402

Techniques In Inventory Management
$2.50

06401

Toward A Basic Accounting Philosophy
2.00
$

07203

05801

Speeding -Up Interim Closings And Reports /$.75

05703

Accounting For Labor Costs And Labor Related Costs /$2.50

05702

Costing Joint Products /$1.50

05701

Accounting For Returnable Containers
$.75

05602

Accounting ForintrwCompanyT ransfers
$2.00

05601

Modif yi ng The Calendar To Meet Business Needs /$.75

05503

Accounting For Research And Development Costs /$2.00

06302

Accounting For Costs Of Capacity /$2.50

06301

Departures In Communicating Accounting Data To Foremen /$.75

06202

Development And Reporting Of Variances/$.75

06201

Experience W ith Return On Capital To
Appraise Management Performance /$.75

06105

Cash Flow Analysis For Managerial Control/$2.50

1j5502

Planning, Controlling And Accounting
For Maintenance /$.75

06104

Current Application Of Direct Costing
$2.50

05501

Controlling And Accounting For Supplies
$.75

06103

Use Of Graphs In Internal Reporting
$.75

05401

Cost Control For Marketing Operations
$2.50

Computer -Based Inform ation Systems
For Management
List Price $7.50 /Member Price $4.50

06102

Cost Control Of Spoiled W ork /$.75

05302

Product Costs For Pricing Purposes /$2.50

Applying Accruals And Deferrals T o Interim Earnings /$.75

05301

Direct Costing /$2.50

05201

Effects Of Federal Income Taxes On
Capital Budgeting
List Price $4.50 /Member Price $2.75

06003

Separating And Using Costs As Fixed
And Variable /$.75

The Analysis Of Manufacturing Cost Variances /$1.50

#5101

06002

T he Anal ys i s Of Nonmanufacturing
Costs For Managerial Decisions /$2.50

Major Changes Caused By The Implementation Of A Management Information System /$2.00

Management Accounting Problems In
Foreign Operations /$2.50

05001

06001

Reports W hich Managements Find Most
Useful /$.75

The Analysis Of Cost - Volume- Profit Relationships /$2.50

06802

External Reporting For Segments Of A
Business /$2.50

04801

05905

Return On Capital As A
Managerial Decisions /$2.50

How Standard Costs Are Being Used Currently /$2.50

06801

Sensitivity Analysis In Making Capital
Investment Decisions /$2.50

05904

06702

Accounting Inform ation In Managerial
Decision- Making For Small And Medium
Manufacturers /$2.00

Classification And Coding Techniques
T o Facilitate Accounting Operations/
$2.00

05903

Cost Improvem ent For Profit Improve ment/$.75

06701

Financial Analysis T o Guide Capital Expenditure Decisions /$2.50

05902

The Capital Expenditure Control Program/$.75

06601

Concepts For Management Accounting/
Casebound $4.95 /Paperback $2.95

05901

Serving Sales Through Planning Of ProInventory/$.75
duction

06501

F i n an c i a l Anal ys is Techniques For
Equipment Replacement Decisions /$2.50

#5802

Current Practice In Accounting For Depreciation /$1.50

07101

Management Control of Information
Systems Development
List Price $5.95 /Member Price $3.50

07001

Financial Reporting For Security Investment And Credit Decisions
List Price $14.50 /Member Price $8.50

06903

A Framework For Financial Reporting
By Diversified Companies
List Price $3.50 /Member Price $2.00

06902

06901

06803

06101

Guide T o

Return t his order f orm to:

National Association of Accountants
Special Order Department
919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

Book N o.

PLEAS E T YP E O R PR IN T C LEA R LY:

Unit Price

No. of Books

Total Price

"

Inform ation For Marketing Management
List Price $3.00 /Member Price $1.95

&

07102

Name
Address State

Zi p

_
$

$

City
NAA
Acc ount N o.

$

$

Nonmember ❑

I am enclosing:
$_

_

TOTAL
CH ECK: P e r s o n a l ❑ ❑ C o m p a n y❑ ❑

T

O

BOOKS
$

MO N EY O R D ER

T

A

L

ENCLOSE
R EMIT T AN C E

`Nonmembers pay List Price where indicated

S

Qu est io ns a n d a nswer s t o P a r ts 1 , 2 , a n d 3 o f t h e C M A E x a m
were pu blishe d in F ebru a ry , Ma rc h, a nd April respec tively . Pa rt
5—the last one —will b e p u b l i sh e d i n t h e Ju ne issu e.

Management Accounting Examination
Exa mina tion for the Certifica te in Ma na gemen t Accou nting P rogra m given by the Institu te of Ma na gement
Acco u nt ing of the National Association of Accou nta nt s, 9 1 9 T hird Avenu e, New York , New York 10022

Examination for Part 4
Periodic Reporting for Internal and External Purposes
Friday, December 8, 1972; 8:30

A.M.

to 12:00

Questions

H

Estimated Time

Required Number 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

hour

Required Number 2 or Number 3 (not both) . .

1

hour

Required Number 4 or Number 5 (not both)

1

hour

Required Number 6 or Number 7 (not both) .

..........

1/2

hour

3 1h hours

The time allowance suggested approximates the relative weight assigned each question.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
1. Place your candidate number at the top of each
answer sheet you submit. Begin each question on
a new sheet of paper. Arrange your answers in the
numerical order of the questions. Number all pages
in order.

2. Calculations made to support your answers to problem and analysis questions should be legible and
clearly referenced to your answers.
3. Answers to questions should be well written.
Illegible writing and lack of clear exposition will
influence the evaluation of the examiners.

FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS MAY RESULT IN FAILURE OF WHAT OTHERWISE
MIGHT HAVE BEEN PASSING WORK.
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Management Accounting Examination
QUESTION NUMBER 1— Estimated time 1 hour
The Carberg Corporation manufactures and sells a
single product. The cost system used by the company is a
standard cost system. The standard cost per unit of product
is shown below:
Material —one pound plastic @ $2.00
Direct labor 1.6 hours

@ $4.00

$ 2.00
6.40

Required:
A. Calculate the following variances from standard
costs for the data given:

Variable overhead cost

3.00

1.

materials purchase price

Fixed overhead cost

1.45

2.

materials quantity

$12.85

3.

direct labor wage rate

4.

direct labor efficiency

5.

overhead budget

The overhead cost per unit was calculated from the
following annual overhead cost budget for a 60,000 unit
volume.
Variable Overhead Cost
Indirect labor
$4.00
Supplies —Oil
$ .50

30,000

hours

@
$120,000

60,000

gallons

@
30,000

Allocated variable service department costs
Total Variable Overhead Cost

30,000
$180,000

Fixed Overhead Cost
Supervision

$ 27,000

Depreciation

45,000

Other fixed costs

15,000

Total Fixed Overhead Cost

$ 87,000

Total Budgeted Annual Overhead Cost
at 60,000 Units

$267,000

The charges to the manufacturing department for November, when 5,000 units were produced, are given below:
Material

5,300 pounds @ $2.00 . $10,600

Direct labor

8,200 hours

33,620

$4.10

9,840

Supplies —Oil 6,000 gallons @ $0.55

3,300

Allocated variable service
costs

3,200

@

Indirect labor 2,400 hours

@

$4.10

department

Supervision

....

2,475

Depreciation

3,750

Other

1,250

Total

70

The purchasing department normally buys about the
same quantity as is used in production during a month.
In November 5,200 pounds were purchased at a price of
$2.10 per pound.

...........

$68,035

B. The company has divided its responsibilities such
that the purchasing department is responsible for the price
at which materials and supplies are purchased. The manufacturing department is responsible for the quantities of
materials used. Does this division of responsibilities solve
the conflict between price and quantity variances? Explain
your answer.
C. Prepare a report which details the overhead budget
variance. The report, which will be given to the manufacturing department manager, should display only that
part of the variance that is the responsibility of the manager
and should highlight the information in ways that would
be useful to that manager in evaluating departmental performance and when considering corrective action.
D. Assume that the department manager performs the
timekeeping function for this manufacturing department.
From time to time analysis of overhead and direct labor
variances have shown that the department manager has
deliberately misclassified labor hours (e.g.: listed direct
labor hours as indirect labor hours and vice versa) so
that only one of the two labor variances is unfavorable. It
is not feasible economically to hire a separate timekeeper.
What should the company do, if anything, to resolve this
problem?
Answer only one question from Questions 2 & 3. If both
are answered, only the first will be counted.
QUESTION NUMBER 2 (an alternate to Number 3)—
Estimated time 1 hour
The S. T. Shire Company uses direct costing for internal
management purposes and absorption costing for external
reporting purposes. Thus, at the end of each year financial
information must be converted from direct costing to
absorption costing in order to satisfy external requirements.
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Periodic Reporting
At the end of 1971 it was anticipated that sales would
rise 20 percent the next year. Therefore, production was
increased from 20,000 units to 24,000 units to meet this
expected demand. However, economic conditions kept the
sales level at 20,000 units for both years.
The following data pertain to 1971 and 1972:
1972

1971

Sales (units)
Beginning Inventory (units)
Production (units)

Unfavorable Labor, Materials
and Variable Overhead
Variances (total) ....

$

Ending Inventory (units)

30

$

30
20,000

20,000

2,000

2,000

20,000

24,000

2,000

6,000

5,000

4,000

$

$

Selling Price per Unit

Standard Variable Costs per Unit for 1971 and 1972
Labor

. ....

.

...

. .........

E. There are many who believe that direct costing is
appropriate for external reporting and there are many who
oppose its use for external reporting. What arguments for
and against the use of direct costing are advanced for its
use in external reporting?

QUESTION NUMBER 3 (an alternate to Number 2 ) Estimated time 1 hour
You have been assigned by the acquisitions committee
of Control Group, Inc. to examine a potential acquisition,
Retailers, Inc. This company is a merchandising firm which
appears to be available due to the death of its founder and
principal shareholder. Recent statements of Retailers, Inc.
are shown below:

$ 7.50

Materials ....... ... ..... . ...

4.50

Variable Overhead

3.00

.....

D. The company finds it worthwhile to develop its
internal financial data on a direct cost basis. What advantages and disadvantages are attributed to direct costing
for internal purposes?

. . .

Balance Sheet
as of January 31
1970

$15.00
Cash
Annual fixed costs for 1971 and 1972
(Budgeted and Actual):

$100,000

$120,000

$130,000

Accounts Receivable

300,000

370,000

430,000

Inventory

200,000

400,000

400,000

Fixed Assets

700,000

800,000

900,000

(200,000)

(250,000)

(325,000)

100,000
01

Less:
Accumulated
Depreciation

The overhead rate under absorption costing is based
upon practical plant capacity which is 30,000 units per
year. All variances and under or over absorbed overhead
are taken to Cost of Goods Sold.

Required:
A. Present the income statement based on direct costing for 1972.
B. Present the income statement based on absorption
costing for 1972.
C. Explain the difference, if any, in the net income
figures. Give the entry necessary to adjust the book figures
to the financial statement figure, if one is necessary.

Total Assets
Accounts Payable

$1,100,000 $1,440,000 $1,535,000
$260,000

$300,000

- 0 -

280,000

280,000

Common Stock
Outstanding

690,000

690,000

690,000

Retained Earnings

190,000

210,000

265,000

8

%n

All taxes are to be ignored.
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1972

nnn

Selling and Administrative

$ 90,000

nn

Production

....

1971

Notes payable
Due 1/ 3 1/ 90

Total Equity

$220,000

$1,100,000 $1,440,000 $1,535,000
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Management Accounting Examination
INCOME STATEMENTS

B.

For the Years Ended January 31
1971

1972

$2,629,000

$2,943,000

$2,000,000

$2,200,000

300,000

350,000

Supplies

36,600

42,600

Depreciation

75,000

100,000

Interest Charges

22,400

22,400

105,000

75,000

$2,539,000

$2,790,000

$90,000

$153,000

40,000

68,000

$50,000

$85,000

Sales
Cost of Goods Sold
Wages

Loss on Sale of Fixed Assets
Total Deductions
Net Income Before Taxes
Income Taxes
Net Income

Calculate the current ratio for 1972.

C. Calculate a rate of return on the stockholder's equity
for 1972.
D. Describe the cash flow for 1972 by redrawing the
Statement of Changes in Financial Position to explain the
changes in cash position instead of net working capital.
E. Does the amount shown for "Net Fixed Assets Purchased" equal the funds spent for newly acquired assets?
Explain your answer.
F. The Statement of Changes in Financial Position
(formerly the funds statement) now is required in published financial reports. What reasons are given to support
the requirement that this statement be included in published
financial reports?

Answer only one question from Questions 4 & 5. If both
are answered, only the first will be counted.
QUESTION NUMBER 4 (an alternate to Number 5 ) Estimated time 1 hour

CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION
For the Years Ended January 31
Sources:
Net Income
Add back: Depreciation
Loss
Notes Payable

1971

1972

$50,000

$85,000

75,000

100,000

105,000

75,000

280,000

- 0 -

The Justa Corporation produces and sells three products.
The three products, A, B, and C, are sold in a local market
and in a regional market. At the end of the first quarter
of the current year, the following income statement has
been prepared:
Total
Sales

Uses:
Net Fixed Assets Purchased
Dividends paid
Total
Increase (Decrease) in net
working capital

$510,000

$1,000,000

$300,000

1,010,000

775,000

235,000

Gross Margin

$ 290,000

$ 225,000

$ 65,000

Selling Expenses

$ 105,000

$

60,000

$ 45,000

52,000

40,000

12,000

$ 157,000

$ 100,000

$ 57,000

$ 133,000

$ 125,000

$

$260,000

$230,000

$200,000

30,000

30,000

$260,000

$230,000

$250,000

$30,000

Administrative
Expenses

Net Income
Required:
A.

Calculate the inventory turnover for
1. 1971.
2. 1972.
3. Is it better or worse in 1972 than in 1971?
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Regional

$1,300,000

Cost of Goods Sold
Total

Local

8,000

Management has expressed special concern with the
regional market because of the extremely poor return on
sales. This market was entered a year ago because of
excess capacity. It was originally believed that the return
on sales would improve with time, but after a year no
noticable improvement can be seen from the results as
reported in the above quarterly statement.
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Periodic Reporting
In attempting to decide whether to eliminate the regional market, the following information has been gathered:

A

Products
B

C

$500,000 $400,000 $400,000

Sales
Variable Manufacturing
Expenses as a Percentage of Sales
Variable Selling Expenses
as a Percentage of Sales

the president, to believe that an aggressive advertising
campaign will be necessary next year to maintain the company's present growth.
To prepare for next year's advertising compaign, the
company's accountant has prepared and presented Mr. Ro
with the following data for the current year, 1972:
Cost Schedule

60%

70%

60%

Variable Costs:
Direct Labor

3%

2%

2%

Sales by Markets
Product

Local

Regional

A

$400,000

$100,000

B

300,000

100,000

C

300,000

100,000

$8.00 /pipe

Direct Materials

3.25 /pipe

Variable Overhead

2.50 /pipe

Total Variable Costs

$13.75 /pipe

Fixed Costs

All administrative expenses and fixed manufacturing expenses are common to the three products and the two
markets and are fixed for the period. Remaining selling
expenses are fixed for the period and separable by market.
All fixed expenses are based upon a prorated yearly amount.
Required:
A. Prepare the quarterly income statement showing
contribution margins by markets.
B. Assuming there are no alternative uses for the Justa
Corporation's present capacity, would you recommend dropping the regional market? Why or why not?
C. Prepare the quarterly income statement showing
contribution margins by products.
D. It is believed that a new product can be ready for
sale next year if the Justa Corporation decides to go ahead
with continued research. The new product can be produced by simply converting equipment presently used in
producing Product C. This conversion will increase fixed
costs by $10,000 per quarter. What must be the minimum
contribution margin per quarter for the new product to
make the changeover financially feasible?

Manufacturing

$ 25,000

Selling

40,000

Administrative

70,000

Total Fixed Costs

$135,000

Selling Price, per pipe:

$25.00

Expected Sales, 1972 (20,000 units) :

$500,000

Tax Rate: 40%
Mr. Ro has set the sales target for 1973 at a level of
$550,000 (or 22,000 pipes).
Required:
A.

What is the projected after -tax net income for 1972?

B.

What is the breakeven point in units for 1972?

C. Mr. Ro believes an additional selling expense of
$11,250 for advertising in 1973, with all other costs remaining constant, will be necessary to attain the sales
target. What will be the after -tax net income for 1973
if the additional $11,250 is spent?
D. What will be the breakeven point in dollar sales for
1973 if the additional $11,250 is spent for advertising?

QUESTION NUMBER 5 (an alternate to Number 4)—
Estimated time 1 hour

E. If the additional $11,250 is spent for advertising
in 1973, what is the required sales level in dollar sales to
equal 1972's after -tax net income?

R. A. Ro and Company, maker of quality handmade pipes,
has experienced a steady growth in sales for the past five
years. However, increased competition has led Mr. Ro,

F. At a sales level of 22,000 units, what is the maximum amount which can be spent on advertising if an
after -tax net income of $60,000 is desired?
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Management Accounting Examination
Answer only one question from Questions 6 & 7. If both
are answered, only the first will be counted.

of important topics serve as a basis for the annual profit
plan. What are these topics, and why are they important?

QUESTION NUMBER 6 (an alternate to Number 7)—
Estimated time 1/ 2 hour

B. What specific procedures will be followed each year
in developing the annual profit plan?

Arment Co. has sales in the range of $25 -30 million,
has one manufacturing plant, employs 700 people, including 15 national account salesmen and 80 traveling sales
representatives. The home office and plant is in Philadelphia, and the product is distributed east of the Mississippi
River. The product is a line of pumps and related fittings
used at construction sites, in homes, and in processing
plants. The company has total assets equal to 80% of sales.
Its capitalization is: accruals and current liabilities 30 %,
long -term debt 15 %, and shareholders' equity 55 %. In the
last two years sales have increased 7% each year, and income after tax has amounted to 5% of sales.
Required:
A.
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Strategic decisions by top management on a number

QUESTION NUMBER 7 (an alternate to Number 6)—
Estimated time 1/ 2 hour
Recent proposals by investors and others have suggested
that corporations include financial forecasts in their annual
reports. It further has been suggested that the CPA attest
to those forecasts.
Required:
A. What arguments are advanced to support the publication of such forecasts?
B. What arguments are advanced that oppose the publication of such forecasts?
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C ert i fi c a t e i n M a n a ge m en t Ac c ou n t i n g E xa m i n a t i on
Un offi c i al S olu t ion for Pa rt 4 — Dec emb er 1 9 7 2
Periodic Reporting for Internal and External Purposes

QUESTION NUMBER 1
5,200 lbs.
$0.10
$ 520.00

A. 1. Material quantity purchased
Unfavorable unit price ($2.00 - $2.10)
Unfavorable purchase price variance
2. Material quantity used
Material quantity required at standard
for 5,000 units produced (5,000 units
times 1 lb. /unit)
Unfavorable quantity
Standard price per pound
Unfavorable materials quantity variance

5,300 lbs.

3. Direct labor used
Unfavorable unit hourly rate ($4.00- $4.10)
Unfavorable direct labor wage rate variance

8,200 hours
$0.10
$820.00

4. Direct labor used

8,200 hours

5,000 lbs.
300 lbs.
$2.00
$600.00

Dire ct lab or req uir ed at sta nda rd for

8,000 hours
200 hours

5,000 units produced
Unfavorable direct labor use
Standard wage rate per direct labor hour
Unfavorable direct labor hour variance

a nn

$800.00

5. The overhead included in the standard unit cost is not related
to direct labor hours. Thus, it seems appropriate to develop
the overhead budget on the basis of output.

Indirect labor
Supplies -oil
Allocated variable service department
Total variable overhead
Supervision
Depreciation
Other
Total fixed overhead
Total overhead
Overhead budget variance

B. Clearly indicating where the responsibilities for price
and quantity variances lie and charging the variances to
the departments with initial responsibility reduces the
conflict but does not eliminate it.
The specific cause(s) of the variance needs to be determined before there can be certainty that the proper deMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1973

Overhead
charged
$ 9,840
3,300
3,200
$16,340
2,475
3,750
1,250
7,475
$23,815

Overhead budget
for one month
period and
5,000 unit output
$10,000
2,500
2,500
$15,000
2,250
3,750
1,250
7,250
$22,250

Variance
(under)
over
budget
($160)
800
700
$1,340
225
-0-0225
$1,565

partment is charged. For example, if materials were
purchased at higher than standard prices because the
manufacturing department required a rush order, then
the price variance is the responsibility of the manufacturing department. If the materials provided by the purchasing department were of slightly lower quality than
75

C. The manufacturing department manager cannot control the price of the overhead items. Therefore, the prices
should not influence the data in his report. Further, the
allocation method for service department costs is not
sufficiently explained to identify what part, if any, of this
variation can be identified with the department. The fixed
overhead items listed in this problem normally are outside
the control of a department manager. Supplies and indirect labor are left.
Control can be exercised at the departmental level over
the amount of things used; therefore, emphasis should
be placed on the quantities within the variances with little
or no emphasis on the dollar values. The major use of
the dollar values would be to establish the quantity level
of each variance that would be economically worth management attention.
To:
From:
Subject:

Department Manager— Manufacturing
Performance Analysis
Controllable Overhead
Performance — November

Controllable Overhead Items
Quantity
A. Indirect labor
Favorable indirect labor use
100 hours
(dollar value $400)
B. Oil
Unfavorable oil use
1,000 gallons
(dollar value $500)

Percent
Compared
to
Standard

4%

200/c

Commentary:
The dollar value of the oil variation and its large
percentage require that the cause be identified and control
procedures applied.
The indirect labor variation, although favorable, should
be investigated to be sure that it does not represent
unaccomplished activities that affect other aspects of the
operations.
RBK
11/30/72
Calculation for Memorandum
Supplies —Oil
Oil consumed
6,000 gallons
5,000 alglons
Standard quantity for
5,000 units output
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Unfavorable oil
consumption
Dollar value at standard
oil prices
Indirect Labor
Hours used
Hours standard for
5,000 units output
(5,000 times .5 hours)
Favorable indirect labor
variation
Dollar value at standard
wage rates

1,000 gallons
$500
2,400

2,500

100 hours
$400

D. The immediate reaction might be to dismiss the department manager. However, careful thought would require analysis of the situation to determine (1) if, on an
overall basis, the department is being operated economically (if so, then dismissal may be undesirable); and (2)
if the cause of such behavior is due to management
reaction to unfavorable variances without regard to size
or to undue emphasis by management on individual
variances to the exclusion of measurement of overall
performance.
If it is assumed that the manager is performing satisfactorily on an overall basis and should not be dismissed,
then two possible solutions can be considered:
1. Revise reporting methods so as to emphasize overall
performance;
2. Revise reporting on labor to combine direct and
indirect labor into a single item for performance
evaluation.
(Note on Question 1. The calculations for overhead were
based upon output measures. The problem does not specifically indicate the basis for overhead budget development. It seems reasonable that variances based upon input
values (e.g., labor hours) would be acceptable answers.)
QUESTION NUMBER 2
A. Sales
Variable cost of goods sold
(20,000 times $15.00)
Manufacturing variances
Contribution margin
Less period costs
Production
Selling and administration
Net Income

$600,000
$300,000

4,000

304,000
$296,000

90,000

100,000

B. Sales

190,000
$106,000
$600,000

Cost of goods sold
(20,000 times $18.00)
360,000
22,000*
Manufacturing variances
Gross margin
Less selling and administrative costs
Net Income

382,000
$218,000

100,000
$118,000

*$ 4,000

18,000

—

specifications required, due to careless purchasing, the
excess quantity used by manufacturing is the responsibility of the purchasing department.
Even if the variances are properly charged to the two
departments it can be argued that the purchasing department's variance is influenced by the excess quantity required by manufacturing. In this problem the extra 300
pounds will increase the purchasing department's variance
(accumulated over several periods) by $30.00 (300 lbs.
times $0.10). The $30.00 is the joint responsibility of the
two departments.

[(30,000- 24,000) x $90,000/30,0001

$22,000
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C. Inventory increased 4,000 units. Each added unit absorbs $3.00 in allocated fixed overhead or a total of
$12,000.
The presumption in the problem is that the books are
maintained on a direct cost basis. Therefore, an adjustment to the book figures would need to be made to
recognize the fixed costs in inventory for all units.

2,200,000
= 5.5 times
2. Cost of Goods Sold =
.5 (400,000 + 400,000)
Average Inventory
The turnover in 1972 is slower than in 1971.

B. Current Assets = (130 + 430,000 + 400,000)= 3.2 to l
300,000
Current Liabilities

85,000
- 9.2%
C, Net Income to Stockholders =
$72,000
Inventory
.5(900,000
+
955,000)
Average
Stockholde?s
Equity
60,000
Cost of goods sold
18,000
Unabsorbed fixed overhead
Period production costs
$90.000
Retained earnings
60,000
If just the current year needs to be adjusted (the begin- D.
Changes in Financial Position
ning inventory of 1972 was charged with the appropriate
For the Year Ended January 31, 1972
fixed overhead) then the entry would be
(Measured on the basis of change in cash balance)

Inventory
of goods sold
Cost
Unabsorbed
fixed overhead
Period production costs

Sources
Net Income

$12,000
60,000

18,000

Add Back Depreciation
$90,000

D. Advantages
1. The fixed costs are reported at incurred values (and
not absorbed) thus increasing the likelihood of better
control of those costs.
2. Profits are directly influenced by changes in sales
volume (and not influenced by building for inventory).
3. The impact of fixed costs on profits is emphasized.
4. The income statements are in the same form as the
cost - volume -profit relationship.
5. Product line, territory, etc. margin4l contribution is
emphasized and more readily ascertainable.
Disadvantages
1. Total costs may be overlooked when considering
problems.
2. Distinction between fixed and variable cost is arbitrary for many costs.
3. Emphasis on variable cost may cause managers to
ignore fixed costs.
E. Advantages
1. Statements would readily reflect the direct impact
of sales volume on profits.
2. The consequences of fixed costs would be more
obvious.
3. Inventory swings would not influence profits.
Disadvantages
1. Costs are not matched to revenues.
2. The difficulty in separating fixed and variable costs
might cause statements to be misleading.
3. Statements would confuse investors used to absorption costing statements.
4. Confidential information (on nature of costs) could
be disclosed to competitors.
QUESTION NUMBER 3
2,000,000
= 6.67 times
A. I. Cost of Goods Sold =
Average Inventory .5 (200,000 + 400,000)
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$ 85,000
100,00

Loss

Increase in Accounts Payable
Uses
Net Fixed Assets Purchased
Dividend Paid
Increase in Accounts Receivable

75,, 000
40,000

$300,000

200,000
30,000
60.000

290,000

$ 10,000
E. No. The acquisition cost of the fixed assets sold at
a loss cannot be determined from the facts in the question.
Without that information the calculation of the change
in the Fixed Asset Account will only disclose the net result
of the fixed assets purchased and fixed assets sold.
Accumulated
De reciation
Disposals
End. Bal.

25,000
325,000
350,000

Value of assets sold:
Cash Price
Add: Depreciation
Loss

Acquisition cost
of asset sold

250,000
100,000
350,000

Beg. Bal.
1972 Addition

Unknown
25,000
75,000

Unknown but at least $100,000

800,000 100,000 Minimum Cost
Beg. Bal.
Minimum Cost
of Sold Assets
of Assets
200,000 900,000 End. Bal.
Purchased
1,000,000 1,000,000

F. The Statement of Changes in Financial Position adds
several dimensions to financial reporting. First, it summarizes all of the changes in financial position. The income
statement only explains changes in the retained earnings
account. Second, it describes the many factors which
influence the financial position (in addition to the effect
of income), such as the funds arising from additional
investments in the firm from the disposal of assets and
77

the funds from income. The statement also includes the
many uses to which funds are put, e.g., retirement of
debt, acquisition of long -term assets, and expansion of
working capital. The description of the sources and uses

of funds, including financing and investment activities
by categories of events, is more understandable than
attempting to picture them from examining just changes
in the balance sheet accounts.

QUESTION NUMBER 4

820,000
31,000
851,000
449,000
74,000
375,000

630,000
24,000
654,000
346,000
36,000
310,000

$190,000
7,000
$197,000
$103,000
38,000
65,000
$

Regional
$300,000

$
$

$
$
$

$

Local
$1,000,000

$

Sales
Variable Expenses:
Manufacturing (Schedule A)
Selling (Schedule B)
Total Variable Expenses
Contribution Margin
Separable Fixed Selling Expenses
Net Market Contributions
Common Fixed Expenses:
Manufacturing
Administrative

Justa Corporation
Quarterly Income Statement
Total
$1,300,000

$

A.

$ 190,000
52,000

Total Common Fixed Expenses

$ 242,000

Net Income

$ 133,000

Schedule A- Variable Manufacturing Exnenses

Separable Fixed Selling Expense Computation:
Total Selling Expense
Less: Variable (Schedule B)
Fixed Selling Expense
B. No. The regional market should not be dropped. The
regional market sales are adequate to cover variable
expenses and separable fixed expenses of the regional
market and contribute $65,000 toward the recovery of
the $242,000 common fixed expenses and net income.
If the regional market is dropped, the local market
contribution margin must absorb its separable fixed selling expenses plus all common fixed expenses as shown
below:
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Local
$60,000
24,000
$36,000

$

(6)
3,000
2,000
2,000
7,000

+

$

Schedule B- Variable Selling Exnenses
(4)
(5)
12,000
$100,000
6,000
100,000
6,000
100,000
24,000

(7)
Total Variable
Exp. (4)
(6)
$300,000
280,000
240,000
$820,000

$

(3)
$400,000
300,000
300,000

(6)
Regional Variable
Expenses (2)x(5)
60,000
70,000
60,000
$190,000
$

(2)
3%
2
2

(5)
Regional
Sales
$100,000
100,000
100,000

$

60
70
60

Local Sales
$400,000
300,000
300,000

(4)
Local- Variable
Expense (2)x(3)
$240,000
210,000
180,000
$630,000

$

(1)
A
B
C
Totals

(3)

$

Product
A
B
C
Totals

(2)
%

(1)

(7)
15,000
8,000
8,000
31,000

Regional
$45,000
7,000
$38,000

Contribution Margin
Separable Fixed Selling Expenses
Net Market Contribution
Total Common Fixed Expenses
Net Income

$346,000
36,000
$310,000
242,000
$ 68,000

The Corporation net income thus declines from
$133,000 to $68,000. This $65,000 is the amount of the
contribution loss from the regional market.
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Justa Corporation
Quarterly Income Statement

C.

$1,300,000

Product
A
$500,000

Product
B
$400,000

Product
C
$400,()00

820,000
31,000
$ 851,000
$ 449,000

$300,000
15,000
$315,000
$185,000

$280,000
8,000
$288,000
$112,000

$240,000
8,000
$248,000
$152,000

'r_ t

Sales
Variable Expenses:
Manu fact urin g (S ched ule A)*
Selling (Schedule B)*
Total Variab le Exp enses
Con tr ib ut ion Ma rgin
Fixed Expenses:
Manu factur ing
Selling
Administrative

1

$ 190,000
74,000
52,000
$ 316,000
$ 133,000

Tota l F ixe d Ex pen ses
Ne t Income

*Schedules A & B are in Part A of Question Number 4.
D. When the new product replaces Product C, the minimum contribution margin per quarter must be at least
$162,000 (the present contribution margin of Product C
+ $10,000 of new fixed expenses) in order for Justa
Corporation to be no worse off financially than currently.

This contribution margin will still provide net income
of $133,000.
A possibility that the new product does not replace

Product C but instead supplements current production
by using some of Product C machinery part -time or
full -time can be construed from the problem. However,
quantitative data are not adequate to allow a numerical
solution beyond saying that the contribution margin must
be $10,000 + pe r q u a r t e r t o r e cove r a d d e d fixed costs
an d oth er cost s whi ch ma y b e i ncur r ed .

QUESTION NUMBER 5
A. (S a l e s - Va r i a b l e Cos t s - F i x e d Cos t s ) x (1 - t a x r a t e ) = aft er t ax ne t in come
( 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 - 2 7 5 , 0 0 0 - 135,000) x ( 1 - . 4 0 ) = Projected 1972 after tax income = $54,000
B. Fixed Costs

=

Break even vol ume in u nits

Varia ble cont ribut ion per unit

135,000

=

(25.00 - 13.75)

135,000

= 12,000 units

11.25

C. (550,000 - 302,500 - 146,250) x (1 - .40) = Projected 1973 after tax income = S60,750
D. Fixed Costs
= Breakeven volume in dollars
Variable contribution per dollar sales
146,250 = $325,000
.45
E.

X
25X
54,000
X
25X

=
=
=
=
=

required 1973 sales units
required 1973 sales dollars
(25.00X - 13.75X - 146,250) x (1 - .40)
21,000 units
$525,000

F.

Y = maximum advertising
60,000 = [(22,000 x 25) - (22,000 x 13.75) - 135,000 - Y] .60
Y = $12,500
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QUESTION NUMBER 6
A. The following topics are among those considered by
top management to be strategic planning issues.
1.
2.
3.
4.

What are overall objectives of the firm?
What markets will be served?
What channels of distribution will be utilized?
What form of organization structure will be suited
to the fine's objectives and activities?
5. What basic financial structure will be employed?
6. What intensity of research and development will be
planned?
Decisions with regard to the above and similar topics
are important because they give the firm the objectives
to be reached and provide the basic methods to be used
to reach the objectives. The annual profit plan includes
the specific activities required to carry out the required
strategic plans and to reach the firm's objectives.
B. The annual profit plan reflects the company's expectations for sales, expenses, profits, and changes in financial
position for the budget year.
For Arment Co. it would begin with the sales plans
for the year. The company would estimate the sales volume in its several product lines and market segments
taking into account (1) the state of the economy and its
effect on Arment products, (2) the effect on sales of
adjustments in Arment's marketing efforts, (3) the actions
by Arment's competitors, and (4) the opinions of Arment's
salesmen as to the prospects for next year. The result
would be a sales budget for the several products, customer
classes and territories. The sales budget and the various
marketing efforts to accomplish the sales budget would
be the foundation for development of the marketing expense budget (including sales force, advertising, and distribution expenses) broken down as appropriate to the
products, customer classes and territories. The sales budget plus decisions with respect to inventory levels would
serve as the basis of the manufacturing and production
budget. This budget would identify quantities of different
products to be manufactured and overall requirements
for materials, labor and other manufacturing expenses.
The overall level of sales and production activity would
be used to develop the administrative expense budget. This
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budget would indicate levels of accounting, legal, personnel and general administration to be carried out.
Corporation policies with respect to research and development and current financial status would be used to
develop the research and development budget.
The impact of the budgets described above plus corporation actions to carry out strategic decisions (e.g.,
acquire long -term financing, build a plant, etc.) would
be used to prepare cash budgets, capital additions budgets
and to prepare the budgeted income statement and balance
sheet for the year.
QUESTION NUMBER 7
A. The basic argument for the publication of financial
forecasts in corporate annual reports is to provide the
investor with additional information about the future
activities of the company upon which to base his investment decision. A second argument is that some investors
have access to the forecast data currently; it would be
more equitable if all investors had access to such information. The attestation by the CPA to such forecast data
would provide the forecast data with reliability and permit
the investor to have confidence in the forecast.
B. One argument raised against the publication of such
forecasts is the expectation that management would
present a conservative forecast in order to "look good"
when actual results of the year are in. A second point
often considered is the prospect that the forecast would
provide competitors with confidential information thus
endangering business strategy and the performance of
the firm.
A third argument is that forecasts are narrow estimates,
which makes them difficult to interpret given that the
future is not a certainty, and as a result investors may
be mislead by them.
The attestation by CPAs also can be questioned. There
may be a conflict of interest because the forecast in the
current year report and the actual results of the next year
are both audited by the CPA. There would be concern
that the reported results might be adjusted so that the
forecast appears to be borne out by the actual results.
Additionally, it can be questioned that the CPA has the
training and qualifications to attest to forecasts.
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A great technical program, rodeo,
chuck wagon supper, animal
safari, tours, horseback riding,
swimming, dinner and
dance, parties, picnics,
games, entertainment.
All at our 1973 Annual
International Conference,
June 24 -27.
Time is growing short
for you to get in on
this exciting program.
Send in your reservation
form today!
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Contact your nearby Robert Half office
for your free copy of the
1973 Prevailing Starting Salaries booklet.
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